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Abstract
This research is a study of the general seismic response behavior of buried 
pipeline systems during a soil liquefaction process. To aid the design of buried 
pipelines in a soil liquefaction environment, the purpose of this research is to provide 
the basic dynamic seismic response of different pipeline systems. Several important 
parameters such as pipe diameter, buried depth, additional mass and the size of the 
liquefiable soil zone have been introduced. The pipeline systems under study are 
cross-types, T-types and straight pipelines, with or without a manhole, buried in a soil 
liquefiable zone.
Time-varying soil spring constants are used for the analysis of the soil liquefaction 
process. The equation of motion includes nonlinear geometric and material damping 
terms. The pipe body is assumed to be elastic.
A  computer program based on the finite element method has been developed. 
The mode superposition method is used to solve the equation of motion of the 
pipeline. The required eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated by subspace 
iterations. A few uncoupled modal equations of motion are solved by a step-by-step 
numerical integration method. This dissertation presents the background, formulation,
v
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verification of the developed program, numerical results, conclusions of seismic 
response of buried pipeline systems under a soil liquefaction environment and 
suggestions of future research to aid seismic design of pipeline systems.
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Chapter I Introduction
1.1 Background
Buried pipeline systems, including water, sewage, oil, gas and communication 
pipelines, have been damaged heavily by recent earthquakes!12' 13l including the 1989 
Loma Prieta earthquake!151. Field observations!18-20! showed that there are three major 
causes of damage to buried pipelines during earthquakes: soil liquefaction, fault 
movement and seismic ground shaking. Soil liquefaction has been one of the major 
causes of damage to buried pipelines.
Recent damage investigations!12 621 have revealed that the damage ratio of 
pipelines (number of damaged pipes/km) is much larger in liquefied ground than that 
in ground without liquefaction. According to damage statistics during past severe 
earthquakes!12 42', pipeline damage is particularly high at pipeline intersections with 
a heavy structure.
Soil liquefaction is a special phenomenon which usually occurs in shallow 
layers of saturated loose sandy soil due to strong earthquake excitation11'. This 
phenomenon had not been recognized and analyzed until the Alaska earthquake16' 
(April 1964) in the United States and the Niigate earthquake134-621 (June 1964) in 
Japan. Since then, many cases of seismic damage to pipelines caused by soil lique­
faction have been reported, such as the Tangshan earthquake (1978, China,
1
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Magnitude 7.8)137-38!, the Mexico City earthquake (1985, Mexico, Magnitude 8.5)I20> and 
the recent Loma Prieta earthquake (1989, USA, Magnitude 7.1),151, and others!18!.
The response behavior of buried pipelines in a soil liquefaction environment 
induced by seismic shaking has been studied experimentally for lateral motion by 
Kuribayashi et aU19> in 1986 and analytically for longitudinal motion by Yeh and 
Wang in 1985!*°!. However, only preliminary results for a straight pipeline have been 
obtained.
The exact response of a buried pipeline system, including manholes, during a 
soil liquefaction process is complex and the complete solution for such complex 
systems has not been found. To verify Kuribayashi’s experimental study!19! of buried 
pipelines, Wang et al.!55> published a paper on the dynamic responses of buried 
pipelines during a liquefaction process using a simple Rayleigh-Ritz method. 
Although the results were considered satisfactory for verification purposes, the paper 
recommended that a finite element analysis including soil-structure-fluid interaction 
effects with a more realistic damping value be carried out.
Recent publications by Miyajima and Kitaural221, Yeh and Wang!591, and several 
papers on the similar subject by Japanese investigators can be found!112*2*44!. 
However, most of them discussed the performance and behavior from observations, 
or from a static analysis of a pipeline in a completely liquefied soil, but not during the 
liquefaction process.
Since there is no general dynamic solution for buried pipeline systems during 
a soil liquefaction process, this paper focuses on the development of a rigorous 
analysis coupled with a computer program that uses the finite element method to
2
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study the seismic responses of buried pipeline systems during a soil liquefaction 
process. The pipeline systems under study are straight,“T”-type and Cross-type 
pipelines, with or without a manhole. Both geometric and material damping of 
surrounding soils are included in this analysis.
1.2 Brief Review of Studies on Seismic Response of Pipelines
Though in the future, earthquakes may be predicted with some degree of 
accuracy, above ground structures as well as buried pipeline systems will not escape 
from earthquake damage. Therefore, engineers have to analyze the seismic response 
of pipelines in order to determine the adequacy of existing pipelines and to improve 
the future pipeline design.
In the past decades, after each strong earthquake many damage reports!7,12'15' 
18,20,37,40.42,56,57,62] 0f buried pipeline systems from field observations and investigations 
have been published worldwide. Some of the damage reports!17, sb, S6i provide some 
analysis, but most damage reports are limited to information about the effects of the 
earthquake. From field observations and investigations, the conclusions!50! are that soil 
liquefaction, fault movement and strong ground shaking are three major causes of 
damage to buried pipeline systems during earthquakes.
Ground shaking is one kind of dynamic load on structures. The method usually 
used to analyze the dynamic response of structures is to solve the equation of 
motion151 which contains an inertia term (mii), a damping term (cu), a stiffness term 
(Ku) and an earthquake excitation term (miig). Buried pipelines are different from 
above ground structures. They have a relatively large dimension in length (usually 
kilometers) and a small dimension in diameter (usually centimeters). Therefore, they
3
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are very flexible. Except when the pipeline is in a soil liquefiable zone, when passing 
through the fault area and is buried in a very shallow depth, the pipeline will move 
with the surrounding soil. Usually there is no relative displacement (except axial slid­
ing) between the pipe and the surrounding soil'48!. The dynamic effect of the ground 
to the pipeline is negligible. In this case the inertia term (mii) and the damping term 
(cu) can be neglected from the equation of motion. With this simplification, the 
method used to analyze the seismic response of buried pipelines is called the ‘quasi­
static approach’ introduced by Wang et al.'48, 58 54'. The seismic response of buried 
pipelines subject to strong ground shaking has been treated as an elastic problem'48', 
and as an elasto-plastic problem'52', for pipejoints'36' and complicated systems'39'.
Fault movement is another phenomenon in earthquakes'4' especially on the 
west coast of the United States. The permanent deformation of faults can sometimes 
reach up to twenty feet during an earthquake. Yeh'61' studied the pipeline damage 
caused by fault movement and established a mathematical model based on buckling 
considerations. Several important parameters such as the crossing angle, and the 
diameter of the pipelines were discussed in his study. O’Rourke et al.'28' and 
Newmark et al.'25' also studied pipeline response due to fault movement and gave the 
design criteria of buried pipeline systems based on static deformations.
Compared with the effects of strong ground shaking and fault movement on 
buried pipelines, the effects of soil liquefaction have only recently been observed and 
studied. Generally speaking, the damage rate of buried pipelines (number/per 
kilometer) is higher in soft soil than in stiff soil'27,44'50' because the support from the 
surrounding soil is weak. In the soil liquefiable zone, buried pipelines lose all the
4
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support from the surrounding soil, and therefore have a higher damage rate than 
pipelines in a non-liquefiable zonel50- 61>.
Several aspects of the general topic of buried pipelines in a soil liquefiable 
zone have been studied. These include the potential of soil liquefaction11- z  34 **• 3S]? 
experimental studieŝ 19- 24 ^  1̂, response analyseŝ 8, 11 11 a  21 5S- 6(1 61l and 
countermeasures*41,4i 5I*. In response analysis only a few*19- 35l studies have dealt with 
the dynamic response in the horizonal plane during the soil liquefaction process.
During soil liquefaction, the amount of soil mass moving with the pipeline, 
decreases with time. Therefore, mass damping including geometric and material 
damping, and soil stiffness are all functions of time. Because of these considerations, 
the study of a pipeline system in a soil liquefiable zone during the soil liquefaction 
process is very complicated. In the experiment by Kuribayashi et al.<19) only straight 
pipe was studied. The input loading was different from that produced by a seismic 
shear wave which is the seismic wave that causes soil liquefaction. The analytical 
study by Wang et alJ55' also dealt with straight pipe using the simple Rayleigh-Ritz 
Method.
Since there is no general dynamic solution for buried pipeline systems during 
the soil liquefaction process, this dissertation research focuses on the development 
of a rigorous analysis coupled with a computer program based on the finite element 
method to study the seismic response of buried pipeline systems during the soil 
liquefaction process. The pipeline system could be a straight pipeline or a T-type, a 
Cross-type, with or without a manhole.
5
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13 Assumptions and Limitations
In order to analyze the seismic response of a large buried pipeline system 
which may include cross-type, “T ”-type, and straight type pipelines, with or without 
a manhole (Fig. 1.1), the following assumptions have been made:
(i) Soil spring is considered to be elastic at a particular moment, but its value 
changes with time during the soil liquefaction process.
(ii) Axial deformation of the pipeline and lateral deformation of the pipeline 
are treated as unrelated.
(iii) The buoyancy force is considered as a static force in the upward direction, 
but the vertical dynamic response of the pipeline is not considered in this study. 
Therefore, the pipeline responses for this dynamic study are limited to the horizontal 
plane.
(iv) In the finite element model, lumped mass and lumped damping are used, 
however, the stiffness is the commonly used consistent stiffness.
(v) The Winkler model111' 58l of soil spring is employed instead of the Vlasov 
modeli47!.
(vi) The pipe body is considered elastic at all time.
(vii) Added soil mass is assumed to decrease proportionally to soil spring 
values during soil liquefaction and to become zero at the full soil liquefaction stage.
Due to the limitation of the mode superposition method used in this 
dissertation research, only the seismic response of continuous pipeline systems during 
the soil liquefaction process will be calculated by the computer program developed 
for this research.
6
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1.4. Objectives and Scope
This research focuses on developing a computer program based on the finite 
element method to study the seismic response of buried pipeline systems during the 
soil liquefaction process. Pipeline systems under study are T-type, Cross-type or 
straight pipelines, with or without a manhole. Realistic damping values for both 
geometric1101 and material!16! damping of surrounding soils are included. The values 
used for soil spring in both axial and lateral directions are derived from the actual 
data of pore water pressure build-up'35!, which is the main cause of soil liquefaction 
in saturated loose sandy soil. The minimum number of modes included in the 
developed computer program assures the satisfaction of engineering correctness and 
accuracy.
The first chapter of this dissertation introduces and reviews the studies on 
seismic response of buried pipelines up to the present time. From the review of 
response analysis, it can be seen that the more complicated and realistic finite 
element model established in this study is necessary to study the structural behavior 
of buried pipeline systems during the soil liquefaction process. The assumptions and 
limitations of this study are also given in this chapter.
In Chapter II, a finite element model using lumped mass, lumped damping, 
but consistent stiffness is established with the assumptions mentioned in Chapter I. 
Note that since this study is focusing on the responses of pipelines during a soil 
liquefaction process, the added soil mass, geometric and material damping and soil 
spring values are all functions of time. The input used in this study includes real 
recorded earthquake data of the ground accelerations, velocities, and displacements
7
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in two directions in a horizontal plane. Sinusoidal ground waves are used for some 
parametric studies.
Chapter III  describes the method of solution including the principles and 
operations of mode superposition analysis, subspace iteration, the step-by-step 
numerical integration method and the organization of the computer program. The 
verification of the computer program is carried out by comparing with some known 
solutions and experimental results for simple pipeline systems.
Chapter IV  studies the response characteristics of straight pipelines during the 
soil liquefaction process. In order to study the importance of various parameters, such 
as pipe diameter, thickness, buried depth, size of soil liquefiable zone, and spring 
values for liquefiable and non-liquefiable soil, with or without a manhole, many cases 
have been studied and discussed.
Before performing the parametric study mentioned above, the minimum 
number of modes to be used in the computer program has been determined to assure 
the satisfaction of engineering correctness and accuracy.
Chapter V deals with the dynamic response of T-type and Cross-type pipeline 
systems in the soil liquefaction process. Since the geometry for these pipeline systems 
are more complicated, the assembling procedure of global mass, damping and 
stiffness matrices as well as the skyline storing sequence are different from those of 
a straight pipeline. In order to insure that the response calculated is correct, the 
computer programs for T and Cross-type pipeline systems were simplified to compare 
with the results from the straight pipelines. After the verification, several parameters 
were used to simulate the different situations during the soil liquefaction process. The
8
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results from the T-type pipeline and from the Cross-type pipeline were also 
compared with each other.
Through the verifications in Chapter IV  and V  such as checking frequency, 
comparing experimental results, determining minimum number of modes and 
checking structural symmetry, it is found that the computer program developed for 
this research is correct and provides good accuracy. The results calculated in Chapter 
IV  and Chapter V  show that a pipeline with a larger diameter has a larger response 
than one with a smaller diameter; a pipeline buried in a larger soil liquefiable zone 
has a larger response than one in a smaller soil liquefiable zone; a pipeline with a 
manhole has a larger response than one without a manhole. The maximum seismic 
response calculated for T-type pipeline systems is larger than Cross-type pipeline 
systems and straight pipelines. A straight pipeline has a smaller maximum seismic 
response than Cross-type pipelines during soil liquefaction process.
The results calculated by the computer program and the comparisons, 
including those mentioned in the previous paragraph, are summarized in Chapter V I 
from which conclusions are drawn. Some recommendations for seismic design and for 
future studies of buried pipeline systems in a soil liquefaction environment have been 
also included in Chapter VI.
9
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Chapter II Finite Element Formulations
2.1 Equations of Motion in Matrix Form
Figure. 2.1 shows one of the elements of the pipeline system. Using the energy 
method, the equations of motion can be established in matrix form.
The equation of motion for buried pipeline systems is similar to the above 
ground structures except having more terms due to the surrounding soil. The 
following equation is the general form of the pipeline with n-DOF and the derivations 
are given in Appendix A.
t 3nxn{u}nx1 + [Ct ] nxn<Ulx1 + [K t ] nxn ( ° U  Eqn (211)
Where [M,], [CJ, [KJ are total mass, damping and stiffness matrices of pipeline 
system; U, U, U, are the relative displacement, velocity and acceleration of the 
pipeline system with respect to the ground at the corresponding points, and Ug, U g 
are ground displacement and acceleration. The total mass, damping and stiffness are 
defined as follows:
[MJ -  [Mp] + [MJ Eqn. (2.1.2)
[CJ -  [CJ + [CJ Eqn.(2.1.3)
[KJ -  [KJ + [Kp] Eqn.(2.1.4)
11
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Where [Mp], [MJ are mass matrices of the pipeline and the added soil mass 
that moved together with the pipeline; [CJ, [Cm] are geometric and material damping 
matrices of the soil and [KJ, [KJ are pipe and soil stiffness matrices.
After re-arranging, the equation of motion can be written as:
(MJ + MJ) + «<tJ+[CJ) (<PM) -WffcO>)-
( [ * J  + [ /y  ) { V ( x j ) )  -  [A J Iiy -0  Eqn.(2.1.5)
Where V(x,t), V(x,t) and V(x,t) are absolute acceleration, velocity and displacement 
of the pipeline.
Note that all mass, damping and stiffness matrices vary with time during the 
soil liquefaction process. They are discussed below:
2.2 Mass Matrix - The mass matrix is composed of pipe mass and additional 
soil mass. Pipe mass includes the mass of the pipe body and the water or oil inside 
of the pipeline. During an earthquake, some amount of surrounding soil will move 
with the pipeline. This amount of soil is called added or effective soil mass. The 
added soil mass surrounding pipeline systems has been studied and utilized since 
early 1960’s for buried pipelines and long bridge piles*3031*.
Parmelee et al.*29* pointed out that the added soil mass increased rapidly from 
low buried depth to radius ratio, but approached almost constant when the ratio is 
greater than 18 (Fig. 2.2). The formula given by Parmelee et al. is:
Ma = $(o)pK>a Eqn.(2.2.1)
where a is the ratio of depth/radius; pMi|, density of the soil medium; abd non- 
dimensional function of a.
12
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In the Eqn. (2.2.1) the unit of the product of density of soil and the non- 
dimensional coefficient will be the same as the unit of the density of soil but not the 
unit of mass. To avoid any confusion for unit equilibrium in this study, added soil 
mass is defined as:
[MJ =  p [Mp] Eqn.(2.2.2)
Here, P is a non-dimensional coefficient for parametric studies.
During the soil liquefaction process, the added soil mass decreases with time. 
In this study, it is assumed to decrease proportionally to the value of soil spring in the 
soil liquefaction zone. At the full soil liquefaction stage, the added mass will become 
zero.
2 3 .  Damping Matrix - As discussed above, the damping matrix of soil can be 
divided into geometric damping and material damping. They are discussed separately 
as follows:
2.3.1 Geometric Damping
Geometric damping is also called radiation damping which is revealed by 
Reissner’s theory1321. It is a phenomenon previously unsuspected but today clearly 
understood. Its mechanism can be explained as below:
Every time an embedded foundation or buried pipeline system moves against 
the surrounding soil, stress waves originate at the contact surface and propagate 
outward in the form of body waves and surface waves. These waves carry away some 
of the energy transmitted by the foundation or buried pipeline system on to the soil. 
Therefore, it is a phenomenon reminiscent of the absorption of energy by a viscous 
damper191.
13
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Quantitatively, geometric damping is influenced by several factors including the 
frequency and speed of the shear wave in the surrounding soil, the density of the soil, 
surface shape and the surface area of the foundations or buried pipeline systems.
Gazetas et alJ10l studied the geometric damping of embedded foundations and 
derived a series of formulations to calculate the value of geometric damping. Buried 
pipelines are similar to embedded foundations, except having more contact surface 
with the soil for a given base dimension. With a little revision, Gazetas’ formulations 
are used in this study.
The axial geometric damping, C„ and lateral geometric damping, Q, can be 
calculated as follows. If  x is the axial direction of the pipeline and y is the lateral 
direction of the pipeline in the horizontal plane, then the axial geometric damping 
Ca =  Q  and the lateral geometric damping C, = Cy can be expressed in a single 
equation below:
where, L is the half length of the pipeline; B, the radius of the pipeline; co, the 
dominate frequency of the earthquake; v, Poission’s ratio; p„n, the density of the soil; 
V„ the velocity of the shear wave; AT, the toprarea of the pipeline; AB, the bottom 
area of the pipeline; A*, one side area of pipeline perpendicular to x(y); A^, one side 
area of the pipeline parallel to x(y); Vtt, “Lysmer’s analog” velocity as is defined as 
Va =  3.4 x V7rc(l-v). For Q, calculation, A^ = 0 while for Cy, A, = 0.
Eqn.(2.3.1)
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L/B of pipeline is usually larger than 10 and » 1.0.
The velocity of S-wave can be calculated as v/*/P  l51> where is the modules
of rigidity of soil and p is the density of the surrounding soil. At full soil liquefaction 
stage, p = 0, V, =  0 therefore the geometric damping is zero.
2.3.2 Material Damping
Material damping of soil is a function of shear strain, but is practically 
frequency independent Ishibashi1161 proposed a formula for calculating the material 
damping ratio for sands as follows:
= 0.195 (Geq/Gmax)2 - 0.515 (Geq/Gm„) +  0.333 Eqn.(2.3.3)
Geq is shear modules at time t during soil liquefaction process; Gmix, maximum shear 
modules before earthquake; £ m, material damping ratio of an element 
When t = 0 Geq = Gn,,*, = 0.013; and t = tL Geq = 0, £m =  0.333
Where t is the time after the seismic wave reaches the pipeline; tL is the total
time of earthquake to cause liquefaction; Then
Cm = x C„ and Cc = 2Mo> Eqn.(2.3.4)
where o> = natural frequency of pipeline calculated from mass and stiffness matrices. 
The total damping matrix becomes [CJ = [CJ + [Cc] x £m. Where; [CJ, [CJ, [CJ are 
the total damping matrix, geometric damping and material damping of an element 
When soil is fully liquefied,[CJ =0 and = 0.333, therefore [CJ = 0.333[CJ.
2.4 Stiffness Matrix - To develop the stiffness matrix for a buried pipe 
element, a beam on an elastic foundation is assumed by Wang(49i. The stiffness matrix 
of a pipe element can be obtained from the commonly used beam stiffness.
15
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If  we define k. the axial spring constant, and k^ lateral spring constant of soil, 
the stiffness matrices of soil corresponding to a pipe element length can be obtained 
from Wang’s paperi491. Note that k, is the friction type axial spring constant which 
depends on shear modules G, while kL is the compression type lateral spring 
depending on Young’s modules E. There are several suggestions to calculate k, with 
G as described by Trautmann et al.!44!. In this study k, = 1.65 G is used. Using 
Parmelee’s formulation!29! and elastic theory!21!, and considering that kL is related to 
diameter while ka to circumference, the following relationship is used:
During an earthquake, kL is a function of time t in soil liquefaction process 
and can be derived as follows.
According to Seed et al.!35!, the pore water pressure build-up is a function of 
time t during the soil liquefaction process and can be expressed as:
kL *  0.544 k( Eqn.(2.4.1)




ug(t) = excess pore water pressure
o0 = overburden pressure
N = number of cycles of earthquake at one particular moment
Nl = the total number of cycles of earthquake to cause
liquefaction
16
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P = constant, depends on the relative density of sand, when relative 
density of sand is 60%, p =  0.7 
From soil dynamics!6!, the relationship between excess pore water pressure and 
effective confining pressure is:
o0 = o'(t) + ug(t) Eqn.(2.4.3)
where o'(t) =  effective confining pressure 
After rearranging the above equation:
Ug(t) =  o0 - o'(t) Eqn.(2.4.4)
Substitute Eqn. (2.4.4) into Eqn. (2.4.2):
Eqn.(2.4.5)
times both sides with oq:
o0-o '(t) -  o0
Eqn.(2.4.6)
Assuming the earthquake has an uniform frequency in the whole duration, then: 
N/Nl =  t/tL 
where
t =  a particular moment after seismic wave reached the pipeline 
tL = total time to cause soil liquefaction 
Through these rearrangements the effective confining pressure of soil o ' (a 
function of time t) can be approximately determined as follows:
17
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a'(0  -  ° 0 * + I  arc sin [ 2(J_)^ -1]
L
Eqn.(24.7)
where a 0 is initial overburden pressure of soil, and a ' (t) is the effective confining 
pressure of soil at time t. Using the experimental data given by R.G. Hicks!14!.
log E,(t) -  log 9 + 0.54 log a'(t) (in psi) Eqn.(2.4.8)
Finally, using the relationship, kL( t )  - y ( a )  Es( t )  given by Parmelee!29!, the 
following kL(t) function has been obtained:
kL(t) -  9.0 • y(a) (5J0.5 -  arcsin[2.0 • ( ± ) *  -  1.0] /  tt))054 Eqn.(2.4.9)
when t = 0, kL(0) =  9.0 x y(«) x o0 and t = tL, kL(tL) = 0
In this study, when t  ̂ tb a residual value, kL(t) = kL(0)/3000.0 is used as 
suggested by Takada!43!. During the soil liquefaction process, the mass matrix, 
damping matrix and stiffness matrix will change with time. Schematically, the time 
varying soil stiffness is shown in Figure 2.3.
2.5 Earthquake Input
In this study, the recorded earthquake data from the Tarzan station during the 
1987 Whittier California earthquake143-571 were used as the seismic excitation. These 
earthquake data include the acceleration, velocity and displacement of ground motion 
in North-South and East-West directions. The duration of this earthquake is forty 
seconds and the maximum acceleration and displacement occurred within the first ten 
seconds.
18
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The peak acceleration was 580 gal and occurred at about nine seconds after 
the earthquake reached Tarzan station, but the peak displacement was only 1.3cm 
and occurred at almost the same time (about nine seconds). The recorded 
earthquake data have been plotted and attached through Fig. 2.4 to Fig. 2.9.
Field observation showed that the total time to reach full soil liquefaction 
stage could vary in a large ranged depending on the magnitude of the earthquake 
and the relative density of the saturated sandy soil. In this study, eight seconds was 
assumed as the total time to reach full soil liquefaction stage.
Since shear wave is the only wave to cause soil liquefaction,16! the recorded 
data were utilized as the shear wave input and the direction of the wave propagation 
could be varied from 45 degree to -45 degree with the longitudinal axial direction of 
the straight portion of pipeline system.
19
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Fig. 2.2 Added Soil Mass Coefficient and the Depth/Radius Ratio
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Fig. 2.3 Time Varying Soil Stiffness 
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Chapter III Methods of Solution
3.1 General Remarks
After establishing the finite element model for buried pipeline systems, the 
equation of motion in matrix form can be derived as mentioned in Chapter II. Solving 
this equation of motion in matrix form by a computer program, the responses of 
pipeline system such as displacement (U ), velocity (U ) and acceleration (U ) can be 
obtained in vector form for every node. The size of the solution vectors are 
dependent on the degrees of freedom used in the finite element method. Generally 
speaking, the more degrees of freedom used, the better the results will be. Three 
hundred degrees of freedom are used to study the seismic response of buried pipeline 
systems in this dissertation research.
In structural dynamics13-51 two methods of solution have been introduced. One 
is called the direct integration method, and it includes the well known central 
difference, Houbolt, Wilson 0 , and the Newmark methods. The other is called the 
modal superposition method.
In the direct integration method, no transformation of the equations into a 
different form is carried out prior to the numerical integration. A small time interval 
At is selected and the equations of motion are in equilibrium at these selected 
discrete time points. Using a numerical step-by-step procedure, the solution can be 
calculated at all discrete time starting from the initial time t0 to t0 +At, to +2At ...
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to +nAL The purpose of‘integration’ is to transform the partial differential equations 
of motion into linear equations of motion at each discrete time point and finally to 
solve the equations at each discrete time point with linear algebra
The model superposition method14 *1 needs to transform the equations of 
motion (which depends on the degrees of freedom selected) from the structure into 
the equations of motion for each mode (which depends on each natural frequency 
and mode shape). The natural frequencies and mode shape vectors can be obtained 
by solving the eigenvalue equation which is the equations of motion without damping 
terms. The dynamic responses are not obtained by solving the equations of motion 
directly but by superimposing the responses solved from each modal equation. As 
mentioned in Chapter II, the natural frequencies of pipeline systems are needed to 
calculate the materials damping of soil. The superposition method not only can solve 
the equations of motion but also provide the natural frequencies of buried pipeline 
systems. Therefore, the modal superposition method was used for this study.
3.2 Modal Superposition Method
For a structure with n degree of freedom, the equation of motion is: 
{M }nxn{U }nxl+ [q nOT{U}nxl+{K}nxn{U}nxl={P(t)}nxl (Eqn.3.2.1)
For undamped, free vibration, the equation of motion can be reduced to : 
{M>m01{U>nxl+ { K U d J I^ O  (Eqn.3.2.2)
Then, the following eigenvalue equation is obtained:
[K - coW]™ {V}ral = { 0 } ml (Eqn.3.2.3)
The frequency vector {&>}nxl and vibration mode-shape matrix [4>]M can be 
determined from the above eigenvalue equation.
30
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If  the total displacement is expressed as:
(Eqn.3.2.4)
where: Y b Y2, ... Yn are modal amplitude
Substituting (Eqn. 3.2.4) into (Eqn. 3.2.1) and multiplying both sides by
damping matrix is proportional to mass matrix C On = 0 (m^n).
Finally, n uncoupled modal equations of motion can be derived as below:
The total displacement {U }^  can be obtained by summing up the effects of Yi, Y * 
..., Y n which are solved by the uncoupled equation in (Eqn. 3.2.6) separately.
In this study, lumped mass and lumped damp were used in order to get n 
uncoupled modal equations.
3 3  Subspace Iteration Method
In order to solve the equation of motion by the modal superposition method, 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors need to be provided. One of the transformation 
methods called the Jacobi method!31 was used for this purpose. The principle of this 
method is to multiply mass and stiffness matrices with selected transformation 
matrices which can finally transform mass and stiffness matrices into diagonal form.
m * n Y + C *nY  + < K * n = <P (t) (Eqn.3.2.5)
m $n and K $n vanish because of the orthogonality of eigenvectors. If
(Eqn.3.2.6)
31
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Although the Jacobi method is simple and stable, it takes too much time to reduce 
all of the off-diagonal elements into zero, especially for large eigenvalue problems.
Since most of the dynamic response can be approximated by a few lowest 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, a subspace iteration method[3l is used to simplify and 
accelerate the eigensolving procedure for large eigenproblems. This method is briefly 
described below.
The subspace iteration method establishes q starting iteration vector, q > p, 
where p is the number of the lowest eigenvalues and eigen-vectors to be calculated. 
If  selecting {X x} as the starting vector,
Repeating the iteration as (Eqn.3.3.1) to (Eqn.3.3.5) k times, when k - «, Ak+1
iteration only carries out in qxq subspace (q<<n) and the lowest p(p<q) solutions 
satisfies the eigenequation. Due to the reduction of the calculating space, the 
subspace iteration method is much faster than Jacobi method.
From the known K, M  and X ls X 2 can be found. Then
Solve for the eigensystem with [K2] and [M2]







-A  ( to,.) and X k+1 -4> (eigenvectors). If  a large jigenproblem with the nxn space, this
32
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3.4 Step-by-Step Numerical Integration Method'5)
After p lowest eigenvalues and corresponding vectors were calculated, p 
uncoupled modal equations can be derived as mentioned in section 3.2. The step-by- 
step numerical integration is the method used to solve the modal amplitudes Y l5 Y * 
Yp and the total response of buried pipeline system is obtained by summing up p 
modal contributions.
The technique employed in the step-by-step numerical integration method is 
simple in concept, but the results are excellent if one chooses the proper time interval 
At. This method assumes that the acceleration varies linearly during each time 
increment At and the velocity and displacement vary quadratically and cubically:
AU(t) =  U (t) At + AU(t) (Eqn.3.4.1.)
AU(t) =  U (t) At + U (t) + A 0(t) (Eqn.3.4.2)
2  6
AU(t) and AU(t) can be expressed from (Eqn. 3.4.1) and (Eqn. 3.4.2) as
below:
AU(t) =  JL AU(t) - ^  U (t) - 30 (t) (Eqn.3.4.3)
*U (t) =  ^  AU(t) - 3U(t) - 4 *0 ( t )  (Eqn.3.4.4)
From the initial conditions, U(0), U(0) and U(0), the equation of motion, can 
be determined since there is only one unknown AU(t) in the equation of motion. 
m(t) AU(t) + c(t)AU(t) + K(t)AU(t) =  Ap(t) (Eqn.3.4.5)
33
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Substituting (Eqn. 3.4.3) and (Eqn. 3.4.4) into (Eqn. 3.4.5), AU(t) can be
solved.
U(At) = U(0) + AU(t) (Eqn.3.4.6)
U(At) and U(At) can be solved with the same process. Dividing the duration 
of earthquakes into many time intervals and solving the response at each time 
interval, the seismic response of each mode can be obtained. Appendix C gives the 
formulation of step-by-step integration method in detail.
The total seismic responses of each finite element node on buried pipeline 
systems are solved by superpositioning the p modal responses.
3.5 Computer Program Developed for this Dissertation Research
Since a finite element method is employed in this study, the first part of the 
computer program establishes the finite element model for the buried pipeline 
system. This is essentially the same as the model without soil liquefaction previously 
proposed by Wang and Lau>52> except that there is a soil liquefiable zone within the 
studied area and the pipeline systems may include manholes. Due to these changes, 
mass matrix and damping matrix have to be included for the dynamic analysis and 
both of them are the functions of time as mentioned in Chapter II. Stiffness matrix 
in the initial stage is the same as the one in non-liquefiable zone but varies with time 
during soil liquefaction process.
After assembling all of the element mass, damping and stiffness matrices into 
globel mass, damping and stiffness matrices, the skyline method was used to store the 
non-zero terms of mass and stiffness matrices into vector form. Then, the required
34
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lowest eigenvalues and eigenvectors were solved by subspace iteration with mass 
vector and stiffness vector.
It is found that the eigenvalue iteration is very difficult to converge because 
the lowest eigenvalues of buried pipeline are very close. It takes 1700 seconds to 
solve the required lowest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors with subspace 
iteration method on an IBM 3090 Mainframe for one time step and even using each 
time step as small as 0.02 second. When using the vector function on the same 
mainframe instead of scalar function, however, the time of solving eigenvlues for one 
time step is reduced to 32 seconds.
Substituting the eigenvalues and eigenvectors solved by subspace iteration into 
the equation of motion, a few uncoupled modal equations can be established. These 
equations then are solved with the step-by-step numerical integration method. The 
total seismic response for each node of buried pipeline system is eventually obtained 
by superimposing the solved modal responses.
Some earthquakes have a long duration, and therefore the responses are very 
difficult to store in a computer for all of the time steps. In this study, the calculation 
process was divided into 10 periods. The second period utilized the responses at the 
end of the first period as the initial condition and so on.
In order to attain the seismic response of buried pipeline systems with good 
accuracy, double precision was employed for all of the calculations in the developed 
computer program. The program listing are given in Appendix D.
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3.6 Verification of the Developed Computer Program
Before using the computer program to study the response behavior of buried 
pipeline systems during the liquefaction process, verifications of the developed 
program in simple cases with known solutions are necessary to ensure its correctness 
and accuracy. Two cases are reported: one is the frequencies of a beam on an elastic 
foundation without liquefaction and the other is the comparison of the response 
results of a buried pipe experiment by Kuribayashi et al.1191 and subsequent analytical 
study by Wang et al.<55l.
3.6.1 Verification of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a straight pipeline with 
different boundary conditions
The frequencies (eigenvalues) and mode shapes (eigenvectors) of several steel 
pipes, 60cm in diameter, 1cm thick and 100 meters long with and without surrounding 
soil under various boundary conditions (fixed-fixed, fixed-free, free-free and simply 
supported, etc.) have been studied using the developed computer program and 
plotted through Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.7. The lateral soil resistance is 927 kg/cm2, and a 
specific weight of 7.9 g/cm3 is used for steel.
The first four modes (flexural modes) of beams with and without soil stiffness 
have been verified with known results. The comparisons of frequencies in the present 
study for beams with and without soil with known solutions15 491 are given in Table 1 
below.
It can be seen from the Table 1 that the calculated frequencies are very close 
to the known solutions for cases both with soil and without soil. It is interesting to
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note that the mode shapes for cases with and without soil are almost identical 
because of the ‘one-parameter’ Winkler’s soil spring model1121.
Table 1 Comparison of Frequencies
Mode 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
without This Study 0.222 0.612 1.200 1.983
soil
Clough151 0.225 0.625 1.2241 2.024
Diff. % -1.260 -2.060 -2.040 -1040
with This Study 73.014 73.0170 73.0244 73.042
soil
Wang1491 73.014 73.0168 73.0241 73.041
Diff. % 0 +0.0002 0.0003 0.0007
3.6.2 Minimum number of modes
In structural dynamics a few lowest eigenvalues and eigenvectors usually 
dominate the dynamic response of the structures. However the minimum number of 
the lowest eigenvalues and eigenvectors to have a stable solution for a straight 
pipeline in a soil liquefaction process is not known. The only way to determine the 
minimum number of modes required for reasonable accuracy is comparing results 
from a small number of modal operations to more modes in each step. After six 
calculations for both with a manhole and without a manhole, it is found that using 
four lowest eigenvalues and eigenvectors for this study can achieve stable and 
accurate solutions. The results from the computer program are listed in Table 2 
below:
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Table 2 The Maximum Response of a Straight Pipeline Calculated with Different 
Numbers of Nodes







3.63 Check of structural symmetry and the effect of axial loads
A  straight pipeline is a symmetric structure. If an input dynamic load reaches 
the pipeline with a certain angle with respect to the longitudinal direction of the 
pipeline, the response should be symmetric for an input with the same magnitude, 
frequency, angle but from the opposite direction of the longitudinal direction of 
pipeline.
In this checking, sinusoidal waves were exerted on the same pipeline 
mentioned in the previous section. The maximum amplitude of the input load was 1.0 
cm/sec2 for the acceleration and the frequency of the load was 2 Hz.
One load was input at 45 degrees to the longitudinal direction of the straight 
pipeline. The response calculated from this -input load was compared with the 
response calculated from the same load but inputting with -45 degrees with the 
longitudinal direction of pipeline. The results from the two cases are identical (Fig. 
3.8 and Fig. 3.9).
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The effect of the axial load was also checked in this study. As an assumption 
mentioned in Chapter I, the axial and lateral deformations are treated as two 
independent entities. Three cases were studied: (1) input one sine wave parallel with 
the pipeline axis; (2) input two sine waves, one parallel to and the other at 90 
degrees with respect to the pipeline axis; and (3) input one sine wave at 90 degrees 
to the pipeline axis. It is found that the same results were obtained in the first two 
cases, but the result from the third case was negligible. The responses of the three 
cases are shown in Figs. 3.10 to 3.12.
When a manhole was attached to the pipeline subject to the same input sine 
wave parallel to the pipeline axis, the response increased (Fig. 3.13).
The response also increased proportionally with an input load ten times larger 
in amplitude (Fig. 3.14).
The results mentioned above indicate that the computer program satisfied the 
structural symmetry and the assumption that treated the axial deformation and lateral 
deformation as independent deformations.
3.6.4 Comparison to a buried pipeline experiment
An experimental shaking table research on the responses of buried pipeline 
including a manhole was carried out in saturated sand by Kuribayashi et al.<19> (1986).
The purpose of the experiment conducted by Kuribayashi et al. at Toyohashi 
University of Technology was to simulate the actual behavior of buried pipes and 
manholes under earthquake loading conditions by utilizing 1/20 scale models on a 
shaking table.
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Two structural models were fabricated: (1) a continuous pipe without a 
manhole, and (2) a continuous pipe with a manhole at the midspan. Both structures 
were rigidly fixed to a shaking soil bin at the both ends. The former structure had a 
solid rectangular cross section (6.15cm in height by 4.3cm in width by 140cm in 
length) and was buried 5cm below the soil surface. The manhole had an outside 
dimension of 18.5cm in height, 15.5cm in width and 48.0cm in length and a 12.5cm 
by 15.0cm by 45.0cm hollow inside the section. Fig. 25 shows the physical model and 
the location of the pipe with a manhole. The material chosen for the model was a 
concrete-polymer mixture (catiocrete). By adjusting its mixture ratio, the material has 
achieved a desired modules of elasticity (E=3300kgf/cm2) and specific gravity 
(G,=1.9) in order to satisfy the model to prototype compatibility in the stress-strain 
relation of concrete sewer pipeline.
Fine saturated sand was placed around the pipe and the manhole 
structures. The sand used was uniform fine sand with the mean grain size, 
D5o=0.38cm, uniformity coefficient, (D 6(/D 1o)=2.7, specific gravity, G,=2.65, maximum 
void ratio, emax=0.86, and the minimum void ratio, emin=0.61. The fill was carefully 
placed with 40% relative density and fully saturated with water. The type and the 
density of the soil was highly susceptible to liquefaction upon the application of cyclic 
loading.
The whole structure and the soil system was placed in a rigid soil bin which 
was subjected to horizontal sinusoidal vibrations in a one direction. The direction of 
the vibration was perpendicular to the axis of the pipe. The vibration frequency was 
changed from 0Hz to 2.76Hz at the corresponding acceleration level, 0 to 300 gals.
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and hinges at the bottom in order to induce enough shear deformation in the soil 
mass.
During the dynamic experiments, the following measurements were made: 6 
measurement of strains at the pipe and the manhole, 2 of acceleration at the soil bin 
and at the manhole, 2 of pore pressure, 2 of earth pressure, and 3 of displacement. 
The location of the instruments is shown in Fig. 3.15.
Typical measurements of the input acceleration, induced excess pore pressure, 
and cyclic shear strain of the soil deposit are shown in Fig. 3.16. When the 
acceleration reached its peak value (300 gals) at t=30sec, the pore water pressure 
and the dynamic shear strain also reached their peaks. At this stage, the soil liquefied, 
and the shear strain reached magnitudes as large as 1.0%. Those observations were 
used for the basis of modeling soil parameters in the analyses.
A simple analytical solution based on the Rayleigh-Ritz method has been 
reported by Wang et aU551 for comparisons. Using the computer program, an analysis 
for the buried pipe with and without a manhole has been performed for comparison 
purposes. The time responses of the buried pipe with and without a manhole match 
previous results very well. The maximum displacement responses for the two cases 
are given through Fig. 3.17 to Fig. 3.19 and in Table 3 below.
Table 3 shows that the current finite element solutions verify with the 
experimental data much better than the Rayleigh-Ritz method*551. This lends 
confidence that the developed program produces correct and accurate results.
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Fig. 3.16 The Pore Water Pressure Build-up and the M a xim um  Shear Strain 
of Soil during the Soil Liquefaction Process
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Fig. 3.19 Deformation of the Pipe with a Manhole at an instant after Soil Totally Liquefied
Chapter IV Parametric Study On Straight Pipelines
j*
4.1 General Remarks
Pipeline systems are usually built in a large area, mainly composed of straight 
portions and different types of intersections.
Straight pipeline is the simplest pipeline system. The characteristics of the 
seismic response of straight pipeline can indicate the key factors which affect the 
seismic response of pipeline systems most. Due to the geometric complication of 
other types of pipeline systems, those key factors may not easily be found. 
Furthermore, the results calculated from the other complicated pipeline systems can 
be compared and verified with the results calculated from the straight pipelines.
In this sense, to study the seismic response of buried pipeline systems starting 
with a straight pipeline during a soil liquefaction process may lead to a better 
understanding of the differences of structural behavior between the pipeline buried 
in a soil liquefiable area and in a non-liquefiable area.
In this finite element analysis, each pipe element (see Fig. 2.1), of a straight 
pipeline is bonded by the continuous axial (K*,) and lateral (K,L) soil springs, which 
may vary with time during soil liquefaction process. Time varying geometric and 
material damping are included.
Therefore, the well known method used to solve the seismic response of a 
pipeline system within a non-liquefaction zone, the so-called quasi-static approach,
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can not be directly used for the soil liquefaction zone. Especially when studying the 
seismic response of pipeline systems during the soil liquefaction process, dynamic 
analysis has to be utilized.
4.2 Parametric Study
Since the developed computer program has been verified in Chapter III, 
parametric study may be a good way to study the characteristics of seismic response 
of buried pipeline system.
Many parameters including the dimension of pipelines, buried depth, the soil 
spring values and the characteristics of ground shaking, have been used to analyze the 
seismic response of a pipeline in an area without soil liquefaction!52'. These 
parameters may or may not be the most important factors affecting the seismic 
response of a pipeline in a soil liquefaction area. Some new parameters, due to soil 
liquefaction, may need to be introduced to study the characteristics of the seismic 
response of a straight pipeline and to be considered into design criteria.
In this study, six parameters including diameter of pipeline, with or without a 
manhole, size of soil liquefiable zone, buried depth of pipeline, the ratio of soil spring 
values in the soil liquefiable zone and in the non-liquefiable zone, and the amount 
of additional soil mass have been used as the input data into the finite element 
program. Since the formulation for calculating the additional soil mass given by 
Parmelee etc.'29' has some difficulties meeting the dimensional requirement, this study 
used the added soil mass as one to one hundred times weight of pipeline (include the 
water inside of the pipelines). The straight pipeline used in this study is one hundred 
meters long with fixed ends, buried 1.8 to 3.8 meter in depth and divided into one
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hundred pipe elements. The original soil spring value used in this study is 927 kg/cm2, 
which is calculated from the Eqn. (2.4.9). The following results were obtained with 
different parameters.
4.2.1 The relationship of maximum response to pipe diameters
Four diameters, including 20cm (0.6cm in thickness), 40cm (0.8cm thick), 60cm 
(1.0cm thick) and 80cm (1.2cm thick), of pipelines have been selected to study the 
maximum deflection of a straight pipeline during a soil liquefaction process. 
According to the field observations^1837'62), small to medium diameter pipelines were 
damaged with a higher rate (damaged number/per unit length). These four diameters 
present the most important diameters of water supply pipelines in a city.
For studying the relationship between the maximum deflection of pipelines 
and pipe diameter, the size of soil liquefaction zone was set 40m in the middle of the 
pipeline and the buried depth was 1.8m from the surface of the ground. The time to 
reach the full soil liquefaction stage is still assumed to be eight seconds and the 
direction of wave propagation are set 45 degree for N-S wave and -45 for W-E wave. 
Figure 4.1 shows the straight pipeline system.
The results calculated from the finite element program are presented in Table 
4. It is evident that the responses increase with the increase of diameters of pipelines 
and also increase rapidly when there is a manhole, which is a concrete cylinder with 
1.5m in outer diameter and 1.2m in inner diameter. For the smaller diameter pipe 
the differences between the maximum deflection of a straight pipeline with a manhole 
(0.34cm) and without a manhole (0.16) can even reach more than two times. With 
a manhole the maximum response for the four diameter pipelines are very close.
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4.2.2 The size of soil liquefiable zone
The soil liquefiable zone could be the total length of the straight pipeline as 
the upper bound or zero length as the lower bound for the seismic analysis. The total 
liquefiable soil as the upper bound is similar with the experimental study by 
Kuribayashi et al. and the total non-liquefiable soil as lower bound is the same as the 
quasi-static study by Wang and Lau.*521 In this study three cases with soil partially 
Table 4 The Maximum Deflection of a Straight Pipeline with Different Diameters
Diameter (cm) Thickness(cm) W/O manhole(cm) w. manhole(cm)
20.0 0.6 0.16 -0.34
40.0 0.8 0.22 -0.35
60.0 1.0 0.29 -0.35
80.0 1.2 0.31 -0.36
liquefied were studied. The soil liquefiable zone for the three cases are 40m, 60m and 
80m but still located in the middle of the straight pipelines.
The parameters for this study are all the same as the previous case except only 
using one diameter pipe (60.0 cm in diameter and 1.0 cm in thickness).
The results showed that the maximum response of a straight pipeline with or 
without a manhole increased with an increase in the size of the soil liquefiable zone. 
The maximum response without a manhole increased more rapidly in percentage than 
the response with a manhole. These results are listed in table 5.
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Table 5 The Maximum Response for Different Soil Liquefiable Zones
Size of liq. zone W/O manhole (cm) With manhole(cm)
40 meter -0.2915 -0.3518
60 meter -0.3385 -0.3871
80 meter -0.3747 -0.4513
4.2.3 The relationship between maximum response via buried depth of pipelines
The buried depth of most water supply pipeline systems is between 1.5m to 
4.0m below the surface. When the buried depth of a pipeline increases, the soil spring 
of the non-liquefaction zone and the residual soil spring value in the liquefaction zone 
are all increased. The eigenvalues o>j of the pipeline system will be changed due to 
the different stiffness matrix which in turn makes the differences in material damping 
(2£mma)j) at the full soil liquefaction stage.
Table 6 presents the results for three different buried depths. The computer 
results showed that the straight pipeline without a manhole has a similar maximum 
deflection in the three cases, but the pipeline with a manhole has less response when 
the buried depth increased. The maximum deflection for 2.8m depth is four fifths the 
maximum deflection for 1.8m depth. When the buried depth increases from 2.8m to 
3.8m, the response is very close. Since the pipeline with a manhole has more material 
damping than the pipeline without a manhole, its response decreased with the size 
increase of soil liquefiable zone.
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Table 6 The Maximum Response of a Straight Pipeline at Different Buried Depths




4.2.4 The effect of the soil spring value in the non-liqueflable zone
In general, the soil spring value in the non-liquefiable zone may be different 
from the soil liquefiable zone. Since the initial soil spring value and the residual soil 
spring value in the soil liquefiable zone are still the same, there is little difference to 
be found with the different soil spring value in the non-liquefiable zone. The 
computer results corresponding to the soil spring values in non-liquefiable zone for 
two, four, ten and one hundred times as the liquefiable soil spring value are given in 
Table 7.
Table 7 The Influence to the Maximum Response of a Straight Pipeline with 
Different Soil Spring Values in the Non-liquefiable Zone
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4.2.5 The influence to the maximum response of a straight pipeline with 
different amount of additional soil mass 
The additional soil mass affects the response of a straight pipeline within the 
period before full soil liquefaction stage. This is because the maximum response 
occurs after soil reaches full liquefaction stage. But as soon as the full soil 
liquefaction stage has been reached, the additional soil mass becomes zero and can 
not affect the response any more. The computer results also showed that there is only 
very little difference even using one hundred times the pipeline weight as the initial 
additional soil mass. Table 8 presents the results with one time, ten times and one 
hundred times pipeline weight as the additional soil mass.
Table 8 The Maximum Response of a Straight Pipeline with Different Initial 
Additional Soil Mass





4 3  Discussions
From the results listed in section 4.2, it is found that diameter and presence 
of a manhole affect the dynamic response of a straight pipeline system much more 
than the other parameters.
In the full soil liquefaction stage, the portion of pipeline in the soil liquefaction 
zone has very little support from the viscous soil liquid. If  the liquefied zone is
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hundred times larger than pipe diameter, the situation is similar to a jump rope on 
the ground and to be shaked laterally at both ends. When the stiffness of the pipeline 
increased (such as the larger diameter pipes), the dynamic excitation from both sides 
of the non-liquefiable soil will move larger pipes more than the smaller pipes. The 
heavy structure of a manhole changes the characteristics of pipeline such as 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors as well as the inertia force, material damping and finally 
affects the dynamic response of the straight pipeline.
However, the additional soil mass, buried depth and the soil spring value 
become zero or very small value at full soil liquefaction stage and affect the dynamic 
response slightly.
Damping, especially material damping in the analysis of the soil liquefaction 
process plays an important role. When zero damping was used to calculate the 
dynamic response of the buried pipeline experimentally studied by Kuribayashi et al., 
the computational results both with a manhole and without a manhole increased 
more than two times (Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3).
There is a very important concept that needs to be discussed in this section. 
As previously mentioned in Chapter II, there are different formulations to derive the 
equations of motion (see Appendix A): one is in the absolute coordinate system 
(expressed as V) and another is in relative, coordinate system (respective to 
corresponding soil and expressed as U). During an earthquake, every point of buried 
pipeline systems moves with the shaking ground and the absolute coordinate system 
has less meaning. For the above ground structures with small dimensions on the 
ground surface, the seismic waves reach the foundations of the structures at the same
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time approximately. Therefore, the relative displacement between any point of the 
above ground structure and the shaking foundation can be used to determine the 
damage potential. The two relative displacements respective to the fixed foundation 
(AV) and respective to the shaking ground (U ) for above ground structures are the 
same. However, buried pipeline are distributed in a large area and it takes a 
considerable time for seismic waves to travel from one end to another. The relative 
displacement at one node in the finite element model respective to the corresponding 
soil (far away) may be quite different from the relative displacement respective to the 
fixed ends of the pipeline due to the time delay caused by the wave propagation.
From a structural dynamics point of view, the damage potential of the buried 
pipeline is not determined by the relative displacement respective to the 
corresponding soil (U ) but to the ends (AV).
According to Eqn. (2.1.5), the absolute displacement of one node on the 
pipeline is composed of two terms of displacement: the displacement of ground 
motion and the relative displacement of the pipe relative to the corresponding soil. 
The relative displacement respective to one end to the center node of pipeline can 
be expressed as below:
For fixed ends, Uend is zero and Eqn. (4.3.1) becomes:
Eqn.(4.3.1)
AV -  U . + (U  ^ -  U „)node V g,node g.end/ Eqn.(4.3.2)
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The second term in Eqn. (4.3.2) at a particular moment is a constant 
depending on the distance between the node and the referenced end, the direction 
of wave propagation, speed of the shear wave and the magnitude of the earthquake, 
but the first term may have the larger influence if the pipeline is passing through a 
soil liquefaction zone.
Since the stiffness of a long buried pipeline without soil is very small, the 
relative displacements with respect to both ends are mainly determined by the 
difference of the magnitudes of seismic waves at one node and both the referenced 
end (the second term) if there is no soil liquefiable zone involved.
However, in the previous section, all of the results presented were the relative 
displacement with respect to the corresponding soil, and the values are much larger 
than the response calculated in a non-liquefiable zone. If  the first and second terms 
reach their maximum values at the same time, they can be combined as (1) the new 
larger maximum when the two have the same direction or as (2) the minimum when 
both of them have the opposite directions. If  case (1) happens, there will be more 
damages on the pipeline due to soil liquefaction, but if case (2) happens, the pipeline 
will be safer than the portion in non-liquefaction zone.
The relationship between two relative displacements are shown in Fig. 4.4.
When the pipeline responses in all the cases mentioned above is re-calculated, 
it is found that the maximum values are almost the same (about 1.7 cm, one response 
is shown in Fig. 4.5) and occurr at the time (between 6 to 7 seconds) before the full 
soil liquefaction stage (starting at 8 seconds). At that time, the first term is very small 
(usually is the case before full soil liquefaction stage) and can not be seen. When the
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assumed total time to cause soil liquefaction was changed to 6.5 seconds, the second 
term should be the same while the total response considerably increased (1.9 cm, 
shown in Fig. 4.6). This difference expresses the contribution of the soil liquefaction.
Usually soil liquefaction is caused by strong seismic shaking with a long 
duration earthquake. In such a situation it is very possible to have both the U mix, 
node and (Ug,node - Ug,end)mix at the same time because soil liquefaction may occur 
before the peak value of seismic wave reaching buried pipeline systems. If  the 
maximum relative displacement of a particular node respect to corresponding soil is 
larger, the maximum relative displacement of this node respect to both ends of 
pipeline should be larger.
Therefore, the results presented in Table 4 ~ 8 also can be used to indicate 
the damage potentials which are dominated by the relative displacement between a 
particular node and both ends of pipeline.
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Fig. 4.1 A Straight Pipeline in a Soil Liquefiable Zone
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Fig. 4.3 Calculated Response with Zero Damping (with a Manhole)
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Fig. 4.6 Relative Displacement of Midspan Respective to the Boundaries (TL=6.5 sec.)
Chapter V “T”-type and Cross-type Pipeline Systems
5.1 “T”-type of Pipeline System
5.1.1 General Remarks
“T”-type pipelines usually are pipelines composed of main pipeline, which is 
the top ‘flange’ in Fig. 5.1, and a branch, which is the ‘web’ in Fig. 5.1 with a smaller 
cross-section than the main pipeline.
When the same pipe elements are used with the same added mass coefficient, 
the same damping and the same soil spring value as used in the response analysis for 
straight pipelines, "T"-type pipelines increase the geometric complication. On the 
other hand, there will be more types of elements to be included in the studies of"T"- 
type of pipeline. Due to the different axial direction of branch pipeline, each element 
has to be transformed into the selected global coordinate system with a very simple 
transformation matrix.
From the finite element analysis point of view, there is no difference in 
principle between straight pipelines and “T ”-type pipelines.
When seismic waves reaches a “T”-type pipeline, however, the maximum 
response of the main pipeline may be quite different from the straight pipeline*391. 
The reasons are: first, the added branch pipeline changes all of the matrices including 
the mass matrix, damping matrix and stiffness matrix which affect the response of 
pipeline through different mode shapes calculated by eigensolver, secondly, the fixed
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end of the branch pipeline can induce the earthquake excitation which may have 
different values from the fixed ends of the main pipeline because of the time delay 
caused by wave propagation. The characteristics of the seismic response of a “T ’-type 
pipeline makes the calculation very complicated even without a manhole or a soil 
liquefaction zone involved.
The purpose of this section is to find the differences in seismic response 
between straight pipelines and “T ”-type pipelines.
5.1.2 Verification of the Computer Program for “T”-type of pipeline
Currently, no theoretical solution of the seismic response of “T ”-type pipelines 
has been found for the soil liquefaction process yet. The verification for the “T ”-type 
pipeline is based on the following procedures: if the dimensions of the branch 
pipeline is to a very small, the response of the main pipeline should be very close to 
the results calculated from the straight pipeline with the same diameter and same soil 
condition. The pipe diameter for the straight pipeline and the main pipeline of “T ’- 
type pipeline are all 60 cm and the soil liquefiable zone are all 40 meters and located 
in the middle of the pipeline systems.
Five cases were studied to compare the seismic response at the intersection 
node with the response of the straight pipeline at midspan which has a maximum 
response of -0.2922 cm. The results are shown in Table 9 as follows:
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Table 9 Response of “F ’-type of Pipeline Without a Manhole at the Intersection
Node with Different Diameters of Branch Pipelines
Dia. of Branch Response (cm) D ift from stra. % 
pipeline <Z> = 60 cm
10.0 cm -0.3768 + 28.95
1.0 cm -0.3180 + 8.83
0.1 cm -0.3001 + 2.70
0.01 cm -0.2993 + 2.43
0.001 cm -0.2984 + 2.12
The lowest eigenvalues calculated from the “T”-type pipeline with the 0.001 
cm diameter of branch pipeline is also compared with the straight pipeline and 
presented in Table 10 below:
From the comparison shown in Table 9 and Table 10, it is found the “T”-type 
pipeline with a very small branch pipeline in dimension can have the same lowest 
eigenvalues and the same responses at the intersection point as the result calculated 
from the straight pipeline at the midspan.
Table 10 Comparison of the Lowest Eigenvalues for a “F ’-type Pipeline with a
Small Branch to Straight Pipeline
No. of E. Value “T”-type Straight Diff. (%)
1 73.015 73.014 + 0.001
2 73.017 73.017 0.000
3 73.025 73.024 + 0.001
4 73.044 74.042 + 0.003
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The unsymmetric solutions of the “T”-type pipeline subject to +45 degree and 
-45 degree input seismic waves are also the verification of the unsymmetric geometry 
of the structure.
5.13 Parametric study of “T ’-type pipelines
Through the previous study in Chapter IV , it is found that the added soil mass 
and buried depth of pipeline have very little effects on the analysis of maximum 
seismic response of a straight pipeline because at the full soil liquefaction stage added 
soil mass becomes zero and the differences of the residual soil stiffness in the 
liquefiable zone with different buried depth is very small. They can be neglected in 
this section.
Due to the different geometric characteristics of “T ”-type pipelines, the 
diameters of main and branch could be different which may affect the maximum 
response of the pipelines. Thus, the ratio of diameter between main and branch pipes 
is a parameter to be studied.
The other parameters including the size of the soil liquefiable zone, soil spring 
value in the non-liquefiable zone, with and without a manhole need to be considered. 
Since “T”-type pipeline is not a symmetric structure, the direction of seismic wave 
propagation will affect the response. In this study three angles with the axial direction 
of main pipeline including zero, +45 and -45 degrees were used. The results are 
presented below.
5.13.1 Effects of the diameter ratios between the mains and the branches
In practices, the diameter ratios between main and branch pipes can have 
large variations. A 10.0cm diameter branch pipe was selected for this study, while the
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main pipes were chosen as 20.0cm, 40.0cm in. and 60.0cm diameter to study the 
seismic response. The ratio is varied as 2:1, 4:1, 6:1 by choosing different diameters 
of main pipelines and the same diameter of branch pipelines. The main pipeline is 
still 100 meter long with two fixed ends and the branch pipeline is 50 meter long with 
a fixed boundary at one end and another end connects perpendicularly with the 
middle of the main pipeline (Fig. 5.1). Buried depth for both the main pipe and the 
branches are 1.8 meter and the size of the soil liquefiable zone is still 40.0 meter in 
the middle of the main and 20.0 meter from the intersection for the branch. The 
original soil spring constant is 927.01274 kg/cm2, and the total time to cause soil 
liquefaction is 8.0 seconds by using the same earthquake data from the Whittier 1987 
October 1 earthquake with 0 degree to the axial direction of the main pipelines.
Table 11 presents the results with different diameter ratios:
Except for the response of a 40.0cm pipe with a manhole, it is found that the 
response increases with the increase of diameter and also increases with a manhole. 
This may be caused by the interaction between the branch and the manhole with 
different phase angles of vibrations.
Table 11 Maximum Response of “T”-type Junction Pipeline with Different Diameter 
Ratio
Diameter of main/branch W/O a manhole With a manhole
20.0 cm/10.0 cm 0.1601 0.2468
40.0 cm/10.0 cm 0.1807 0.1723
60.0 cm/10.0 cm 0.4082 0.4520
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5.13.2 Effects of the size of the soil liquefiable zone
Keeping the same situation for the “T”-type pipeline in the previous case in
5.1.3.1 except that there is a soil liquefiable zone varying from 40m (20m for the 
branch) to 80m (40m for the branch) and fixed the diameter of main as 60.0 cm and 
10 cm for branch. The results calculated with the developed computer program are 
listed in Table 12 below:
Table 12 Effects of Different Sizes of Soil Liquefiable Zone on “T”-type Junction 
Pipeline
Size of Liq. zone W/O a manhole(cm) With a manhole(cm)
40.0 m 0.4082 0.4520
60.0 m 1.1925 1.3528
80.0 m 0.8931 1.0120
The above results show that the response increases rapidly when the size of 
the soil liquefiable zone increases from 40.0 meters to 60.0 meters but decreases 20- 
30% when the soil liquefiable zone increases to 80.0 meters. Comparing with the 
results in Chapter V I, these effects are much larger. Especially, the result calculated 
for 60.0 meter soil liquefiable zone with a manhole 1.3528 cm which is even larger 
than the maximum ground displacement recorded in the Whittier earthquake (1987 
October 1). —
It can be seen that the response of a straight pipeline increases in the larger 
liquefiable zone and it is also true for “T”-type pipeline when the liquefiable zone 
increases from 40m to 60m. However, the earthquake input loads for “T”-type exerts 
on both the main and the branch in the non-liquefied soil. The main reason that the
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response of a “T ”-type pipeline is larger than that of a straight pipeline in the 
additional seismic input load on the branch pipe and finally transmits to the center 
of the main. When the liquefiable zone increases from 60m to 80m, the portion of 
the branch in the non-liquefiable zone decreases from 20m to 10m. Since the portion 
of the branch pipe in the non-liquefiable zone decreases, the seismic load on the 
branch pipe decreases as well as the response of pipeline caused by seismic load.
5.1.3.3 The effects on the seismic response of different soil spring values in 
the non-liquefiable zone 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the soil in the non-liquefiable zone is 
usually stiffer than the soil in the liquefiable zone. Three cases have been studied 
with K,=927 kg/cm2, 10K, and 100K, of soil spring values in the non-liquefiable zone. 
The diameters in this study are 60.0cm for the main and 10.0cm for the branch. The 
other parameters are all the same as mentioned in 5.1.2.1.
Table 13 presents the calculated results below:
Table 13 Effects of the Soil Spring Value in Non-liquefiable Zone on “T”-type
Junction Pipeline




It is found from Table 13 that when the soil spring values in the non- 
liquefiable zone increases, the response decreases rapidly from the 927.01274 to
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9270.1274 but becomes more stable when increasing the soil spring value in the non- 
liquefiable zone to 100 times larger than the value in the soil liquefiable zone. 
5.13.4 Effects of the direction of the input earthquake waves 
Due to the branch pipeline the “T”-type of pipeline system is not symmetric. 
Therefore the different input seismic wave angles will affect the seismic response of 
the pipeline system.
Table 14 shows the results calculated from the developed computer program 
with different input wave angles:
Table 14 shows that the responses are larger than the other cases when the 
input wave angle is 45 degrees. In this case, the earthquake wave front reaches the 
left fixed end of the main and the end of the branch and doubles the input loads. For 
the other two cases, the seismic wave front only can reach the branch after it passed 
the intersection of the pipeline system. Since the seismic input loads on the branch 
dominates the response of the “T”-type pipeline, the response for 45 degree input 
load is larger. Fig. 5.2 to Fig. 5.5 at the end of this chapter show the plotted 
responses for 45 degree and -45 degree input wave earthquake excitation.
Table 14 Effects of Different Input Seismic Wave Angles on “T ’-type Junction 
Pipeline
Input wave angle W/O a manhole With a manhole
0 degree 0.4082 0.4520
45 degree 0.5126 0.7802
-45 degree 0.4336 0.4369
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5.2 Cross-type Pipelines Systems
5.2.1 General Remarks
Cross-type pipelines are similar to “T”-type pipelines but have one more 
branch (Fig. 5.6). If choosing the same diameters for both sides of the branch 
pipelines, a Cross-type pipeline is a symmetric structure.
When seismic waves reach the Cross-type pipeline, the input data from four 
boundaries may be different due to the time delay caused by wave propagation. From 
a geometric point of view, the problem of solving the seismic response of a Cross­
type pipeline is more complicated than a straight pipeline or “T”-type of pipeline.
If  the responses of straight pipelines, “T ”-type pipeline and Cross-type pipeline 
can be calculated with this developed computer program, a large buried pipeline 
system is just the geometric summary of many straight pipelines, many “T ”-type 
pipelines and Cross-type pipelines. Principally, the seismic response of any location 
on the pipeline system can be given with the computational results. In the more 
complicated cases, each pipe element may have its particular dimensions and 
mechanical properties including diameter, thickness, material; different characteristics 
of surrounding soil including soil type, soil spring value, water table, liquefiable or 
non-liquefiable, damping coefficient; etc. These different situations can be input to 
program as different parameters.
5.2.2 Verification of the Computer Program for Cross-type of Pipeline
Similar comparisons were used to verify the maximum responses and lowest
eigenvalues of Cross-type pipeline with the reduced dimension of two branch pipes. 
The results are listed in Table 15 and Table 16 respectively.
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Since the Cross-type of pipeline is geometrically symmetric, the response of 
the structure should be symmetric if the input loads are also symmetric. Three cases 
were calculated with input angles of seismic waves of +45 degree, 0 degree and -45 
degree, and the listed results are shown in Table 17.
Table 15 Comparison of Response of Cross- with Straight Pipeline
Dia. of Branch/main Response (cm) Diff. (%)
10.0 cm/60.0 cm -0.3516 + 20.33
1.0 cm/60.0 cm -0.3110 + 6.43
0.1 cm/60.0 cm -0.3021 + 3.39
0.01 cm/60.0 cm -0.3002 + 2.74
0.001 cm/60.0 cm -0.2990 + 2.33
The maximum response of a 60cm diameter straight pipeline is -0.2922 cm.
Table 16 Comparison of the Lowest Eigenvalues of Cross-type Pipeline with Small 
Branch to Straight Pipeline
No. of E. Value Cross-type Straight Diff. ( % )
1 73.015 73.014 + 0.001
2 73.018 73.017 + 0.001
3 73.026 73.024 + 0.003
4 73.046 73.042 + 0.005
Figures 5.7 to 5.10 present the plotted results of the symmetry checking for the 
Cross-type of pipeline.
Since the differences between the straight pipeline and “T”-type and Cross­
type pipeline are only in geometric properties, and the computer program for straight 
pipeline have been verified in both correctness and accuracy, the responses calculated
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with the developed computer program for “T”-type and Cross-type pipelines are 
correct.
Table 17 Symmetry Checking with Symmetric Loads for Cross-junction Pipeline
Input Load Angle Response W/O M.H. Response with M.H.
0 deg. -0.2772 cm -0.2767 cm
+ 45 deg. -0.2815 cm -0.2872 cm
- 45 deg. -0.2816 cm -0.2872 cm
5.23 Parametric study of Cross-type of pipeline
In this study a Cross-type pipeline is a part of a large pipeline system and 
separated from the whole system with four fixed ends. Both the main and the branch 
are 100 meters long and buried 1.8 meter in depth. The earthquake excitations are 
still the recorded Whittier earthquake data previously used in the analysis of straight 
pipeline and “T”-type pipeline. The same finite element model for main and branch 
pipes (except varying diameters) and the same soil properties were utilized as in the 
previous study.
The following sections are the parametric study of Cross-type pipeline with 
different pipe diameters, different size of soil liquefiable zone, different soil spring 
values in soil liquefiable and non-liquefiable area.
5.23.1 Effect on the response analysis from the main and branch diameter 
ratio
As studied in section 5.1.2.1. the branch pipe used in this study is 10.0 cm in 
diameter and the ratio of the main and branch pipe diameters can be obtained with
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different pipe diameters of the main. Three main pipe diameters were selected as
20.0 cm, 40.0 cm and 60.0 cm and the corresponding thickness are 0.6 cm, 0.8 cm and
1.0 cm. The liquefiable zone is 40.0 meters for both main and branch and located in 
the middle of the pipeline system. The lateral soil spring value is still 927 kg/cm2 for 
both liquefiable soil and non-liquefiable soil. The direction of input seismic waves are 
the same as the axial direction of the main. A manhole with the same dimension and 
density as mentioned before was located in the intersection of the Cross-type pipeline 
system in some cases.
The results calculated from the developed computer program are presented 
in Table 18 below:




Response W/O M.H. Response with M.H.
20 cm/10 cm -0.0861 cm -0.3757 cm
40 cm/10 cm -0.2428 cm -0.2439 cm
60 cm/10 cm -0.2772 cm -0.2767 cm
From the above results, the response increases with the increasing 
main/branch diameter ratio for the pipeline without a manhole. For the pipeline with 
a manhole 40cm/10cm and 60cm/10cm pipelines have almost the same response as 
those without a manhole correspondingly. However, the response of the 20 cm/lOcm 
pipeline increases four times as the response without a manhole.
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5 . 2 3 . 2  Effect of the size of the soil liquefiable zone
The soil liquefiable zone in this study is still located in the middle of the 
pipeline system but varying the size from 40 meters to 80 meters. The rest of the 
parameters are the same as the cases analyzed in the previous section with 60 cm 
diameter for the main and 10 cm for the branch.
Since more seismic input loads were induced from the branch in this study, the 
response calculated from the developed program are different from the straight or 
“T ”-type pipelines.
Table 19 shows the results below:
Table 19 Effects of the size of the soil liquefiable zone for cross-type pipeline
Size of liq. zone Response (W/OM.H.) Response (with M.H.)
40 m -0.2772 cm -0.2767 cm
60 m 1.0440 cm 1.0475 cm
80 m 0.6820 cm 0.5232 cm
In Table 19, the response from a 60 meter liquefiable zone is much larger than 
that from 40 meter and 80 meter liquefiable zones. With a manhole and without a 
manhole, the responses are very close. As mentioned in 5.1.3.2 the earthquake input 
load on the branch pipeline decreases when the liquefiable zone increases from 60m 
to 80m. for a cross-type pipeline is also true. _
5 . 2 3 3  Effect of the soil spring value in the non-liquefiable zone 
Keeping the same initial soil spring value (K,=927 kg/cm2) for the soil 
liquefiable zone but changing the soil spring values from 927 kg/cm2 to 100 times
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larger to express the different soil condition, the calculated results are listed in Table 
20 below:
Table 20 Effects of the Soil Spring Values in the Non-liquefiable Zone for Cross­
type Pipeline
Non-liq. soil K, Response W/O M.H. Response with M.H.
927 kg/cm2 -0.2772 cm -0.2766 cm
9270 kg/cm2 0.6880 cm 0.6805 cm
92700 kg/cm2 0.6013 cm 0.5891 cm
For the cross-type pipeline, an additional seismic input load from the two branch 
pipes are required. Furthermore, it has additional restrictions from the non- 
liquefiable soil. When the soil spring value of the non-liquefiable zone increases 10 
times, the input load also increases rapidly. This is the reason that the response 
increased. But when the soil spring value of the non-liquefiable zone increases 100 
times, the input loads increases more, but at the same time the restriction from the 
non-liquefiable soil increases and affects the response more. This is the reason that 
the response decreased. Imagine that when the soil spring value increases to infinite, 
which is the same as fixing the boundary between the liquefied soil and non-liquefied 
soil, the response will decrease more due to the firm restrictions from the branches.
Since the effects of the added soil mass and buried depth of pipeline system 
are not significant in the full soil liquefaction stage as mentioned before, they were 
neglected in this study.
53  Discussions
Many cases of “T”-type and Cross-type pipelines have been considered in this 
study. Most of the maximum responses are quite different from one case to another.
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If  comparing the responses of the three types of pipelines, the “T”-type pipeline 
usually has the largest response; Cross-type pipeline the next largest but close to that 
of “T ”-type; the straight pipeline is the smallest with relatively larger differences from 
the other two. One of the calculated results for “T”-type pipelines (1.35 cm) is even 
larger than the maximum ground displacement (1.34 cm).
In the analysis of the seismic response of pipeline systems without soil 
liquefiable zones,I39) the “T”-and Cross-type pipelines also have larger maximum 
responses than straight pipelines.
In Chapter IV  a jump rope on the ground was used to explain the different 
seismic responses of the straight pipelines. If  there is one more small jump rope 
connecting with the main jump rope in the middle and shaken at three ends, the 
vibration of the main jump rope will have the larger amplitude. When another small 
jump rope connects at the same intersection and the whole system is shaken at four 
ends, the vibration will also be stronger than a straight jump rope. Due to the 
unsymmetric geometry of the “T ’-type of pipeline, the maximum response of “T ”- 
type may be even larger than one more shaking branch.
Since two branch pipelines were fixed at both ends for Cross-type of pipeline 
in this study, the influence of the heavy structure, manhole, became very small. Most 
of the responses of the Cross-type pipelines can hardly find any significant differences 
between with a manhole and without a manhole at the intersection.
From the discussion above, “T”-type and Cross-type pipelines have a larger 
response than straight pipelines, and therefore have higher damage potentials.
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In Chapter IV  an important concept that the damage potential of buried 
pipeline is dominated by the relative displacement respective to the two ends of 
pipeline as has been mentioned. Four cases of “T”-type of pipelines and two cases 
of Cross-type pipelines have been studied. In each of these cases, the diameter of the 
main pipe is 60 cm and the branch is 10 cm and initial soil spring for liquefiable zone 
is still 927 ks/cm. Since the maximum seismic input occurs after 5.5 seconds, in these 
six cases the total time to cause full soil liquefaction is set at 5.5 second. The sizes of 
the soil liquefiable zone are assumed as 60m and 80m. The four cases studied for 
“T ”-type pipelines are the pipeline with or without a manhole in both of 60m and 
80m liquefiable soil zone. For cross-type pipelines, only two cases with a manhole in 
the 60m and 80m liquefiable zone were studied. The results are shown from Fig. 5.11 
to Fig. 5.16.
It is found that the “T”-type pipeline with a manhole at the intersection point 
under a 60 meter liquefiable soil zone has the maximum response, therefore has the 
highest damage potential during the soil liquefaction process. This result is conformed 
with the result of the relative displacement between pipeline and corresponding soil.
When the time to cause full soil liquefaction was changed to 4.5 seconds 
however, there is no significant change in the pipeline responses. The reason as found 
from the earthquake input is that at 4.5 seconds the value of seismic input is too 
small to affect the response of pipeline. It can be concluded that if the full soil 
liquefaction occurs before the maximum seismic input reaches the pipeline system, 
the situation will be critical.
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Fig. 5.1 “T ”-type of Pipeline in a Soil Liquefiable Zone
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Fig. 5.6 Cross-type of Pipeline in a Soil Liquefiable Zone
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Chapter VI Conclusions and Recommendations
The behavior of buried pipeline systems in shaking ground within a soil 
liquefaction environment has been studied. The equation of motion for a buried 
pipeline system in the soil liquefaction process has been derived with the finite 
element method. The characteristics of the added soil mass, geometric and material 
damping and the soil spring value in the soil liquefaction process have been analyzed 
and calculated as functions of time in this study.
With the simplication mentioned in the assumptions, lumped mass and lumped 
damping were used to ensure uncoupled modal equations to be obtained by the 
subspace iteration approach. Each individual uncoupled modal equation was then 
solved by the step-by-step numerical integration method and, finally, the modal 
responses were superimposed by the mode-superposition method to gain the 
maximum seismic response of the buried pipeline systems.
The computer program in the soil liquefaction process developed to be used 
in this study is capable of solving the dynamic response of any node of the pipeline 
system. The pipeline may be straight, “T”-type or cross-type, with or without a 
manhole, and subject to sinusoidal or real recorded earthquake input loads.
Using the computer program, parametric studies for straight pipelines, “T”- 
type pipelines and cross-type pipelines have been done. Some conclusions can be 
made from the results as follow:
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For Straight Pipeline:
1. The larger the pipe diameter, the larger the response will be.
2. For “T ”-type and Cross-type pipelines: the larger the main/branch diameter 
ratio, the larger the response will be.
3. The soil spring value in the non-liquefiable zone affects the response of 
pipeline systems in most of the cases studied in this research.
4. Buried depth and added soil mass affect the response of pipeline systems 
before the full soil liquefaction stage, but only slightly affect the response of 
pipeline systems in full soil liquefaction.
5. A straight pipe which is parallel to the direction of ground motion (incident 
angle is 0 degree) will experience higher response than when the input angle 
is greater than or less than zero.
6. The largest response calculated from this study is in the “T”-type pipeline with 
a 60cm main diameter and a 10cm branch diameter in a 60 meter soil 
liquefiable zone. (The response was even larger than the input ground 
displacement.)
7. A smaller size pipeline with a heavy structure, such as a manhole, will 
experience a much higher response than the same size pipe without a 
manhole. However, larger size pipelines will be affected only slightly by a 
manhole.
8. During an earthquake in which liquefaction does not occur, the deformation 
of the pipeline is caused by the movement of the surrounding soil. When the 
soil liquefies, the loss of support for the pipe will cause an extra deformation
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of the pipeline. Thus, this is an addition to the deformation caused by earth 
movement This effect is only important for the design of pipeline systems 
when liquefaction occurs before or at the peak of the earthquake. It is not 
important when liquefaction occurs after the peak value subsides because, in 
this case, the total deformation of the pipeline may be less than the 
deformations caused by just earth movement before liquefaction.
Some recommendations for research and design are given below:
1. For the further verification of “T”-type and cross-type pipelines in a soil 
liquefaction process, laboratory experimentation is needed.
2. The seismic response of buried segmented pipelines needs to be studied with 
a method other than the mode superposition method.
3. In an area with strong and long duration earthquakes, soil liquefaction 
countermeasures need to be considered.
4. In order to reduce the damage to buried pipeline systems in highly liquefiable 
soil layers, specifications that take the information this study provides about 
the effects of soil liquefaction during earthquakes should be developed.
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Appendix A. Formulations of Equation of Motion for Buried Pipeline 
System
The buried pipeline model is shown in Figure A -l,
Let {V } : Absolute nodal displacement vector of pipe 
{U g} : Ground displacement vector 
K, : Spring constant of soil
Ct : Damping coefficient of soil
M : Mass of pipe/water/soil in motion
Kp : Stiffness of pipe
The dynamic equilibrium yields to the following dynamic equation of motion:
[M](V) + [C]({v) -  (in) + [KJ((V) -  {Ug}) + [Kp]{V) -  0 (A -l)
Where [M] =  mass matrix including pipe,water and soil 
{V } =  absolute nodal acceleration vector of pipe
{V } =  absolute nodal velocity vector of pipe
[C] =  damping matrix of soil
{U g} =  nodal ground velocity vector 
[KJ = stiffness matrix of soil
[Kp] =  stiffness of pipe
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Using absolute nodal displacement as reference, one obtains 
[M]{V) + [C]{V) + [Kp + KJ(V) -  [q {U g} + [KJ(Ug} (A-2)
or let
U = V- U g = relative displacement between pipe and ground 
U = V  - Ug = relative velocity between pipe and ground 
U = V  - U g = relative acceleration between pipe and ground 
Eqns. (A -l) and (A-2) become
[M]({0} + {0g}) + [C]{U) + [KJttJ} + [Kp]((U) + 0Jg}) -  0 (A-3)
or
[M]{U) + [C]{U) + [Kf + KP]{U) -  -[M ]{Ug}-[K p]{Ug) (A-4)
For dynamic responses of buried pipeline problem, one has to use Eqn. (A-2) 
or Eqn. (A-4). For this study Eqn.(A-4) was used.
For quasi-static problem where acceleration and velocity terms are eliminated, 
Eqn. (A-2) and Eqn. (A-4) become
[K1 + Kp]{V) -  [KJ{Ugl (A-5)
or
[Kg + KpllU) -  -[K p](Ug> (A-6)
Eqn. (A-6) was used for quasi-static analysis previously by Wang and Lau52.
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Appendix B. Shape Functions and Stiffness matrices
(i) Shape Function Used in this Study
Based on the finite element method a series of shape functions have been 
chosen for the pipe element deformation:
Lateral:
N,(x) = 2x3/L3 - 3x2/L2 + 1 
N 2(x ) = x3/L2 - 2x2/L + x 
N 3(x ) = 3x/L2 - 3x3/L3 
N 4(x ) = x3/L2 - x2/L  
Axial :
Ns(x) = 1 - x/L 
N 6(x ) = x/L 
where
L = the length of the element 
According to the assumptions that the lateral stiffness and axial stiffness are 
independent, they can been calculated separately as follows:
[Kp,axial] 2x2 -  J*^[N 'N []2x2dx -
EA EA 
~ C ~  ~ 7 7 (B-l)
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s,t =  1,2 
Nm' =  dNM /dx
E = Young’s modules of pipe
A = cross section area of pipe
[K-p,lateral]4x4 -  /E I[N f'N ^4x4dx - E l
L3
12 6L -12 6L 
6L 4L2 -6L 2L2 
-12 -6L  12 -6L  
6L 2L2 -6L  4L2
where 
i,j = 1,2,3,4
I = moment inertia of pipe 
N," =  d2 N, /dx2
The stiffness matrix of one pipe element is:
[Kp]e -
L2A 0 0 _L2A 0 0
0 12 6L 0 -12 6L
E 1 0 6L 4L2 0 -6L 2L2
L3 _ L2A 0 0 L2A 0 0
0 -12 -6L 0 12 -6L
0 6L 2L2 0 -6L 4L2
(ii) Stiffness matrix of soil
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(C-2)
0-3)
K.NSN , 0 0 K.N5N6 0 0
0 K ^ N ,  KlN jN2
0 KlN2N, KlN2N2
0 0 
0 KlN3N j KlN3N2
0 KLN4Nt KlN4N2
k . n 6n s
0
0
k . n 6n 6
0
0
KlN xN3 KlN3N4 
KlN2N3 KlN2N4 
0 0 
k , n 3n 3 KlN3N4 
k ln 4n , k ^ n !
dx (B-4)
[KJe -
140 0 0 70 0 0
0 156 22L 0 54 -13L
0 22L 4L2 0 13L -3L2
70 0 0 140 0 0
0 54 13L 0 156 -22L
0 -13L -3L2 0 -22L 4L2
(B-5)
The total stiffness of one element:
[K,otJ e -  [K ]c + [KJ‘ (B-6)
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Appendix C. Formula of Step-by-step Numerical Integration
Assuming the equation of motion is as below:
M U + CU + KU -  P(t) (C-l)
(i) input K,C,M,U(0),U(0),P(tj), i=l,2,...,n;
(ii) using Eqn.(C-l) to solve for 0(0)
(iii) input tj and calculate pi5
AP, -  P(t,*l) -  P(t,) (C-2)
(iv) form K'
K' - K + ( ^ ) . ( ^ )  (C-3)
(v) form P*
AP- -  APi t [ ( ^ ) +2 q u i t 2Mu, (C-4)
(vi) solve Uj
Au; -  (C-5)
K*
(vii) solve ui+1 , ui+1
ui»i ’  ^ + AUj (C-6)
ui+i -  uj + Ail; (C-7)
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Appendix D. Developed Computer Program
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FILE: STRA FORTRAN A1 OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY
C THIS IS THE PROGRAM TO CALCULATE RESPONSES OF A STRAIGHT PIPELINE STROOOIO
C WORKING PROG; VECTOER FORM; WITH K. J .  BATHE SUBSPACE. STR00020
C OVERELAXATION WORKS TOO. NO SHIFTING. STR00030
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z) STROOOAO
DIMENSION A ( 7 5 0 0 0 ) ,  I A( 800) STR00050
MTOTR= 75000 STR00060
MTOTI= 800 STR00070
C CALL CLOCKX (TIMED STR00080
READ( 5 , * )  N.NROOT.NBW.MAXITE,IFPR,IOUT,JACOB,ITWO,METHOD. IFSS STR00090
S.NSTIF.NTERMS,IPMOOE,I RELAX,ALA STR00100
1 FORMAT (1 6 15) STR00110
VS IN -S IN  (ALA) STR00120
WRITE (6 , * )  1 ALA=‘ ,ALA, 'TAN (ALA) = ' ,TAN (ALA) STR00130
IF (IRELAX .NE. 0) STR001A0
SWRITE (6 , * )  ' * * *  OVERELAX * * *  REQUIRED' STR00150
GOTO (111 ,111 ,111 )  .METHOD STR00160
C333 11=1 STR00170
C 12=11+N*NTERMS*ITW0 STROOI80
C I 3 = I2+N *I  TWO STROO190
C CALL MAIN2 (N.NBW, A (I  1) , A (I 2 ))  STR00200
C GO TO 12 STR00210
111 READ ( 5 . * )  RTOL.TOLR STR00220
2 FORMAT (8 F 10.0) STR00230
L=MINO(2*NROOT.NROOT+8 ) STR002L0
IF (L .G T .N )  L=N STR00250
C......... DYNAMIC STORAGE STR00260
IF (IPMOOE .NE. 1) STR00270
SNTERMS= ( 0 . 5 *  (NBW+1) +  (N-NBW)) *NBW STR00280
11=1 STROO290
I 2 = 1 1+L*ITW0 STR00300
I 3=12+N*L*ITW0 STR003I0
|lf»l 3+N*ITW0 STR00320
15= 1A+N*L*ITWO ' STR00330
I 6=1 5+NTERMSAI TWO STR003A0
I7= |6+L*L*ITW 0 STR00350
I 8 = I7 + L*L*ITW0 STR00360
I9= l8+L*ITW 0 STR00370
I 10=19+L *  I TWO STROO 380
I 11 = I 10+L*L *  I TWO STROO 390
I 12=1 U + L *  I TWO STROOAOO
C........ THE FOLLOWING STORAGE NEEOED ONLY IF "ACCELERATED" SUBSPACE IS USESTROOLlO
I 13=112+L*ITW0 STR0OL2O
I 1L=I13+L*ITW0 STROOA30
I 15“  I 1L+N*L*ITW0 STROO1*AO
I 16 = I 15+L*I TWO STR0OL5O
I 17=116+N*ITW0 STR0OA6O
I 18 = I 17+NftI TWO STR00L70
119=118+L* I  TWO STR0OL8O
I 20=119+L*I TWO STR00L90
121=120+L*ITW0 STR00500
N N C =L *(L+ l) /2  STR00510
I 22=121+NNC*ITW0 STR00520
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IF (IFSS.NE.O) J2=J1+NP1 STR00610
C  STR00620
WRITE (6 , A) l2 3 ,J i t  STR00630
It FORMAT ( 2 X , ' PLEASE INCREASE MEMORY MTOTR, MTOT I = 1 ,2110) STR0061tO
IF (1 23 .LT. MTOTR .AND. Jit .LT. MTOT I ) GO TO 11 STROO65O
GO TO 12 STROO66O
C  STR00670
11 CALL MA I N I (L, A ( I 1) , N ,NP1 , A (I 2) , A (I 3) .A (I A) , NBW, A (I 5) . A (16) , A (17) . STROO68O 
$A ( 18 ) , A ( 19 ) .RTOL.MAXITE. IFPR, I 0 UT.NR00T ,A ( I  10) .JACOB. IA (J 1) , STROO69O
SMETHOD.A (I 1 1) , I FSS.NSTI F ,A (I 12) . A ( 113) , A ( I 1U) ,TOLR, I RELAX. STR00700
SA (I 15) . I A (J 2) , NTERMS , A (116) , I A (J3) , IPMODE. A (1 17) .A (I 18 ) . STR00710
SA (I 19) , A (I 20) . A ( I 2 1) , A (I 22) ,NNC, I A (Jit) .ALA) STR00720
IF (IFSS.EQ.O) GOTO 12 STRO0730
C APPLY STURM SEQUENCE CHECK STRO071t0
I 10A=I 10+L* I  TWO STR00750
I 10B= I 10A+L*ITW0 STR00760
I 10C=I 108+L *I  TWO STR00770
CALL STURM (N, NTERMS . NBW, L, A (I  3) . A ( 15) .A ( 18) .A (I 10) ,A(I10A) . STR00780




SUBROUTINE MAIN1 (L ,W1 ,N . NP1 .XO.DMASS. YO.NBW.STI F . RSTI F , P.MASS.E 1 GV, STROO83O
SD,RTOL.MAXITE. IFPR, I OUT,NROOT.X. JACOB, IPIQLO.METHOD,ALPGAM, IFSS, STR008!tO
SNSTIF, EVM2. EVM3. X0M1 ,TOLR. I RELAX, QLAMDA.MAXA, NTERMS .TEMP, STROO85O
S IROWL. IPMODE, TEMP2 .TEMP3.TEMPlt. TEMP5, TEMP6 . TEMP7, NNC. IX , ALA) STROO86O 
IMPLICIT REA L*8(A -H ,0 -Z )  STRO0870
0 I MENS I ON W1 (L) ,X 0 (N ,L )  ,0MASS(N) ,YO(N,L) , STI F (NTERMS) .RSTIF (L.L) STROO88O
S , RMASS (L . L) , E I GV (L) . D (L) . X (L , L) , I PIQLO (L) , ALPGAM (L) , I ROWL (N) STROO89O
C0MM0N/PEH/GK(3OO.3OO) , GM(300) , CH1 ( I t , 300) ,CH2 (lt.lt) ,X0T(!t,3O0) STR00900
S , CH3 (It . 300) , CHL (It , It) ,GC (300) ,CH5(It ,300) ,CH6 (It,lt) ,GKP (300, 300) STR00910
S .AREC1 (2000) .AREC2 (20 0 0 ) ,  STR00920
S GDI (2000) ,GD2 (2000) ,FK (200,300) , STR00930
S PG (200, 300) , GO (200 ,  300) ,PN (200, It) ,DP (200, It) , STR009ItO
S FS (2 0 0 ,1+) , FD (2 0 0 , U) .AN (2 0 0 , It) , U ( 2 0 0 0 ,!t) , DU (2 0 0 , It) ,GU(2 0 0 , 300) . STROO95O
S V ( 2 0 0 0 .lt) ,DV (2 0 0 , It) ,STK (2 0 0 , It) ,DPST (2 0 0 , It) ,ODG (2 0 0 0 ) STROO96O
DIMENSION EVM2 (L) ,EVM3(L) ,X0M1 (N.L) , QLAMDA (L) .MAXA(NPl) .TEMP (N) , STR00970
STEMP2 (N) .TEMP3 (L) .TEMPlt (L) .TEMP5 (L) .TEMP6 (NNC) .TEMP7 (NNC) , I X (L) STROO98O
C INPUT DATAS STR00990
C STR01000
C GET " K (PIPE) *’ FROM SUBROUTINE STR01010
C STR01020
CALL AGKP(GKP.N) 3TR01030
C " K (PIPE) " IS NOT A FUNCTION OF TIME STROIOAO
C STRO 1050
C AREC1 , AREC2 ARE ACCELERATIONS OF GROUND MOTION ALONG WITH X (AX I AL) . Y STR01060
READ ( 5 , ::) (AREC1 ( I )  , 1 = 1.2000) STR01070
READ ( 5 . * )  (AREC2 ( I )  .1 = 1.2000) STR01080
C GD1.G02 ARE DISPLACEMENTS OF GROUND MOTION ALONG WITH X (AX IAL) . Y STR01090
READ (5, '■•) (GDI ( I )  . 1=1 ,2000) STR01100
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READ (5 . * )  (GD2(I) ,1 = 1,2000) STR01110
Z t t m m  THIS IS FOR VERIFY THE PROGRAM STR01120
C INPUT FREQUENCY IS 2 H Z(2*2*P I RAD) STR01130
OME=ATAN (1 .0 )  *1 6 .0 STRO 111*0
C WRITE (6 . * )  ' 0ME= 1 ,0ME STR0I150
C DO L567 1= 1 ,2 000 STR01160
C AREC1 (1) =600.0*S  IN (OME* (1 -1 )  *0 .0 2 ) STR01170
C GDI ( l )  = ( - 1 .0 )  *AREC1 (1) /  (OME**2 ) STRO1180
C AREC2 (1) =600 .0*S IN  (OME* (1 -1 )  *0 .0 2 ) STRO1190
C GD2 (1) = ( -1 .0 )  *AREC2 (1) /  (0ME**2) STRO1200
C AREC1 (1) =0 .0 STRO1210
C GDI (1) = 0 .0 STRO1220
C WRITE(6 . * )  ' AREC2 (' , 1 * . 0 2 , ' )  = ' ,  AREC2 (1) STRO1230
CA567 CONTINUE STRO 121*0
C SET IN ITIAL CONDITIONS STRO1250
READ (5 , * )  (U (AO 1.1) ,1 = 1 ,NROOT) STRO1260
READ ( 5 , * )  (V (1*01,1) .1 = 1 ,NROOT) STRO1270
C READ (5.101) (U ( 1 . 1 ) .  1 = 1 ,NROOT) STRO1280
C READ (5,101) (V( 1,1) , 1 = 1 ,NROOT) STRO1290
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * STRO1300
C START LOOP FOR TIME DEPENDABLE VARIABLES STR01310
ALA=ATAN (1.0) STRO1320
C STRO1330
NOP= 601 STRO UAO
DO 200 1 T= LOI.NOP STRO 1350
IF (IT.LE.LOO) GO TO 1*32 STRO1360
0K=927.0121*7/3000.0 STRO1370
GO TO 222 STRO1380
C STRO1390
C " OK " STRO1 LOO
C " OK " BASED ON " KSI " STR01L10
1*32 AT0=3.0 STRO1L20
ERAF=0.7 STR01L30
C 2 .28  = 1.8M 3 .25  = 2.8M I * .22 = 3-8M WATERTABLE 1M BELOW STR01LL0
C PO=3.25 STRO1L50
C PO=l* .22 STR01L60
P0=2.28 STR01L70
C WHEN OEPTH/RADIUS : 7 = 1 - 8M 9 = 2.8M STR01L80
GAMA=0 . 91* STR01L90
C GAMA=0.97 STRO1500
FA= ( ( IT -1 )  *0 .02 /A T0 )  * *  (1 .O/ERAF) STR01510
C FA=0.0 STRO1520
FB=AS1N (2 .0 * F A -1.0) STRO 1530
F N =0 .5 -0 .25 /A T A N (1 .0 )*FB STROI5L0
0K= (PO*FN) * * 0 .5 1 * *9 .0*GAMA STRO1550
C CHANGE UNIT FROM " KSI " TO " KG/CM/CM " STRO1560
0K=0K*10O0.0*0.0702151 STRO1570
C WRITE (6 . * )  ' IT = ‘ , IT , 'O K * ' ,0 K STRO1580
C* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * STRO1590
222 CAI = 0 .1 9 5 *  (OK/927- 0121*7) * * 2 -0 .5 1  5 *  (OK/927-0121*7) +0 .333 STRO1600
IF .(IPMODE .EQ. 1 ) THEN STR01610
CALL ABCD(OK, GK, GM,GC, ST 1F, DMASS, MAXA. N, NTERMS, NP1 ,1ROWL.55) STRO1620
DO 702 1=1,300 STRO1630
C WRITE (6 , * )  1, GM(1) STR016L0
702 CONTINUE STRO 1650
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C READ (5 .11 )  (STIF ( I )  .1 = 1 .NTERMS) STR01660
11 FORMAT (5F 10.1) STR01670
C READ (5 .12 )  (MAXA ( I )  , 1 = 1 ,NP1) STR01680
12 FORMAT (1015) STR01690
C READ (5 ,11 )  (DMASS(I) , 1 - l . N )  STR01700
C READ (5 .12 )  (IROWL ( I )  , 1=1 ,N) STR01710
C GIVE IN IT IAL  CONDITIONS : UO.VO ETC. STR01720
C WRITE (6 . * )  TREC2 ( I )  ,AREC2 ( I) .  STR01730
ELSE STR017L0
C AUTOMATIC INPUT GENERATION STR01750
ICOUNT-NP1 STR01760
DO 21 l- l.NBW STR01770
I COUNT-1  COUNT- 1 STROI78O
IROWL(I COUNT)-1 STR01790
21 CONTINUE . STR01800
ICOUNT-N -NBW STR01810
DO 22 I = 1,1 COUNT STR01820
22 IROWL(I)-NBW STROI83O
DO 23 1 -1 .N STR018L0
23 DMASS ( I ) -FLOAT ( I ) STROI850
MAXA ( 1 ) - I  STR01860
MAXA ( 2 ) - 2  STROI870
DO 25 I = 2 ,NBW STR01880
25 MAXA( I ) -MAXA( I - 1 ) + 1 -1  STROI89O
DO 26 I-NBW ,N STR01900
26 MAXA ( l +  l )  -MAXA ( I ) +NBW STR01910
C * *  THE FOLLOWING ONLY NEEDED FOR IPMODE-l & METHOD-2 STR01920
DO L l 8 1=1,N STR01930
DO U18 J=1,N STR019L0
L18 R S T IF ( I , J ) - 0 . 0  STR01950
00 31 1 - 1 , N STR01960
1 END-l +  lROWL ( I ) - 1  STR01970
DO 32 J - l , I END STR01980
LOCATE-MAXA(J) + J - I  STR01990
IF ( I .E Q .J )  THEN STR02000
STI F (LOCATE) = FLOAT ( I * * 3 ) + 2 . STR02010
RSTI F ( I ,  I) -ST I F (LOCATE) STR02020
ELSE STR02030
STIF (LOCATE)- FLOAT (l+J)  STR020L0
RSTI F (I ,J )-ST IF(LO CA TE) STR02050






IF (METHOD .£Q. 2) THEN STR02120
CALL CLOCKX (Tl ME 1) STR02130
CALL SUBSPA (L.W1.N.X0,DMASS.YO.NBW,STIF,RSTIF.RMASS.EIGV.D.RTOL, STR021L0 
SMAXITE,IFPR,I OUT.NROOT,X,JACOB,IPIQLO.ALPGAM, I FSS.NSTIF, iRELAX, STR02150 
$ EVM2. EVM3, XOM1 ,TOLR. QLAMDA, NTERMS, MAXA, TEMP, IROWL. NP1 , 1 X) STR02160
CALL CLOCKX (TIME2) STR02170
TlMEA- (T IME2-TIME!)/1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0  STR02180
WRITE(6 , * )  'TIME IN SUBSPACE = ' .TIMEA STR02190
GO TO 666  STR02200
*
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ELSE STR0221O
IF (METHOD .EQ. 1) THEN STR02220
111 DO 41 1 - 1 , N STR02230
DO 41 J - l . N  STR02240
RMASS(I, J ) =0. STR02250
I F (I  .EQ. J) RMASS ( I  , I)-DMASS ( I )  STR02260
41 CONTINUE STR02270
CALL JACOBI(RSTIF,RMASS,X.EIGV.D.N.RTOL,MAXITE,IFPR,IOUT ) STR02280 
GO TO 666  STR02290
ELSE STR02300
IF (METHOD .EQ. 3) THEN STR02310
CALL CLOCKX (TIMED STR02320
STR02330
L=8  STR02340
CALL SSPACE (STI F.DMASS.MAXA,XO.EIGV,TEMP,TEMP2.TEMP6.TEMP7, STR02350
SX.Wl,D,TEMP3.TEMP4,TEMP5.N,NP1, NTERMS,N,NROOT,RTOL,L,L*L, STR02360
SMAXITE, IFSS, IFPR.NSTIF, I OUT,RSTIF.RMASS, L,IROWL, STR02370
$EVM2,EVM3,X0M1,TOLR, QLAMDA.IX,I RELAX) STR02380
00 701 1=1,N STR02390
C WRITE (6 , * )  I ,  (XO ( I . J) , J=1 .NROOT) STR02400
701 CONTINUE STR02410
DO 1 1=1 ,NROOT STR02420
DO 1 J - l . N  STR02430
XOT(l ,J )= X O (J , l )  STR02440
1 CONTINUE STR02450
DO 2 1=1.NROOT STR02460
DO 2 J - l . N  STR02470
CH1 (I , J) -XOT ( I , J) *GM(J) STR02480
2 CONTINUE STR02490
00 3 1=1,NROOT STR02500
DO 3 J-l,NROOT STR02510
CH2 (I , J) = 0 .0  STR02520
DO 3 K - l . N  STR02530
CH2 (I , J) -CH2 ( I , J) +CH1 (I ,K) *X0 (K, J) STR02540
3 CONTINUE STR02550
DO 4 I- I,NROOT STR02560
CM M #  CH2 (I , I)  =1 .0 = XOT*M*XO -  IDENTITY MATRIX STR02570
C WRITE (6 , * )  (CH2 (I , J) , J = I , NROOT) STR02580
4 CONTINUE STR02590
DO 2712 1=1,300 STR02600
C GK (1 ,1 )  =GK (1 ,1 )  + 50 .  0*GM ( I ) STR02610
2712 CONTINUE STR02620
DO 712 1=1,NROOT STR02630
DO 712 J = I ,N  STR02640
CH3 (I . J) = 0 .0  STR02650
DO 712 K - l .N  STR02660
CH3(I , J) =CH3 ( I , J)+XOT (I , K) *GK(K,J) STR02670
712 CONTINUE —  STR02680
DO 713 1=1.NROOT STR02690
DO 713 J=I.NROOT STR02700
CH4 (I , J) = 0 .0  STR02710
00 713 K=1,N STR02720
CH4 ( I , J) =CH4 ( I , J) +CH3 ( I ,K) *XO(K,J) STR02730
713 CONTINUE STR02740
DO 714 1=1,NROOT STR02750
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C####### CHA (1 , 1) = (0MGA**2) = EIGENVALUE SQUARE STR02760
C WRITE (6 , * )  (CHA (1 ,J )  , J - l ,  NROOT) STR02770
71A CONTINUE STR02780
DO 715 1=1,NROOT STR02790
0 0  715  J = 1 .N STR02800
CH5 (1. J) “ XOT (1, J) *GC (J) STR02810
715 CONTINUE STR02820
DO 710 1 - 1 , NROOT STR02830
DO 716 J-l,NROOT STR028AO
CH6 (1 , J ) - 0 . 0 STR02850
DO 716 K - l .N STR02860
CH6 (1, J) -CH6 (1 ,  J) +CH5 (1, K) *X0 (K, J) STR02870
716 CONTINUE STR02880
C WRITE (6 , * )  CH6 ( I , I ) STR02890
710 CONTINUE STR02900
C M W  ADD MATERIAL DAMPING AS 2*0MGA*CAI STR02910
DO 7715 1= 1 .NROOT STR02920
CH6 (1 ,1 )  =CH6 (1 ,1 )  + 2 .0*SQRT (CHA ( 1 ,1 ) )  *CA 1 STR02930
7715 CONTINUE STR029A0
DO 717 1=1.NROOT STR02950
C WRITE (6 , * )  (CH6 ( I  ,J )  ,J=1,NROOT) STR02960
717 CONTINUE STR02970
C DO 201 1 = 1 ,A STR02980
C U ( 1 , I ) = 0 . 0 STR02990
C V ( 1 , 1 ) - 0 . 0 STR03000
C 201 CONTINUE STR030IO
STR03O20
C 00 200 IT-1,NDP STRO3O30
C INPUT FREQUENCY IS 2 HZ ( 12.566371 RAO) STRO3OA0
C OME-12.566371 STR03050
C AREC2 ( IT )  = 6 0 0 .0 * S 1N (OME*(1T - 1) *0 .0 2 ) STR03060
C GD2 (IT)  -AREC2 ( IT )  /  (0ME**2) STR03070
DO 19A 1 -1 ,1 0 0 STR03080
DO 1999 J - l .2 STR03090
PG ( I T , 1* 3 “ J ) = 0 .0 STR03100
. 1999 CONTINUE STR03110
IF ( ( ( I T - 1) * 0 . 0 2 - ( 1 - 1 )  * 1 0 0 .0 /1 3 5 0 8 .5*C0S (ALA)) .LT.O.O) GO TO 990 STR03120
DDT= (1 -1 )  * 1 0 0 . 0 / 1 3 5 0 8 . 5*C0S (ALA) STRO3130
L -D D T/0 .02 STR031A0
N-L+l STR03150
P G ( I T , I * 3 - 1 )  = ( (AREC2 ( IT-N ) -AREC2 ( I T - L ) ) *  (DDT-L*0.02) STR03160
1 /  (N* ,0 2 -L *  .02) +AREC2 (1T -L ) ) *COS (ALA) STR03170
PG ( I T ,  1 * 3 - 2 )  = ( (AREC2 ( IT-N ) -AREC2 ( I T - L ) ) *  (D0T-L*O.O2) STR03180
1 /  ( N * .0 2 -L * .0 2 )  +AREC2 ( I T - L ) ) *S IN (-ALA) STR03190
C 1 /  (N * l  , 0 - L * l  .0 )  +AREC2 ( I T - L ) ) *S IN (ALA) STR03200
STR03210
GD ( I T ,  1 *3 -1 )  = ((GD2 ( IT -N )-G 0 2  ( IT -L)  ) * ( D D T - L * 0 ,02) STR03220
1 /  ( N * . 0 2 - L * .02) +GD2(1 T -L ) ) *COS (ALA) STR03230
GD ( I T ,  1 *3-2 )  = ((GD2 ( IT -N )  -GD2 ( I T - L ) ) * (D D T -L *0 .02 ) STR032A0
1 /  ( N * . 0 2 - L * . 0 2 ) +GD2 ( IT -L ) )  *S I N (-ALA) STR03250
C 1 /  (N * l  . 0 - L * l  .0)  +G02 ( I T - L ) ) *S 1N (ALA) STR03260
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * STRO3270
990 1 F ( ( ( I T - 1 )  * 0 . 0 2 - ( 1 - 1 )  * 1 0 0 .0 /1 3 5 0 8 .5*SIN (ALA)) .LT.O.O) GO TO 999 STR03280
OTD= (1 -1 )  *  100 .0 /1  3508.5*51 N (ALA) STRO3290
M -0TD /0 .02 STR03300
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N1=M+1
PG ( IT ,  1 *3 -1 )  -PG ClT, 1 * 3 - 0  +
1 ( (AREC1 ( IT -N 1 )  -AREC1 ( IT-M))  *(DTD-M*0.02)
2 /  (N1 * . 0 2 - M * .0 2 )  +AREC1 ( IT -M ) ) *SIN (ALA)
C 2 /  (N 1 *1 .0 -M * l  .0 )  +AREC1 ( IT -M ) ) *  ( -S IN  (ALA))
PG ( IT ,  1 * 3 - 2 ) »PG (IT ,  1 *3 -2 )  +
1 ( (AREC1 ( IT -N 1 )  -AREC1 ( IT -M )) *  (DTD-M*0.02)
2 /  (N1*.02-M*.02)+AREC1 ( IT -M ) ) *COS (ALA)
GD ( IT ,  1 *3 -1 )  “ CD ( IT ,  1 *3 -1 )  +
1 ((GDI ( IT -N 1 )  -GDI ( I T - M ) ) * (DTD-M*0.02)
2 /  (N1*.02-M *.02)+G D1 ( IT -M ) ) *SIN (ALA)
C 2 /  (N1 * 1 .0 -M * l  .0 )  +G01 ( IT -M ) ) *  (-S IN (ALA))
GD ( IT ,  1 *3 -2 )  =GO(IT , 1 *3 -2 )  +
1 ((GDI ( IT -N 1 )  -GDI ( IT -M ) ) * (DTD-N*0.02)
2 /  (N1*.02-M *.02)+G D1 ( IT -M ))  *C0S(ALA) 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
999 PG ( IT ,  1*3 -2 )  =GM (3 * 1 -2 )  *PG ( I T .  I *3 -2 )
PG ( I T ,  I * 3 - 1) “ GM (3 * 1 -1 )  *PG ( I T ,  l * 3 - l)
PG ( IT ,  I *3) = 0 .0  
19L CONTINUE
C WRITE (6 , * )  I T , 1 PG ( ,  7) 1 , PG ( I T , 7 ) ,  'PG ( , 8) = ' , PG ( I T , 8)
C DISPLACEMENT OF GROUND MOTION : GD1.GD2
DO 785 1=1.300  
FK ( I T ,  I ) = 0 .0  
DO 786 J = 1,300
FK ( I T .  I)  =*FK ( IT ,  I ) +GKP ( I , J) *GD ( IT ,  J)
786 CONTINUE
PG ( IT .  I) -PG ( IT ,  l )+FK ( IT .  I)
785 CONTINUE 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C CALCULATE MODE FORCES 
DO 195 1 = 1 ,NROOT 
PN ( IT ,  I) =0 .0  
DO 195 J = 1,300
PN ( IT ,  I) =PN ( I T , I ) -XOT ( I , J) *PG ( IT ,  J)
195 CONTINUE
DO 193 1=1,NROOT
DP ( IT ,  I) =PN ( IT + 1 , 1) -PN ( IT ,  I )
193 CONTINUE
DO 191 1 = 1 .NROOT
FS ( IT ,  I) =CHL (1 ,1 )  *U ( I T .  I )
FD ( IT ,  I ) =CH6 ( I , I)  *V  ( I T ,  I )
191 CONTINUE
DO 190 1 = 1 ,NROOT
AN ( IT ,  I) = (PN ( I T , I) -FS ( IT ,  I )  -F D ( IT ,  I ) )  /CH2 (1 ,1 )
DP ST ( IT ,  I ) =DP (I T , I ) +  (1*.0*CH2 (I , I) /0 .02+2 .0*C H 6 (I , I ) )  *V  ( IT ,  I ) 
1 +2.0*CH2 (I , l )*AN ( IT ,  I)
STK (I T , I ) =CHL ( I , I ) + 2 . 0*CH6 (1 ,1 )  / 0 .02+1* .0*CH2 ( I , 
DU ( IT ,  I)  =DPST ( IT ,  I )  /STK ( IT ,  I)
DV ( IT ,  I ) = 2 .0 /O .0 2 *0 U  ( IT ,  I ) - 2 .0*V ( IT ,  I )
190 CONTINUE
DO 192 1 = 1 ,NROOT 
U ( I T + ! , I ) = U ( I T . I ) + D U ( I T , I )
V ( IT + 1, I ) =V ( I T . I ) +0 V ( IT , I )
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C WRITE (6 , * )  IT .U  ( IT .  I) ,V ( IT .  I)
192 CONTINUE
NT= (5000 .0*C0S (ALA) ) /  (1 3508 . *0 .0 2 )
C NR= (10000 .*COS (ALA)) /  (13508 .*0 .02 )
M T = 1 0 0 . /1 3 5 0 8 . /0 .0 2  
IF ( ( IT-NT) .LE.O) GO TO 1313 
DOG ( IT )  =-GD ( IT+MT,2 )  +GD ( I T , 152)
C DDR ( IT )  =-GD (IT+NR,2)+GD ( IT .152 )
C B E F O R E  WAVE REACHES THE NODE 
GO TO 13 I 1*
1313 DOG ( IT )  =GD (IT+MT,2) * ( - 1  .0)
1314 DO 189 1=1,300  
GU ( I T ,  1) =0 .0
C GV ( I T ,  I) = 0 .0
DO 189 J=l,NROOT
G U (IT ,  l)=GU ( IT ,  l)+XO(l , J) *U ( IT ,  J)
C GV ( I T ,  I) =GV ( IT ,  I )+X 0 (1 , J) *V ( IT ,  J)
189 CONTINUE
C D D G ( I T )  IS THE DIFFERENCE OF GROUND MOTION 
C IF ( (DDG (IT) .GT.O) .AND. ( GU ( IT ,  152) .GT.O)) GOTO 1315
C IF ( (DDG (IT)  .LT.O) .AND. ( GU ( IT .  152). LT. 0 ))  GOTO 1315
C GU ( I T ,  152) = 0 .0
DO 789  1= 1 ,3 0 0  
GU ( I T ,  I) =GU ( IT ,  l)+DDG (IT)
789  CONTINUE 
C WRITE (6 , 300) TREC1 (IT) , GV(IT,299)
C WRITE (6 , * )  ' IT = 1, 1T
1315  WRITE(6 , * )  ( IT -1 )  * 0 .0 2 ,  GU ( IT ,  152)
C 200 CONTINUE
300 FORMAT (2F 10.5)
100 FORMAT(AF12.A)
101 FORMAT (AF17. A)
C
CALL CLOCKX (TIME2)
TlMEB= (TIME2-TIME 1 ) /1000000 .0  





WRITE (6 .101) (U (NDP, I )
WRITE (6 ,101) (V (NDP, I)
00  321 1=2,299,3  
C WRITE(6 , * )  1/3+1 »GU (NDP, I)
321 CONTINUE
C666  CALL CLOCKX (TIME2)
C TIME= (TI ME 2 -T I ME 1 ) /1 0 00000 .0





C PURPOSE: TO REARRANGE EVALUES/EVECTORS OBTAINED FROM JACOBI
C  IN INCREASING ORDE (SEE BATHE+WILSON' S BOOK,PAGE 5 " )
1=1,NROOT) 
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DIMENSION EIGV(M ) ,VEC(M ,M ) STROAAIO
NCI =NC-1 STR0AA20
350  IS= 0  STROAA30 .
DO 360 1 = 1 ,NC1 STROAAAO
IF (EI GV ( l + l )  .G E .E IG V ( I ) )  GO TO 360  STROAA5O
IS=IS+1 STR0AA60
EI GVT=E I GV (l + l) STR0AA70
EI GV (l  + l )  =E I GV ( I ) STR0AA80
EI GV ( I )  =E I GVT STR0AA90
DO 370 K=1.NC STR0A500
RT=VEC(K, l+ l )  STROPS 10
VEC (K, l + l )  =VEC (K, I ) STR0A520
370 VEC(K ,I)=RT STROA53O
360 CONTINUE STR0A5A0
IF ( IS .GT.O) GO TO 350 . STROA550
IF (IFPR.EQ.O) GO TO 375 STROA56O
C WRITE(6,1006) (E IG V ( I )  , 1 = 1 ,NC) STROI4570
1006 FORMAT(2X,'EVALUES IN ORDER=', AE1 1 . A) STROA58O
C WRITE (6 ,1007) ( (VEC ( I , J) . I = 1 . NC) ,J=1,NC) STR0A590




SUBROUTINE EIGSOL (N.EVALUE,EVECT,NSWMAX, A, RTOL.B.K STR0A6A0
$ , IPIQLO.ALPGAM.D) STROA650
IMPLICIT REAL* 8  (A-H.O-Z) STR0A660
DIMENSION EVALUE(K) ,EVECT(K,K) , A (K, K) , B (K,K) STROA670
DI MENS I ON IPIQLO (K) , ALPGAM (K) , D (K) STROA68O
C.......... IN IT IA L IZE  EVALUES=0. AND EVECTORS=UNIT MATRIX STROA690
DO 1 1=1,N STR0A700
EVALUE ( I ) =A ( I , I ) /B  (I , I ) STR0A710
DO 2 J=1,N STR0A720
2 EVECT (I , J) =0. STROA730
1 EVECT (I , I)  =1. STR0A7A0






DO 999 ISWEEP=1,NSWMAX STR0A810
EPS= (0.01 * *  I SWEEP) * * 2  STR0A820
DO A KSTEP=1 , LIM3 STROA83O
ISKIP=1 STR0A8A0
IF (KSTEP.GT.MM1) GO TO 5 STROA85O
C......... IN IT IA L IZE  THE ROTATION MATRIX TO IDENTITY MATRIX STROA86O
LIMIT1=M-KSTEP+1 STROA870
LIMIT2=2*M-2*KSTEP STROA88O
LI M lT3= 2 *M-KSTEP- 1 STROA89O
DO 6  IC0UNT=1, LOOP STR0A900
IQ=M-KSTEP+ICOUNT STR0A910
IP=2*M-2*KSTEP+1- 1Q STR0A920
IF ( IQ.GT. LI MlT2 .AND. IQ .LE .L IM IT 3 ) IP =A *M -2*KSTEP-IQ STROA93O
IF ( IQ .G T .L IM IT 3) IP=N STROA9AO
JJ=2*ICOUNT-1 STROA950
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C WRITE (6 ,781) J J , IP, IQ
781 FORMAT(2X,'JJ, IP ,  I Q = ' ,315)
CALL SWITCH ( IP ,  IQ)
I PIQLO (JJ) = 1P 
I PI QLO (JJ+1) =1Q
C......... CHECK TO SEE IF OFF-DIAGONALS ARE LARGE ENOUGH TO REQUIRE ZEROING
EPSA= (A (I P, I Q) *A ( IP ,  I Q)) /  (A (I P, IP) *A (I Q, IQ ) )
EPSB= (B ( I P, IQ) *B ( IP , IQ ) ) /  (B { IP , IP) *B ( IQ, IQ ) )
C I F ( (EPSA.GE.EPS).OR . (EPSB.GE.EPS)) ISKIP=0
C WRITE ( 6 , 7 0  ISWEEP.KSTEP, IP ,  IQ
71 F0RMAT(2X,'SWEEP#,STEP#,IP,IQ=‘ ,1*15)
I F (EPSA.GT.EPS . OR. EPSB.GT.EPS) GO TO 6 
I PI QLO (JJ)=0  
IPI QLO (JJ+ I)  =0 
6 CONTINUE
GO TO 11 
5 LI MIT1=2*M-KSTEP+1 
LIMIT2=lt*M-2*KSTEP-l  
DO 15 IC0UNT=1, LOOP 
JCOUNT=lCOUNT-1 
I Q=1**M-N-KSTEP+J COUNT 
I P=N
IF ( IQ .G E .L IM IT 1  .AND. IQ .LE.LIMIT2)IP=A*M-2*KSTEP-IQ  
IF ( IQ .G T .L IM IT2 )  IP=6*M-2*KSTEP-1 - 1Q 
JJ=2*ICOUNT-1 
C WRITE (6 ,782)  J J . I P . I Q
782 FORMAT ( 2 X , ' J J , I P , I Q=1 , 3 15)
CALL SWITCH ( IP ,  IQ)
I PI QLO (JJ) = IP 
I PI QLO (JJ+1) = 1 Q
EPSA= (A ( I P. IQ) *A (I P, I Q)) /  (A ( IP ,  IP) *A (IQ , I Q))
EPSB=(B ( IP ,  IQ) *B ( IP , IQ ) ) /  (B ( IP , IP ) * B ( IQ, IQ ) )
C IF ((EPSA.GE.EPS) .OR .(EPSB.GE.EPS)) ISKI P=0 
IF(EPSA.GT.EPS . OR. EPSB.GT.EPS) GOTO 15 
I PI QLO (JJ)=0  
I P I QLO (JJ+1)=0  
15 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
C* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C WRITE (6,777)
777 FORMAT (2 X , ‘ C H E C K  P O I N T  #1 ')
C IF ( ISKIP .EQ. 1) GO TO A4
DO 87 IC0UNT=1 .LOOP 
JJ=2*ICOUNT-1 
I P=l PI QLO (JJ)
I Q=l PI QLO (JJ+1)
I F (I P.EQ.0) GO TO 87
CALL ROTATE(N .A ,IQ ,IP , B.K,ALPHA,GAMA,
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1 P = lP 1 QLO (JJ) STR05510
1 Q=l P1 QLO (J J + l ) STR05520
IF ( IP .E Q .O )  GO TO 66 STR.05530
GAMA=ALPGAM (JJ) STR05540
ALPHA=ALPGAM(JJ+1) STR05550
CALL RA(N, IP ,  1Q.A,K,ALPHA,GAMA,D) STR05560
CALL RA(N, IP ,  IQ, B,K, ALPHA, GAMA, D) STR05570
66 CONTINUE STR05580
CALL SYMM(NR.N,K,A,B) STR05590
C GO TO 4 STR05600
Cl. I* WRITE (6 ,73 )  KSTEP, 1 SWEEP STR05610
C73 FORMAT(2X,'SKIP TRIPLE PRODUCT IN STEP#', 1 5 , ' SWEEP#', 15) STR05620
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * STR05630
4 CONTINUE STR05640
c ___ .CONVERGENCE CHECK ON EVALUES STRO565O
DO 31 1= 1 , N STR05660
RATI 0=A (1 , 1) /B  (I , 1) STRO567O
D1FF= (RAT 10-EVALUE( 1 ) ) /EVALUE (1) STR05680
D1 FF=DABS (DIFF) STR05690
IF (DIFF.GT.RTOL)GO TO 41 STR05700
31 CONTINUE STR05710
C___ .CHECK OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF [K] 6 [M] (NOT REALLY NEEDED !) STR05720
1C0NV=1 STR0573O
C WRITE (6 ,790 )  K STR05740
790 FORMAT(2X,'BEFORE CALL MORECO: K=NDIMEN=‘ ,15) STR05750
C WRITE (6 ,791 )  (B (J J ,J J )  ,JJ=1,N) STR05760
791 FORMAT (2X, 'BEFORE CALL MORECO: B (JJ , JJ) = ' ,  E13-6) STR05770
CALL MORECO (RTOL,NR,N, A , B , 1CONV.K) STR05780
C WRITE (6 ,792)  K STR05790
792 FORMAT(2X,'AFTER CALL MORECO: K=NO1MEN=', 15) STR05800
c WRITE (6 ,793 )  (B (JJ .JJ )  ,JJ=1,N) STR05810
793 FORMAT(2X,'AFTER CALL MORECO: B(JJ,JJ) = ' , E13-6) STR05820
C WRITE (6 ,789 )  ICONV STR05830
789 FORMAT(2X,' 1 CONV=' ,1 5 ) STR05840
IF (ICONV.EQ.O) GO TO 41 STRO585O
-C ___ CONVERGENCE ACH1EVED.HENCE UPDATE EVALUES AND OUTPUT EIGEN-PAIR STRO586O
DO 45 1= 1 .N STR05870
45 EVALUE (1) =A (1 ,1 )  /B  (1 ,1 ) STR05880
GO TO 1234 STRO5890
c ___ UPDATE NEW EVALUES AND APPLY NEW SWEEP STR05900
41 DO 42 1=1,N STR05910
42 EVALUE (1) =A (I , 1) /B  (1 , 1) STR05920
C WRITE (6 ,537)  (EVALUE (1) , 1 = 1 , N) STR05930
537 FORMAT(2X,'CURRENT EVALUES='.4E13-6) STR05940
C WRITE (6 , 6 6 6 ) ( (EVECT (1, J) , 1 = 1 , N ) , J=1 ,N) STR05950
666 FORMAT(2X,' . . .EVECTORS.. .  = ' .4E13-6) STR05960
999 CONTINUE STRO5970
C . . . . .PR IN T  ERROR MESSAGE STR05980
c WRITE (6 , 6  I)  NSWMAX STR05990
61 FORMAT(2X,'CONVERGE NOT ACHIEVE IN ' , 1 5 . '  ITERATIONS ! ' ) STR06000
GO TO 5555 STR06010
■C .. . ..OUTPUT E 1GEN-PAIR SOLUTION IN ASCENDING ORDER STR06020
1234 CONTINUE STR06030
CALL SCALE (N,B,EVECT,K) STR06040
CALL ARANGE (EVALUE,N,EVECT,1 . K) STR06050
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C WRITE (6 ,808)  I SWEEP
808 FORMAT(2X,'CONVERGED SOLUTION, #SWEEPS USED = M 5 )
C WRITE (6 , 6 3 ) (EVALUE ( I )  , 1 = 1 , N)
63  FORMAT (2X , ' EVALUES=' .4E13.6)
C DO 64 J=1,N
C64 WRITE (6 , 6 5 ) (EVECT (I  , J) , 1 = 1 ,N)





C........... REFERENCE: BATHE+WILSON'S BOOK, PAGE 511
DIMENSION TT(NN) ,R(NN,NC) ,VEC(NC,NC)
DO 420 1=1,NN 
DO 422 J=1,NC 
422 TT (J) =R (I , J)
DO 424 K=1 ,NC 
RT=0.
DO 430 L=1,N0 
430 RT=RT+TT (L) *VEC (L,K)













DIMENSION A (K.K) , B (K ,K ) ,
WRITE (6 ,3 4 5 )  IP .  IQ
FORMAT (2X , 1 I N ROTATE: IP . IQ= ’ , 2 15)
app= a (I p . I p)
AQQ=A ( IQ , IQ)
APQ=A ( IP ,  IQ)
BPP=B ( IP ,  I P)
BQQ=B ( IQ, IQ)













I F (DABS (D2) .GT.OABS ( D l ) ) DEN=D2
IF (DEN)8 0 ,7 0 ,8 0
ALPHA=0.
GAMA=-APQ/AQQ 
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GAMA=-APPB/DEN STR06610
C..........BE CAREFUL: DUC'S CONVENTION (=SAMEH'S) DIFFERENT FROM BATHE'S STRO6620
C..........EXAMPLE: R ( I P , IQ) OF DUC === R( IQ , fP) OF BATHE STRO663O
88  CONTINUE STRO66AO
C* * * * * * * * * * * * *  STRO665O
JJ=2*lCOUNT-1 STRO666O
C......... FOLLOWING ARE VALUE OF R ( IP . IQ )  6 R (I Q, IP) .RESPECTIVELY STRO667O
ALPGAM (JJ)=GAMA STRO668O
ALPGAM(JJ+1)=ALPHA STRO669O




SUBROUTINE JACOBI (A,B.X,EIGV.D.N,RTOL.NSMAX,IFPR,IOUT ) STR0674O
IMPLICIT R EA L*8(A-H ,0-Z) STR0675O
DIMENSION A( N.N ) ,B (  N.N ) ,X ( N.N ) , E I GV ( N) ,D( N) STRO676O
C STR06770
C IN IT IA L IZE  EIGENVALUE AND EIGENVECTOR MATRIX STRO678O
C STRO6790
C WRITE (6 ,301)  N.NSMAX,IFPR,IOUT,RTOL STRO68OO
301 FORMAT(2X, 1 IN JACOBI: N .NSM AX,IFPR,IO UT,RTO L='15, E 13-6) STRO6 8 IO
DO 10 1=1,N STR0682O
C WRITE (6 , 261 ) 1 , A ( 1 , 1) , B ( I , I)  STRO683O
261 F 0 R M A T ( 2 X , ' I ,A ( I , I )  , B ( I , I )  = ' , I 5 . 2 E 1 3 .6 )  STRO68LO
I F (A ( I , I) .G T .O .O .A N D .B ( I . I )  .GT.O.O) GO TO 4 STRO685O
WRITE (I OUT,2020) STRO686O
C ' CALL CLOCKX (TIME2 ) STRO687O
C T1ME= (TIME2-TIME1) /1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0  STRO688O
C WRITE (6 , * )  'CPU TIME (IN SEC. ) = '.T IME STRO689O
STOP STRO69OO
I* D ( I ) =A ( I , I ) /B  (I , I )  STR0691O
10 E I GV ( I )  =0 ( I ) STR06920
DO 30 I = 1 , N STR06930
DO 20 J= 1 , N STRO69LO
20 X ( l , J ) = 0 .  STR06950
30 X ( I , I ) = 1 .  STRO6960
IF (N .E Q . l )  RETURN STR06970
C STRO698O





C IF (I FPR. EQ. 1) WRITE (I OUT, 2000) NSWEEP STRO70 I4O
EPS=(0.01**NSWEEP)**2 STR07050
DO 210 J=1,NR STR07060
C WRITE (6 ,302)  J,NR STR07070
302 FORMAT(2X,' IN JACOBI: J ,N R = ' ,2 I5 )  STR07080
JJ=J+1 STR07090
DO 210 K=JJ,N STR07100
EPTOLA= (A (J , K) * * 2 )  /  (A (J . J) *A (K, K)) STR071 10
EPTOLB= (B (J , K) * * 2 )  /  (B (J , J) *B (K, K)) STR07120
I F ((EPTOLA.LT.EPS).AND. (EPTOLB.LT.EPS)) GO TO 210 STRO7130
C STR07140
C IF ZEROING IS REQUIRED, CALC THE ROTATION MATRIX ELEMENTS CA & CG STRO7150
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c STR07160
AKK=A (K, K) *B (J , K) -B (K, K) *A (J , K) STR07170
A J J=A (J , J) *B (J , K) -B (J , J) *A (J , K) STR07180
AB=A (J , J) *B (K, K) -  A (K, K) *B ( J , J) STR07190
CHECK=(AB*AB+A.0*AKK*AJJ)/I*.0 STR07200
C WRITE (6,277) CHECK STR07210
277 F0RMAT(2X,'CHECK='.E13.6) STR07220
IF (CHECK) 5 0 ,6 0 ,6 0 STR07230






1 F (DABS (D2) .GT.DABS ( D l ) ) DEN=D2 STR07300
IF (DEN) 8 0 ,7 0 ,8 0 STR07310
70 CA=0.0 STR07320
CG=-A(J,K)/A (K.K) STR07330




C PERFORM THE GEN ROTATION TO ZERO THE PRESENT OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENT STRO7380
C STRO7390




KM 1= K -1 STR07AA0
IF ( J M l - l )  130 ,110 ,110 STR07L50
110 DO 120 1=1,JM1 STR07A60
AJ=A (1 ,J) STR07470
BJ=B (1 , J) STR07!*80
AK=A (1 , K) STRO71*90
BK=B (1 , K) STR07500
A (1 , J) =AJ+CG*AK STR07510
B(l  ,J)=BJ+CG*BK STR07520
A (1 , K) =AK+CA*AJ STR07530
120 B ( l  ,K)=BK+CA*BJ STR075A0
130 IF(KPl-N) 1 I *0 ,U 0 ,1 6 0 STR07550
11*0 DO 150 I=KP1,N STR07560
AJ=A (J, I) STR07570
BJ=B (J , 1) STR07580
AK=A (K, 1) STR07590
BK=B (K, 1) STR07600
A (J, 1) =AJ+CG*AK STR07610
B ( J , l)=BJ+CG*BK STR07620
A ( K , 1)=AK+CA*AJ STRO763O
150 B (K, 1) =BK+CA*BJ STRO7 6LO
160 IF (JP1-KM1) 170 ,170 , 190 STR07650
170 DO 180 I=JP1,KM1 STR07660
AJ=A (J, 1) STRO767O
BJ=B (J , 1) STR07680
AK=A (1 ,K) STR07690
BK=B (1 , K) STR07700
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A ( J , I ) =AJ+CG*AK STR077I0
B (J , I) =BJ+CG*BK STR07720
A (I , K) =AK+CA*AJ STR07730
180 B (I ,K)=BK+CA*BJ STRO77AO
190 AK=A (K.K) STR07750
BK=B (K,K) STR07760
A (K, K) =AK+2. 0*CA*A (J , K) +CA*CA*A (J , J) STR07770
B (K, K) =BK+2 . 0 *CA*B (J , K) +CA*CA*B (J , J) STRO778O
A (J , J) =A (J , J) + 2 . 0*CG*A (J , K) +CG*CG*AK STR07790
B (J , J) =B (J , J) + 2 . 0 *CG*B (J , K) +CG*CG*BK STRO78OO
A (J , K) =0 . STRO7 8 IO
B (J , K) = 0 .  STR07820
C STRO7830
C UPDATE THE EIGENVECTOR MATRIX AFTER EACH ROTATION STRO7 8AO
C STR07850
DO 200  1= 1 , N STRO786O
XJ=X (I , J) STR07870
XK=X (I , K) STR07880
X ( l  ,J)=XJ+CG*XK STR07890
200 X ( I , K)=XK+CA*XJ STR07900
210 CONTINUE STR07910
C STR07920
C UPDATE THE EIGENVALUES AFTER EACH SWEEP STR07930
C STR079L0
DO 220 1= 1 , N STR07950
C WRITE (6 ,693)  I , A ( I , I ) , 8 ( 1 , 1 )  STR07960
693 FORMAT (2X , 1 I , A ( I , I)  ,B (I , I)  = ' , I5 .2E13-6)  STR07970
IF (A (I ,1) .G T .O . 0 . AND.B (I  , I ) .GTiO.0) GO TO 220 STR07980
C WRITE(I OUT,2020) STR07990
C CALL CLOCKX (T1ME2) STR08000
C TlME=(TlME2-T1ME 1) /  1000 00 0 .0  STR080I0
C WRITE (6 , * )  ‘ CPU TIME (IN SEC. ) = '.T IME STR08020
STOP STR08030
220 E I GV ( I ) =A (I  , I ) /B (I , I ) STR080A0
IF(IFPR.EQ.O) GO TO 230 STR08050
C WRITE(I OUT,2030) STR08060
C WRITE ( IOU T,2010) (E IG V ( I )  , 1=1 ,N) STR08070
C STR08080
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE STR08090
C STR08100
230 DO 2A0 1=1,N STR08110
C WRITE (6 ,1011) I ,N,RT0L,D ( I )  STR08120
1011 FORMAT (2X , 1 IN JACOBI ; I ,N,RTOL, D ( I ) = ' , 2 15 ,2E 13-6) STR08130
TOL=RTOL*D ( I )  STR081L0
DI F=DABS (EI GV ( I ) -D ( I ) )  STR08150
IF (DIF.GT.TOL) GO TO 280 STR08160
2AO CONTINUE STR08170
C STR08180
C CHECK OFF DIAGONAL ELEMTS TO SEE IF ANOTHER SWEEP IS REQRD STR08190
C STR08200
EPS=RT0L**2 STR08210
DO 250 J=1,NR STR08220
JJ=J+1 STR08230
DO 250 K=JJ,N STR082A0
C WRITE (6 , 8 1 1 ) B (J, J) ,B (K ,K) STRO825O
♦
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811 FORMAT (2X, ' D 1 AG. MASS; BJJ, BKK=', 2E13-6) STR08260
C WRITE (6 , * )  ' A ( ' , J , K ,  A ( J , K) B C ,  J , K B (J . K) STR08270
EPSA= (A ( J , K) * * 2 )  /  (A ( J , J) *A (K, K)) STR08280
EPSB= (B (J ,K) * * 2 )  /  (B ( J , J) *B (K,K)) STR08290
IF ((EPSA.LT.EPS) .AND. (EPSB.LT.EPS)) GO TO 250 STRO8 3OO
GO TO 280 STR08310
250 CONTINUE STR08320
C STR08330
C FILL BOTTOM TRIANGLE OF RESULTANT MATRICES AND SCALE EIGENVECTORS STRO8 3AO 
C STR08350
255 DO 260 1= 1, N STRO836O
DO 260 J=1,N STR08370
A (J, I ) =A ( 1, J) STRO838O
260 B ( J , 1 )=B ( I , J) STR08390
DO 270 J=1,N STR08A00
C WRITE (6 , 6 6 ) J , B (J , J) STR08A10
66 FORMAT (2X , 1 I N JACOBI: J , B ( J , J) = ' ,  15 ,  E13- 6) STR08A20
BB=DSQRT (B (J , J ) ) STRO8A30
DO 270 K=1,N STR08AA0
270 X (K, J) =X (K, J) /BB STR08A50
C WRITE (6,319) NSWEEP STRO8 A6O
319  FORMAT(2X , 1 LAST SWEEP# IS ’ , 15) STRO8 A7O
C * * *  WRITE (6,316) (E IG V ( I )  , I  = 1,N) STRO8 L8O
316 F0 RMAT(2 X , ' I N  JACOBI: EVALUES='.AE1 3 . 6) STRO8 A9O
DO 327 J=1,N STR08500
C * **  WRITE (6,328) (X (I , J) , 1 = 1 ,N) STRO8510
328 FORMAT (2X , 1 IN JACOBI: EVECTORS='.AE13-6) STR08520
327 CONTINUE STR08530
CALL ARANGE ( E IG V .N .X . l ,  N) STR0851tO
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  STR08550
RETURN STRO856O
C STR08570
C UPDATE D MATRIX AND START NEW SWEEP IF ALLOWED STRO858O
C STRO8590
280 DO 290 I =1 ,N STR08600
- 290 D ( I )  =E I GV ( I ) STR08610
IF (NSWEEP. LT.NSMAX) GO TO AO STR08620
GO TO 255  STRO863O
2000 FORMAT(2X,'SWEEP NUM. IN JAC0BI = M 5 )  STRO8 6AO
2010 FORMAT(1 HO,6E20.12) STRO8650
2020 FORMAT(2X,‘ IN JACOBI: ERROR SOLN STOP.NON-POS DEFINITE’ ) STR08660
2030  FORMAT(2 X, 1 IN JACOBI: CURRENT EIGENVALUES ARE') STRO867O
END STRO868O
STRO869O
SUBROUTINE EVECTO (N, IP , IQ,EVECT,KK,ALPHA,GAMA) STRO870O
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0 -Z) STRO8 7 IO
C PURPOSE: UPOATE EVECTORS= PREVIOUS EVECTORS *  [R TRANSPOSE] STR08720
C THE ABOVE OPERATIONS CAN BE DONE CONCURRENTLY FOR EACH STR08730
C ( IP .  IQ) PAIR STRO8 7AO
DIMENSION EVECT (KK.KK) STR08750
RIPIQT=ALPHA STRO876O
RIQIPT=GAMA STR08770
DO 11 I = 1 , N STR08780
OLD I IP=EVECT ( I , IP) STR08790
EVECT (I , IP) =EVECT (I , IP)+EVECT(I , IQ)*RIQIPT STR08800
♦
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SUBROUTINE RA (N, IP . IQ,A,K,ALPHA,GAMA.OLDVAL) STRO886O
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0 -Z) STRO887O
C PURPOSE: TO MULTIPLY ROTATION MATRIX [R] (SPARSE!) WITH MATRIX [A]STR08880
C  RESULTS OVERWRITE [A] STRO8890
DIMENSION A (K,K) .OLDVAL (K) STRO89OO
DO 1 I = 1P,N STRO8 9 IO
C W R ITE (6 ,9D  K , I P , I , A ( I P , I )  STR08920
91 FORMAT(2X, 1 IN RA: K. I P, I , A (I P, I) = '  , 3 15.E1 3-6 ) STR08930
OLDVAL (I )=A ( IP ,  I) STRO8 9LO
A ( IP , I )= A ( IP , I ) + G A M A * A ( IQ , I )  STRO895O
1 CONTINUE STRO896O
DO 2 I = IQ,N STR08970





SUBROUTINE SWl’TCH ( I P, IQ) STR09030
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) STR090A0
C PUURPOSE: SWITCHING MAY BE NECESARY TO MAKE SURE THAT IP<IQ STR09050







SUBROUTINE MORECO(RTOL,NR,N,A,B, ICONV,L) STR09130
IMPLICIT REAL* 8  (A-H.O-Z) STR091A0
DIMENSION A(L ,L )  ,B (L .L )  STR09150
ICONV=l STR09160
EPS=RTOL**2 STR09170
DO 250 J=1,NR STR09180
JJ=J+1 STR09190
DO 250 K=JJ,N STR09200
EPSA= (A ( J , K) * * 2 )  /  (A ( J , J) *A (K, K)) STR09210
EPSB= (B (J,K) * * 2 )  /  (B ( J , J) *B (K,K)) . STR09220
I F (EPSA.LE.EPS .AND. EPSB.LE.EPS) GOTO 250 STR09230
IC0NV=0 STR092A0





SUBROUTINE SCALE(N, B,EVEC.K) STR09300
IMPLICIT REAL* 8  (A-H.O-Z) STRO9 3 IO
DIMENSION B (K,K) ,EVEC (K,K) STR09320
DO 270 JJ=1 , N STR09330
C WRITE (6 , 66 ) J J .B (J J .J J )  STR0931*0
66  FORMAT(2X,' IN SCALE: J J ,B (J J , JJ) = ' , 15 , E l 3*6) STR09350
*
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BB=DSQRT (B (JJ , J J ) ) STR09360
DO 270 KK=1,N STR09370




SUBROUTINE SYMM (NR.N, K, A.B) STR09L20
IMPLICIT REALASCA^.O-Z) STR09l(30
DIMENSION A(K,K) ,B (K,K) STR09LL0
DO 270 J=1,NR STRO9^50
JJ=J+1 STR09L60
DO 270 I=JJ,N  STR09L70
A (I , J ) = A ( J , I )  STR09L80




SUBROUTINE COPY(A,B,I I , JJ,KK,LL,MM,NN) STR09530
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) STR095A0
C..........PURPOSE: TO COPY A RECTANGULAR ARRAY [A] INTO ANOTHER ARRAY [B] STR09550
DIMENSION A (KK,LL) ,B (MM.NN) STRO9 5 6 O
DO 1 1=1,11 STR09570
DO 1 J=1,JJ  STR09580




SUBROUTINE MULT(A,B,P,IROWA,JCOLA,KCOLB,11 , J 1 , 12 , J2,1  3, J3) STRO9 6 3O
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z) STRO9 6 LO
C.......... PURPOSE: TO MULTIPLY 2 MATRICES STRO9650
DIMENSION A ( I 1 , J 1) , B ( I 2 , J 2) , P ( I 3 , J 3) STRO9 6 6 O
DO 1 L=1 , 1ROWA STRO9 6 7 O
DO 3 N=l,KCOLB STR09680
P (L ,N) =0 . STR09690
DO 2 M=l,JCOLA STR09700
P(L ,N )=P (L,N)+A (L,M) *B (M.N) STR09710
2 CONTINUE STR09720
3 CONTINUE STR09730




SUBROUT INE MULTD(AD I AG, B, P. IRORCA, KCOLB, 1 1 , 1 2 . J 2 , I  3 , J3) STR09780
IMPLICIT REAL* 8  (A-H.O-Z) STRO9 7 9O
C PURPOSE: MULTIPLY A "DIAGONAL" SQUARE (MASS) MATRIX WITH ANOTHER STRO9 8 OO
C . MATRIX STR09810
DIMENSION AD I AG (1 1) , B (I 2 ,  J2) ,P (13, J3) STR09820
DO 2 1= 1 , IRORCA STRO9 8 3 O
DO 2 J=l,KCOLB STRO9 8 LO





SUBROUTINE SUBSPA(L,W1,N,XO,DMASS,YO,NBW,STIF.RSTIF.RMASS, EI GV, STR09900
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SO.RTOL.MAXITE,IFPR,IOUT,NROOT.X,JACOB,IPIQLO,ALPGAM,IFSS.NSTIF, STR09910
$ I RELAX, EVM2. EVM3, XOM1,TOLR,QLAMOA,NTERMS, MAXA.TEMP,IROWL, NP1 , IX) STR09920
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z) STR0993O
C PURPOSE: SUBSPACE ITERATION (DUC'S VERSION) ' STR09940
DIMENSION W1 (L) ,XO(N,L) , DMASS (N) ,YO{N,L) , STIF (NTERMS) .RSTIF (L,L) STR0995O
$ , RMASS (L , L) , EI GV (L) , D (L) , X (L , L) , IPI QLO (L) , ALPGAM (L) , TEMP (N) STR09960
DIMENSION EVM2 (L) ,EVM3(L) ,XOMl (N.L) .QLAMDA(L) .MAXA (NP1) , IROWL (N) STR09970
$ ,  IX (L) STR09980
NITER=0 STR09990
ICONV=0 STRlOOOO
C.......... IN IT IAL  GUESS OF EVECTORS (NEED BE MODIFIED,SEE "ACCELERATED STR10010
C.......... SUBSPACE METHODS",JOURNAL PAPER BY K.J.BATHE) STR10020
DO 1 J= 1 , L STR10030
EVM2(J)=0. STR 1001*0
EVM3 (J) =0 . • STR 10050
1 W 1(J)=0 . STR 10060
DO 2 1=1,N STR10070
XO (I  , 1) =DMASS ( 1) STR 10080
2 E I GV ( I ) =DMASS ( I ) /ST I F (MAXA ( I ) ) STR10090
DO 20 J=2, L STR10100
DO 20 1=1,N STR10110
20 X 0 ( l , J ) = 0 .  STR10120
ND=N/L STR10130
LL=N-ND STR 1011*0
DO 30 J=2,L  STR10150
RT=0. STR10160
DO AO 1=1,LL STR10170
IF (E IG V(I)  .LT.RT) GO TO 1*0 STR10180
RT=E I GV ( I ) STR10190
|J= |  STR10200
1*0 CONTINUE STR 10210
DO 50 l=LL,N STR10220
IF (EI GV (I )  . LE .RT) GO TO 50 STR10230
RT=E I GV ( I )  STR 1021*0
IJ= l STR10250
50 CONTINUE STR10260
D (J) =FLOAT (I J) STR10270
EIGV ( I J ) =0 . STR10280
LL=LL-ND STR10290
30 X O ( IJ . J ) =1 . STR10300
C............THE FOLLOWING LOOP 79 ONLY NNEEDED FOR "ACCELERATED SUBSPACE" STRI0310
DO 79 1=1,N STR10320
DO 79 J=1. L STR10330
79 X0M1 ( I , J) =X0 ( I , J) STR 1031*0
C WRITE (6 , * )  'CHECK # T  STR10350
C WRITE (6 ,123) ( (X 0 ( l , J )  , J = 1 ,L) , I  = 1 ,N) STRIO36O
123 FORMAT (2 X ,6 F12.2) STR10370
C WRITE (6 ,1008) STR10380
1008 FORMAT ( 2 X , *DOF ECITED BY UNIT STARTING ITERATION VECTORS') STR1O390
C WRITE (6 ,1002) (D(J) ,J = 2 ,L )  STRIOAOO
1002 FORMAT (2X.10F6.0) STR10A10
C........... STORE ORIGINAL BANDED STIFFNESS ON TAPE# NSTIF IF STURM SEQUENCE STR10U20
C........... CHECK IS REQUESTED STR10A30
IF (IFSS.EQ.O) GO TO 717 STR10l*l*0
REWIND NSTIF STR 101*50
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WRITE (NSTIF) (ST IF ( I ) , I  = 1,NTERMS) STR10460
C717 DO 987 1=1,N STR 101*70
C987 TEMP ( I )  = 1 .0  STR 101*80
717 CALL AXEQB (NTERMS,NPl.N.l,MAXA,XO , IROWL,STIF) STRIOA90
C WRITE (6 , * )  'CHECK DECOMP. STIF' STR10500
C WRITE (6 ,123) (STIF ( I )  ,1 = 1 , NTERMS) STR10510
C............IN IT IA L IZ E  QLAMDA STR10520
DO 123L 1=1,L STR10530
1231* QLAMDA ( l ) = 0 . 0  STR105LO
C............BEGIN ITERATIONS HERE STR10550
1*98 N ITER=N ITER+1 STRIO56O
WRITE (6,677) NITER,MAXITE.RTOL STR10570
677 FORMAT(2 X , ' IN SUBSPA: NITER,MAXITE,RTOL=', 2 1 5 , E13 . 6) STRIO580
C........................ STR10590
CALL MULTD (DMASS,XO,YO.N, L ,N .N ,L ,N ,L )  STR10600
C WRITE (6 , * )  'CHECK #2 ' STR10610
C WRITE (6 ,123) ( (YO (I , J) , J=1 , L) , 1 = 1 ,N) STR10620
CALL COPY (YO ,X O ,N ,L ,N ,L ,N ,L )  STRIO6 3O
DO 2211 1 = 1 ,L STR1061*0
DO 2228 KK=1 ,N STR10650
2228 TEMP(KK)=XO (KK, I )  STR10660
CALL AXEQB(NTERMS,NPl.N,2 , MAXA,TEMP,IROWL,STIF) STRIO67O
00 2212 J=1, N STR10680
2212  XO (J, I ) =TEMP (J) STRIO6 9 O
2211 CONTINUE STR10700
C WRITE (6 , * )  'CHECK #3 ' STR10710
C WRITE (6 ,123) ( (XO (1 ,  J) , J=1 , L) , I = 1 ,N) STR10720
C.......................  STR10730
CALL TRMULT (X 0 ,Y 0 ,R S T IF ,N ,L ,L ,N ,L ,N ,L ,L ,L )  STR107W)
C WRITE (6 , * )  'CHECK #1*' STRI0750
C WRITE (6 ,123) ( (RSTI F (I , J) . J=1 ,L) .1 = 1, L) STR10760
CALL MULTD (DMASS,XO,YO.N,L,N,N,L,N,L) STR10770
CALL TRMULT(XO,YO,RMASS,N,L,L,N,L,N,L,L,L) STRIO78O
C WRITE (6 , *  ) 'CHECK # 5' STR10790
C WR ITE (6 ,123) ((RMASS (I ,J )  ,J=1 ,L) , 1 = 1 ,L) STR10800
C  STR10810
C WRITE (6,811) NITER,MAXITE STR10820
811 F0 RMAT(2X,'BEFORE CALL JACOBI : NITER,MAXITE=', 215 ) STRIO83O
IF (JACOB.EQ.l) STR108L0
SCALL JACOBI(RSTIF,RMASS,X,EIGV,D,L.RTOL .MAXITE, IFPR, I OUT) STRIO85O 
IF (JACOB.EQ.O) CALL EIGSOL(L,EIGV.X.MAXITE,RSTIF,RTOL,RMASS,L, STR10860 
3 I PI QLO, D. ALPGAM) STRIO870
C WR ITE (6 ,812) NITER,MAXITE STR10880
812 FORMAT (2X,'AFTER CALL JACOBI: NITER,MAXITE=', 215 ) STRIO89O
C  STR10900
CALL MULT (XO,X,YO.N, L ,L ,N ,L ,L ,L ,N ,L )  STR10910
CALL COPY (YO, XO.N, L ,N ,L ,N , L) STR10920
C............CONVERGENCE CHECK (SIMILAR TO BATHE'S BOOK,PAGE 688 STR10930
DIFMAX=0. STRlOgLO
DO 380 1=1,L STR10950
D I F=DABS (E IGV ( I )  -W1 ( I ) ) /E  IG V(I)  STRIO96O
380 ALPGAM ( I )  =D I F STR10970
C IF (D IF .GT.O I FMAX) D I FMAX=D IF STRIO98O
DO 383 1=1.L STR10990
IF (ALPGAM ( I )  .GT. RTOL) GOTO 1*00 STRUOOO
*
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383 CONTINUE STR11010
C____ .PRINT THE CONVERGED EIGEN-PAIR STR11020
1C0NV=1 STR11030
WRITE (6.504) DIFMAX,NITER STR11040
504 FORMAT(2X,'CONVERGED EVALUES,MAX ERR0R=', E l3 . 6 , 1 N ITER='.15) STR 11050
WRITE (6,501) (E IG V (I )  , 1 = 1 ,NROOT) STR 11060
501 FORMAT (2X, ' CONVERGED EVALUES=' , 3E13•6) STR11070
WRITE (6,502) ( (XO ( I , J) , 1 = 1 ,N) , J=1.4 ) STR 11080
502 FORMAT(2X,'CONVERGED EVECTORS=’ .4E13-6) STR 11090
C____ .WRITE 6 EIGEN VECTORS ON TAPE 13 FOR MODI (FILE NAME=E1 GENS 0UT13 ) STR11100
REWIND 13 STR11110
WRITE (13) ((XO (1 ,J)  ,1 = 1 ,N) ,J=1,NROOT) STR11120
700 RETURN STR11130
C____ . IF  "ACCELERATED SUBSPACE" OPTION IS ACTIVATED STR11140
400 WRITE (6 , * )  'N ITER='.NITER STR11150
IF (IRELAX.NE.O .AND. NITER.GE.4) STR11160
$CALL ORELAX(ALPGAM,L.TOLR,E 1 GV.Wl, EVM2,EVM3.X0,X0M1,N,IX, STRI1170
5QLAMDA,NITER) STR U 1 80
DO 612 1=1,L STR11190
EVM3 (1) =EVM2 (1) STR 11200
EVM2 (1) =W1 (1) STR11210
612 W1 (1) =E 1 GV (1) STR11220
STR11230
IF (NITER.LT.MAXITE) GO TO 498 STR11240
c WRITE (6,507) NITER,MAXITE STR 11250




SUBROUTINE TRMULT(A,B, P , 1ROWA,JCOLA,KCOLB, 1 1,J 1 , 12.J2, 1 3 .J3) STR11300
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) STR11310
c , , . ■ PURPOSE: TO CALCULATE (P) = (A) TRANSPOSE *  (B) STR11320
DIMENSION A ( I1 ,J 1 )  ,B ( I 2 ,J 2 )  ,P ( I3 .J 3 ) STR11330
DO 1 L=l,JCOLA STR11340
DO 2 M=l,KCOLB STR11350
. P (L,M) =0. STR11360
DO 3 N=1, 1R0WA STR11370
P (L,M)=P (L,M)+A (N,L) *B (N.M) STR11 380
3 CONTINUE STR 11390
2 CONTINUE . STR11 400
1 CONTINUE STR11410
C WRITE (6,77) STR11420




SUBROUT 1NE STURM(N, NTERMS, NBW, L , DMASS, ST 1F , E1GV, BUP, BLO, STR11470
$BUPC,D,ALPGAM,MAXA,NP1,IOUT,NSTIF,IROWL) STR 11480
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) STR11490
DIMENSION DMASS (N) , ST 1 F (NTERMS) , E 1 GV (L) ,BUP(L) ,BLO(L) ,BUPC(L) ,D (L) STR11 500
$ , ALPGAM(L) .MAXA(NPl) , IROWL (N) STR11510
c . . . THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE IS PICKED FROM K.J.BATHE'S BOOK STR11520
CALL SCHECK(EIGV,ALPGAM,BUP,BLO,BUPC.D, L,NE1,RTOL,SHI FT) STR 11530
WRITE(1 OUT,1120) SHIFT STR11540
1120 FORMAT(2X,'STURM SEQ. CHECK APPLIED AT SHIFT=*.E13-6) STR11550
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STR11560 
STR11570 




















SUBROUTINE SCHECK(EIGV.RTOLV,BUP.BLO.BUPC.NEIV.NC.NEI,RTOL,SHI FT) S T R I I78O
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) STR11790
TO EVALUATE SHIFT FOR STURM SEQUENCE CHECK STR11800
DIMENSION E1 GV (NC) .RTOLV(NC) ,BUP(NC) ,BLO(NC) .BUPC(NC) ,NE 1V(NC) STR11810
FTOL=0.01 STR11820
DO 100 1=1,NC STR11830
BUP (1) =E 1 GV (1) *  (1 .+FTOL) STR 1181)0
100 B L 0 ( I ) = E IG V ( I ) * ( 1 . - F T 0 L ) STR11850
NR00T=0 STR11860
DO 120 1=1,NC STR11870
120 IF (RTOLV(I) .LT.RTOL) NR00T=NR00T+1 STR11880




FIND UPPER BOUNDS ON EIGENVALUE CLUSTER STR11930 
STR 1191)0
200 DO 21)0 1 = 1, NROOT STR11950
2A0 NE1V (1)=1 STR1 i 960
IF (NROOT.NE.l) GO TO 260 STR11970




GO TO 295 STR12020
260 L=1 STR12030
1=2 STR1201)0
270 IF (BUP (1-1 ) .LE.BLO (1 ))  GO TO 280 STR12050
NE 1V (L) =NE 1V (L) + 1 STR12060
1 = 1 + 1 STR12070
I F ( 1 .LE.NROOT) GO TO 270 STR12080
280 BUPC (L) =BUP STR12090
IF ( 1 .GT.NROOT) GO TO 290 STR12100
C............ SHIFT STIFFNESS MATRIX
REWIND NSTIF
READ (NSTIF) (STI F ( I )  , 1 = 1 .NTERMS)
DO 61*0 1 = 1 ,N 
61)0 ST I F (MAXA ( I ) )  =ST I F (MAXA ( I ) )  -SHI FT*DMASS ( I )
C............FACTORIZE SHIFTED MATRIX
CALL AXEQB(NTERMS, NP1, N , 1 ,MAXA,DMASS.IROWL, ST I F)
C............COUNT #  OF NEGATIVE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS
NSCH=0 
DO 661) | = i , n
IF (STIF (MAXA ( I ) )  .L T .O .)  NSCH=NSCH+1 
661) CONTINUE
IF (NSCH.EQ.NE1) GO TO 670 
NMIS=NSCH-NEI 
WRITE (IOUT, 1130) NMIS 
1130 FORMAT (2X,'THERE ARE',11), ' EVALUES MISSING')
GO TO 700 
670 WRITE (IOUT, 1 11)0) NSCH
111)0 FORMAT (2X,'WE FOUND THE LOWEST’ , 11),' EVALUES') 
700 RETURN
END
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L=L+1 STR12110
1 = 1 +  1 STR12120
IF (1 .LE.NROOT) GO TO 270 STR12130
BUPC (L) =BUP (1-1) STR1 211*0
290 LM=L STR12150
IF (NROOT.EQ.NC) GO TO 300 STR12160
295 1 F (BUP ( I -1 )  .LE.BLO (1 ))  GO TO 300 STR12170
IF (RTOLV(I) .GT.RTOL) GOTO 300 STR12180
BUPC (L) =BUP (1) STR12190
NEIV(L) =NE 1V (L) +1 STR12200
NR00T=NR00T+1 STR12210
IF (NROOT.EQ.NC) GO TO 300 STR12220
1 = 1 + 1 STR12230
GO TO 295 STR 1221*0
C STR12250
C FIND SHIFT STR12260
C STR12270
300 WRITE (6 , 1020) STR12280
C WRITE (6 , 1005) (BUPC (1) ,1 = 1 , LM) STR12290
C WRITE (6 . 1030) STR12300
C WRITE (6 , 1006) (N E IV ( I )  , 1 = 1 ,LM) STR12310
LL=LM-1 STR12320
IF (LM.EQ.l) GO TO 310 STR12330
330 DO 320 1=1,LL STR123^0
320 NE 1V (L) =NE 1V (L) +NE1V (1) STR12350
L=L— 1 STR12360
LL=LL-1 STR12370
IF (L.NE. 1) GO TO 330 STR12380
310 WRITE (6 ,101*0) STR12390
C WRITE (6 ,1006) ( N E I V ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,LM) STR 121*00
L=0 STR 121* 10
DO 3*tO 1 = 1 , LM STR 121*20
L=L+1 STR 121*30
IF(ME 1V ( 1 ) .GE.NROOT) GO TO 350 STR 121*1*0
31*0 CONTINUE STR 121*50
350 SH1 FT=BUPC (L) STR121*60





1010 FORMAT(2X,‘ ERROR SOLN STOP IN #SCHECK#‘ , / , 2 X , 'N O STR12520
1E1GENVALUES FOUND1) STR12530
1020 FORMAT(///,2X,'UPPER BOUNDS OF EIGENVALUE CLUSTERS') STR125AO
1030 FORMAT(2X,' NO OF EIGENVALUES IN EACH CLUSTER') STR12550
101*0 FORMAT(2X,'NO OF EIGENVALUES LESS THAN UPPER BOUNDS') STR12560
END STR12570
STR12580
SUBROUTINE ORELAX (TOLC,L.TOLR,EIGV.Wl. EVM2,EVM3.XO.XOM1,N,1X, STR12590
SQLAMOA,NITER) STR12600
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.0-Z) STR12610
C . .REFERENCE: K.J.BATHE'S JOURNAL PAPER ON "..ACCELERATED SUBSPACE. ."STR12620
DIMENSION TOLC(L) , EI GV (L) ,W1 (L) , EVM2 (L) , EVM3 (L) ,XO(N,L) ,XOMl (N, L) STR12630 
$ . QLAMDA (L) . I X (L) STR126AO
Cl = l .0 E -0 3  STR12650
*
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C 2 = l .O E -1 1 STR12660
IPASS=0 STR12670
DO 1 1 = 1 ,L STR12680
IF (TOLC(I) .L T .C 2 .OR. TOLC ( I )  .GT.C1) GOTO 1 STRI269O
RIKP1=DABS( (EI GV ( I ) -W1 ( I )  ) /  (W1 ( I )  -EVM2 (1)) ) STR12700
IF (RIKP1 .L T .  1.0E-1A) GO TO 1 STR12710
RIK =DABS ( (W1 ( l)~-EVM2 (!) ) /  {EVH2 ( I ) -EVH3 ( 0 )  ) STR12720
RATIO=DABS ( (RIKP1-RIK)/RIKP1 ) STR12730
IF (RATIO.GT.TOLR) GOTO 1 STR127A0
IPASS=IPASS+1 STR12750
QLAMDA ( I )  = (QLAMDA ( I )  +EI GV ( I )  /DSQRT (Rl KP1)) /  (N ITER-3) STR12760
C QLAMDA ( I )  = (QLAMDA ( I ) *  (NITER-A) +EI GV ( I ) /DSQRT (RIKP1)) /  (NITER-3) STR 12770
C...........COMPUTE THE AVERAGE OF LAMDAQ STR12780
I X ( IPASS) = 1 STR12790
1 CONTINUE ■ STR12800
C * * * * * * * * *  STR12810
IF(IPASS.EQ.O) GO TO 789 STR12820
C** * * * * * * *  STR12830
C.......... INCLUDE ACCELERATION FACTOR(S) INTO CURRENT ITERATION VECTORS. STR128AO
C...........ONLY THOSE COLUMNS OF THE ITERATION MATRIX WHICH PASS THE 2 TESTS STR12850
C.......... NEED BE UPDATED STR12860
DO 2 1=1 ,N STR12870
DO 2 J=1 , I PASS STR12880
ICOL=lX (J) STR12890
2 XO ( 1 , 1 COL) =X0 (I , I COL) -X0M1 ( I , I COL) STR12900
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  STR 12910
DO 3 1=1.N STR12920
DO 3 J= 1 , I PASS STR12930
ICOL=IX (J) STR129A0
ALPHA I = 1 . 0 /  ( 1 .0 -E I  GV ( I COL) /QLAMDA (I COL) ) STR12950
XO (I , ICOL)=XOM1 ( I , I COL)+XO ( I , I COL) .‘ALPHA I STR12960
3 CONTINUE STR12970
C..........SET PREVIOUS ITERATION VECTORS = CURRENT ITERATION VECTORS STR12980
DO A 1=1,N STR12990
DO A J=1 , L STR13000
A X0M1 ( I , J) =X0 (I , J) STR13010
789  WRITE (6 , 9 1 1 ) IPASS STR13020
911 FORMAT(2X,' PASS ROUTINE ORELAX ! , IP A S S = M 5 )  STR13030
RETURN STR130A0
END STR13050
C&&S5&666S&666&&S&S&&SS&SS&&65&&S&6&6&E&S&&6&&6S66&&6S&S6&E6S&&666&S& STR 1 3060 
SUBROUTINE AXEQB(NTERMS,NEQP1,NEQ,I FLAG,MAXA,B, IROWL, A) STR13070
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H ,0 -Z)  STRI308O
DIMENSION A (NTERMS) ,MAXA (NEQP1) ,B (NEQ) , I ROWL (NEQ) , ICOLH (500) STR13090
1 ,Y (500) STR13100
IF (I FLAG .EQ. 1) THEN STR! 3110
DO 8 1=1,NEQ STR13120
8 I COLH ( I )  =MAXA ( l  + l) -MAXA ( I ) -1 STR 13130
A (1) =SQRT (A (1 ) )  STR131A0
C.........DECOMPOSED STIFFNESS MATRIX PHASE STR13150
DO 20 1= 2 ,NEQ STRI3160
I l=MAXA ( l )  +  l STR13170
I LOC= I - 1 COLH ( I)  STR13180
DO 30 J=lLOC, I STR13190
JJ=MAXA(J)+J STR13200
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SUM=0.00 
I DI G=J-I COLH (J)
IF ( ILOC.GT.IDIG) IDIG=lLOC 
IF (J .E Q . I )  THEN 
DO AO K =1D IG ,J - l  
SUM=SUM+Y (K) *Y (K)
AO CONTINUE
A (MAXA ( I ) ) =SQRT (A (MAXA ( I ) )  -SUM) 
ELSE
DO 50 K = I D I G ,J - l  
SUM = SUM+Y (K) *A (JJ-K)
50 CONTINUE
A (I I - J )  = (A (I I -J ) -S U M )/A  (MAXA (J)) 






B (1)=B ( 1 ) /A  (1)
DO 510 I = 2 , NEQ 
SUM=0.0
I l=MAXA (l +  l) -MAXA ( I )  -1 
DO 520 J = 1,1 I 
SUM=SUM+ A (MAXA ( l )+ J )  *  B ( l - J )
520 CONTINUE
B ( I )  = (B ( I ) -SUM) /A  (MAXA ( I ) )
510 CONTINUE
C.................. BACK SUBSTITUTION
DO 1010 I = NEQ,1 , - 1  
SUM=0.0
DO 1020 J = I ROWL ( l )  +  l - 1 ,  l+ l  .-1  
I LOC=MAXA (J+ l)  -MAXA (J) -1 
L=J-1
IF (L.LE.ILOC) THEN 
SUM=SUM+A (MAXA (J) +L) *B (J)
ENDIF 
1020 CONTINUE





SUBROUTINE SSPACE (A.B.MAXA,R,EIGV,TT,W,AR,BR,VEC,D.RTOLV.BUP,BLO 
1BUPC,NN,NNM,NWK,NWM,NROOT,RTOL.NC.NNC.NITEM, IFSS, IFPR,NSTIF,IOUT  
2ARD, BRD, LLLLL, IROWL, EVM2,EVM3, X0M1,TOLR,QLAMDA, IX , I RELAX) 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8  (A -H .0-2)
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c T E S T  PROGRAM FOR SUBSPACE METHOD S T R 1 3 7 6 0
c S T R 1 3 7 7 0
c I N P U T  V A R I A B L E S S T R 1 3 7 8 0
c A (NWK) =  S T I F F N E S S  M A T R I X  IN  COMPACTED FORM (ASSUMED S T R 1 3 7 9 0
c P O S I T I V E  D E F I N I T E ) S T R 1 3 8 0 0
c B (NWM) =  MASS M A T R I X  IN  COMPACTED FORM S T R 1 3 8 1 0
c MAXA (NNM) =  VECTOR C O N T A IN IN G  ADDREESSES OF GlAGONAL S T R 1 3 8 2 0
c ELEMENTS OF S T IF F N E S S  M A T R IX  A S T R 1 3 8 3 0
c R (N N ,N C ) =  E IG E N VE C T O R S  ON S O LU T IO N  E X I T S T R 1 3 8 4 0
c E 1 GV (NC) =  E IG E N V A L U E S  ON S O LUTION E X I T S T R 1 3 8 5 0
c T T  (NN) =  WORKING VECTOR S T R 1 3 8 6 0
c W (NN) =  WORKING VECTOR S T R 1 3 8 7 0
c AR (NNC) =  WORKING M A T R I X  STORING P ROJECTION OF K S T R 1 3 8 8 0
c BR (NNC) =  WORKING M A T R I X  STORING P ROJECTION OF M S T R 1 3 8 9 0
c V EC  (N C .N C )  =W 0R K IN G  M A T R I X S T R 1 3 9 0 0
c D (NC) =  WORKING VECTOR S T R 1 3 9 1 0
c R T O L V  (NC) =  WORKING VECTOR S T R 1 3 9 2 0
c BUP (NC) =  WORKING VECTOR S T R 1 3 9 3 0
c BLO (NC) =  WORKING VECTOR S T R 1 3 9 4 0
c B 1 PC (NC) =  WORKING VECTOR S T R 1 3 9 5 0
c NN =  ORDER OF S T I F F N E S S  AND MASS MA TRICES S T R I 396O
c NNM =  NN+1 S T R I 3970
c NWK =  NUMBER OF ELEMENTS BELOW S K YL IN E  OF S T R I 398O
c S T I F F N E S S  M ATRI S T R 1 3 9 9 0
c- NWM =  NUMBER OF ELEMENTS BELOW S K YL IN E  OF S T R 1 4 0 0 0
c MASS M A T R IX S T R 1 4 0 10
c I . E .  NWM=NWK FOR C O N S IST E N T  MASS M A T R IX S T R 1 4 0 2 0
c NWM=NN FOR LUMPED MASS M AT RIX S T R 1 4 0 3 0
c NROOT =  NUMBER OF RE Q U IR ED  E IGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS S T R 1 4 0 4 0
c RTOL =  CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE ON EIGENVALUES S T R 1 4 0 5 0
c ( 1 . E - 0 6  OR SMALLER ) S T R 1 4 0 6 0
c NC =  NUMBER OF I T E R A T I O N  VECTORS USED S T R 1 4 0 7 0
c (USUALLY S E T  TO M I N ( 2 * N R 0 0 T ,  NROOT+8) ,  BUT NC S T R 1 4 0 8 0
c CANNOT BE LARGER THAN THE NUMBER OF MASS S T R 1 4 0 9 0
c DEGREES OF FREEDOM ) S T R 1 4 1 0 0
- c NNC =  N C *  ( N C + 1 ) / 2  D IM E N S IO N  OF STORAGE VECTORS A R ,B R S T R 1 4 1  10
c N I T E M =  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUBSPACE IT E R A T IO N S  PERM ITTED S T R 1 4 1 2 0
c (USUALLY S E T  TO 16 ) STR 1 4 1 3 0
c THE PARAMETERS NC AND/OR N IT E M  MUST BE S T R 1 4 1 4 0
c INCREASED I F  A SO LU TIO N  HAS NOT CONVERGED S T R 1 4 1 5 0
c I F S S =  FLAG FOR STURM SEQUENCE CHECK S T R 1 4 1 6 0
c E Q .O  NO CHECK S T R 1 4 1 7 0
c E Q . 1 CHECK S T R 1 4 1 8 0
c IF P R =  FLAG FOR P R I N T I N G  DURING IT E R A T IO N S T R 1 4 1 9 0
c E Q .O  NO P R I N T I N G S T R 1 4 2 0 0
c E Q . 1 P R I N T S T R 1 4 2 1 0
c N S T I F =  SCRATCH F I L E  TO STORE S T IF F N E S S  M A T R IX S T R 1 4 2 2 0
c IO U T =  OUTPUT P R I N T I N G  F I L E S T R 1 4 2 3 0
c S T R 1 4 2 4 0
c OUTPUT ST R 14 2 5 0
c E I G V  (NROOT) =  E IG E N V A L U E S S T R 1 4 2 6 0
c R ( N N ,  NROOT) =  E IG EN VEC TO R S S T R 1 4 2 7 0
c S T R 1 4 2 8 0
c S T R 1 4 2 9 0
c FROM B A T H E 'S  BOOK (PAGE 6 8 5 ) S T R 1 4 3 0 0
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SHOULD THE DIMENSION FOR EIGV(NROOT) ??
DIMENSION A (NWK) ,B(NWM) ,R(NN,NC) ,TT (NN) ,W(NN) .EIGV(NROOT) , 
DIMENSION A (NWK) ,B(NWM) ,R(NN,NC) ,TT (NN) ,W(NN) .EIGV(NC) ,
1 D (NC) , VEC (NC.NC) , AR (NNC) , BR (NNC) ,RTOLV(NC) .BUP(NC) .
2 BLO (NC) ,BUPC (NC) , ARD (LLLLL, LLLLL) , MAXA (NNM) ,BRD (LLLLL, 
SLLLLL) .IROWL (NN) ,EVM2 (NC) ,EVM3(NC) ,XOMl (NN.NC) , IX(NC) ,
SQLAMDA (NC)




WRITE (6 ,3119)  NN,NNM,NWK,NWM,NROOT,NC,NNC,NSTIF.NITEM








WRITE (NSTIF) A 
DO 60 1=1,NC 
EVM2 ( I )  = 0 .0  
EVM3 ( I )  =0 . 0  
60 D ( l ) = 0 . 0 0
C A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
C WRITE (6 ,3111)  (A ( I ) , l '= l ,  NWK)
3111 FORMAT(2X,' IN SSPACE: STIFF VECTOR IS ' .5 E 1 3 -6 )
C WRITE (6 ,3112)  (B ( I ) ,1 = 1 .NWM)
3112 FORMAT(2X,' IN SSPACE: MASS VECTOR IS ' ,5 E 1 3 .6 )
C WRITE (6 ,3113)  (MAXA ( I )  ,1 = 1 ,NNM)
3113 FORMAT (2X , 1 I N SSPACE: MAXA (NEQP1) = ' ,5 1 5 )
C
C ESTABLISH STARTING ITERATION VECTORS
ND=NN/NC
IF (NWM.GT.NN) GO TO It 
J=0
DO 2 1=1,NN 
I I =MAXA( I )
R ( 1.1 )  =B ( I )
IF (B ( I )  .G T .O .0) J=J+1 
2 W ( I ) = B ( I ) /A  (I I)
IF (NC.LE.J) GO TO 16 
WRITE (IOUT, 1007)
STOP 
It DO 10 1 = 1 , NN 
I l=MAXA ( I )
R ( I  , 1)=B (I I)
10 W ( I )  =B(I I ) /A  (I I)
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I C O U N T = l C O U N T - 1 
I ROWL ( I  COUNT)  =  I
21 C O N T I N U E
I C O U N T= N  - N BW  
DO 2 2  1 =  1 , 1 COUNT
2 2  I ROWL ( I )  =NBW 
DO 2 3  1 = 1 , N
2 3  DMASS ( I )  = F L O A T  ( I )
MAXA ( 1 )  =1
MAXA ( 2)  = 2  
DO 2 5  I = 2 , NBW
2 5  MAXA ( I ) =MAXA ( I  - 1 )  +  1 - 1  
DO 2 6  1=NBW , N
2 6  MAXA ( l + l )  =MAXA ( I )  +NBW
C * *  T HE  F O LL OWI N G ONLY NEEDED FOR I P MOD E= l  6  M E T H 0 D = 2  
DO 4 1 8  1 =  1 , N 
DO M 8  J = 1 , N  
1*18 R S T I  F ( I  ,  J )  = 0 . 0
DO 3'1 1 = 1 . N 
I E N D = l  +  I R O W L ( I ) - 1  
DO 3 2  J = l , I END 
LOCAT E= MAXA ( J )  + J - 1  
I F  ( I  . E Q . J )  THEN
S T I F  ( L OCATE )  =  FLOAT ( I  * * 3 )  + 2 .
R S T I  F ( I , I )  = S T 1  F ( L OCATE)
ELSE
S T I F  ( L OCATE )  =  F L OA T ( l + J )
R S T I  F ( I ,  J ) = S T I F  ( L OCATE )
R S T  I F ( J , I )  = R S T  I F ( I , J )
END I F  
3 2  C O N T I N U E  
31 C O N T I N U E  
END I F
C
I F  (METHOD . E Q .  2 )  THEN  
C AL L CLOCKX ( T I M E D
CALL S U B S P A ( L , W1 , N , X O , D MASS, Y O , NBW, ST I F , R S T I F , R MASS, E I G V , D , R T O L , 
SMAX I T E ,  I F P R , I  O U T , N R O O T , X .  JA COB ,  I P I Q L O , A L P G A M , I F S S , N S T I F , I  R E L AX ,
S E V M 2 , E V M 3 . X0M1 . T O L R , QL AMDA. NTERMS . M A X A , T E M P , I ROWL, N P 1 ,  I X )
CA LL  CLOCKX ( T I M E 2 )
T I M E A =  ( T I M E 2 - T I  ME 1 ) / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0
W R I T E  ( 6 , * )  ' T I M E  I N SUBSPACE =  ' . T I M E A
GO TO 6 6 6
ELSE
I F  (METHOD . E Q .  1)  THEN  
111 DO 1*1 1 =  1 , N
DO 1*1 J = 1 , N  
R M A S S ( I , J )  = 0 .
I F ( I  . E Q.  J )  RMASS ( I , l ) = D M A S S  ( I )
1*1 C O NT I N U E
CA LL  JA COB I  ( R S T I F , R M A S S , X , E I G V , D , N , R T O L . M A X I T E , I F P R , I O U T
GO T O  6 6 6
ELSE
I F  (METHOD . E Q .  3)  THEN  
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T - S 0 2 2 1 0
L=8 T - S 0 2 2 2 0
CALL SSPACE ( S T I F , O M A S S , M A X A , X O , E I G V , T E M P , T E M P 2 , T E M P 6 , T E M P 7 ,  T - S 0 2 2 3 0  
$ X , W 1 , D , T E M P 3 , T E M P I * , T E M P 5 . N , N P 1 , N T E R M S , N , N R O O T , R T O L , L , L * L .  T - S 0 2 2 L 0
S M A X I T E ,  I F S S , I F P R . N S T I F , I O U T . R S T I F . R M A S S , L , I R O W L ,  T - S 0 2 2 5 0
S E V M2 ,  E V M 3 , XOM1 , T O L R , Q L A M D A , I X , I RELAX)  T - S 0 2 2 6 0
C DO 7 01 I = 2 , N—1 , 3  T - S O 2 2 7 0
C I F  ( I  . G T .  11*6) GO TO 7 5 1  T - S 0 2 2 8 0
C W R I T E  (6 , * )  1 / 3 + 1 ,  X 0 ( I , 1 )  T - S 0 2 2 9 0
C GO TO 7 0 1  T - S 0 2 3 0 0
C 75 1  W R I T E ( 6 , * )  1 / 3 + 1 . X O ( l - l . l )  T - S 0 2 3 1 0
C 70 1  C ON TI N UE  T - S 0 2 3 2 0
C DO 7 2 1  1 = 2 , N - l , 3  T - S 0 2 3 3 0
C I F  ( I  . G T . 1 4 6 )  GO TO 7 5 2  T - S 0 2 3 l * 0
C W R I T E  (6 , * )  1 / 3 + 1 ,  XO ( I  , 2 )  T - S 0 2 3 5 0
C GO TO 7 2 1  T - S 0 2 3 6 0
C 7 5 2  W RI T E  (6 , * )  1 / 3 + 1 , XO ( 1 - 1 , 2 )  T - S 0 2 3 7 0
C 7 21 C ON TI N U E  T - S 0 2 3 8 0
C DO 7 2 2  1 = 2 , N - l , 3 T - S 0 2 3 9 0
C I F  ( I . G T .  11*6) GO TO 7 5 3  T - S O 2L0O
C W R I T E  (.6 , * )  1 / 3 + 1 .  XO ( I  . 3 )  T - S 0 2 L 1 0
C GO TO 7 2 2  T - S 0 2 L 2 0
C 7 5 3  W R I T E  (6 , * )  1 / 3 + 1 . XO ( 1 - 1 , 3 )  T - S 0 2 L 3 0
C 7 2 2  C ON TI N UE  T - S 0 2 l * l * 0
C DO 7 2 3  1 = 2 , N - l , 3 T - S 0 2 L 5 0
C I F  ( I . G T . 11*6) GO T O 7 5 ^  T - S 0 2 1 * 6 0
C W R I T E  (6 , * )  1 / 3 + 1 ,  X 0 ( I , 1 * )  T - S 0 2 L 7 0
C GO TO 7 2 3  T - S 0 2 L 8 0
C 751* W R I T E  (6 , * )  1 / 3 + 1  >XO (1 — 1, 1* )  T - S 0 2 L 9 0
C 7 2 3  C ON TI N UE  T - S 0 2 5 0 0
DO 1 1 = 1 . NROOT T - S 0 2 5 1 0
DO 1 J = 1 , N  T - S 0 2 5 2 0
XOT ( I  , J )  = X 0  ( J , I ) T - S 0 2 5 3 0
1 C ON TI N UE  T - S 0 2 5 1 * 0
DO 2 1 = 1 , NROOT T - S 0 2 5 5 0
DO 2 J = I , N  T - S 0 2 5 6 0
C H 1 ( I , J ) = X 0 T ( I , J ) * G M ( J )  T - S 0 2 5 7 0
2 C ON TI N UE  T - S 0 2 5 8 0
DO 3 1 = 1 , NROOT T - S 0 2 5 9 0
DO 3 J = l , N R O O T  T - S 0 2 6 0 0
CH2 ( I ,  J )  = 0 . 0  T - S 0 2 6 1 0
DO 3 K = 1 , N  T - S 0 2 6 2 0
CH2 ( I , J )  = C H 2 ( I , J )  + C H 1 ( I , K) * X 0 ( K , J)  T - S O 263O
3 C ON TI N UE  T - S 0 2 6 L 0
DO 1* 1 = 1 ,  NROOT T - S 0 2 6 5 O
C # # # # #  CH2 ( I , I )  =  1 . 0  =  X O T * M * X O  =  I D E N T I T Y  M A T R I X  T - S 0 2 6 6 0
W R I T E  ( 6 , * )  ( CH2 ( I , J )  , J = 1 , N R O O T )  T - S 0 2 6 7 0
1* C ON TI N UE  T - S 0 2 6 8 0
00 2712 1 = 1,300  T - S 0 2 6 9 0
C GK (1 , 1 )  =GK ( I , I ) + 5 0 . 0 * G M  ( I ) T - S 0 2 7 0 0
2 7 1 2  CON TI N UE  . T - S 0 2 7 1 0
DO 7 1 2  1 = 1 , NROOT T - S 0 2 7 2 0
DO 7 1 2  J = 1 , N  T - S 0 2 7 3 0
C H 3 ( I , J )  = 0 . 0  T - S 0 2 7 1 * 0
DO 7 1 2  K = 1 , N  T - S 0 2 7 5 0
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CH3 ( I ,J )=C H 3(I  . J)+XOT (I , K) *GK (K, J)
CONTINUE 
DO 713 1=1.NROOT 
DO 713 J=1,NROOT 
CHL (I , J ) = 0 .0  
DO 713 K=),N
CHL ( I , J) =CH1* ( I , JHCH3 ( I , K) *XO (K, J)
CONTINUE 
DO 71L 1=1,NROOT 
CM f f l i  CHL ( I , I )  = 0MGA**2 = EIGENVALUE SQUARE 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  (CHI*( I, j )  ,J=1,NROOT)
CONTINUE
DO 715 1=1,NROOT 
DO 715 J=1,N  
CH5 ( I . J) =XOT (I , J) *GC (J)
CONTINUE
DO 716 1=1,NROOT 
DO 716 J=l,NROOT 
CH6 (I , J ) = 0 .0  
DO 716 K=1,N
CH6 ( I , J) =CH6 ( I , J) +CH5 ( I . K) *X0 (K, J) 
CONTINUE
ADD MATERIAL DAMPING AS 2*OMGA*CAI 
7715 1=1,NROOT 











DO 717 1 = 1 , NROOT
W R I T E  ( 6 , * )  (CH6 ( I , J )  , J= 1 , NROOT)
7 1 7  C O N T I N U E  
C DO 2 0 1  1 =  1,1*
C U ( 1 , I ) = 0 . 0  .
C V ( 1 , 1) = 0 . 0  
C 2 0 1  C O N T I N U E
C DO 2 0 0  I T = 3 0 0 , 301  
DO 1 9 ^  1 = 1 . ^ 9  
DO 1 9 9 9  0 = 1 . 2  
P G ( I T , I * 3 - J ) = 0 . 0  
1 9 9 9  C O N TI N U E
IF ( ( ( I T - 1 )  * 0 . 0 2 -  ( 1 - 1 )  * 2 0 0 . 0 / 1 3 5 0 8 . 5 * C 0 S ( A L A ) )  . L T .  0 . 0 )  GO TO 9 9 0  
D D T =  ( I - 1 )  * 2 0 0 . 0 / 1 3 5 0 8 .  5 * C 0 S  (ALA)
L = D D T / 0 . 0 2
N = L + 1
PG ( I T ,  I * 3 - 1 )  =  ( ( AREC2 ( I T - N )  - A R E C 2  ( I T - L ) ) *  ( 0 0 T - L * 0 . 0 2 )
1 /  ( N * . 0 2 - L * . 0 2 ) + A R E C 2  ( I T - L ) ) * C 0 S  ( ALA)
PG ( I T ,  I * 3 - 2 )  =  ( ( AREC2 ( I T - N )  - A R E C 2  ( I T - L ) ) *  ( D D T - L * 0 . 0 2 )
1 /  ( N * . 0 2 - L * . 0 2 )  + A R E C 2  ( I T - L ) ) * S I N  ( - A L A )
C 1 /  ( N *  1 . 0 - L * l  . 0 )  + A R E C 2  ( I T - L ) ) * S I N  ( ALA)
C* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
GD ( I T ,  I * 3 - 1 )  =  ( (GD2 ( I T - N )  - G D 2  ( I T - L ) ) *  ( D D T - L * 0 . 0 2 )
1 /  ( N * . 0 2 - L * . 0 2 ) + G D 2  ( I T - L ) ) * CO S ( ALA)
GD ( I T ,  1 * 3 - 2 )  =  ( ( GD2 ( I T - N )  - G 0 2  ( I T - L ) ) *  ( D D T - L * 0 . 0 2 )
1 /  ( N * . 0 2 - L * . 0 2 )  + G D 2  ( I T - L ) ) * S  I N  ( - A L A )
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C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  T ” S 0 3 3  1 0
9 9 0  I F  ( (  ( I T - 1 )  * 0 - 0 2 -  ( 1 - 1 )  * 2 0 0 . 0 / 1 3 5 0 8 . 5 * S  I N ( A L A ) ) . L T .  0 . 0 )  GO TO 9 9 9  T - S 0 3 3 2 0
D T D =  ( 1 - 1 )  * 2 0 0 . 0 / 1  3 5 0 8 . 5 * S  I N  ( ALA)  T - S 0 3 3 3 0
M = D T D / 0 . 0 2  T - S 0 3 3 A 0
N 1 = M + 1 T - S 0 3 3 5 0
PG ( I T ,  l * 3 - l ) = P G ( I T ,  1 * 3 - 1 ) +  T - S 0 3 3 6 0
1 ( ( AREC1 ( I T - N  1) -  A R EC l  ( I T - M ) ) *  ( D T D - M * 0 . 0 2 )  T - S 0 3 3 7 0
2 /  (N1 *  . 0 2 - M * . 0 2 )  + AR EC 1 ( I T - M ) ) * S  I N  ( AL A)  T - S 0 3 3 8 0
C 2  /  ( N 1 * 1  . 0 - M * l  . 0 )  + ARE C1  ( I T - H ) ) *  ( - S I N  ( A L A ) )  T - S 0 3 3 9 0
P G ( I T ,  1 * 3 - 2 )  = PG ( I T ,  1 * 3 - 2 ) +  T - S 0 3 4 0 0
1 ( ( AREC1 ( I T - N 1 )  - A R E C !  ( I T - H ) ) *  ( D T D - M * 0 . 0 2 )  T - S 0 3 4 1 0
2 /  (N1 * . 0 2 - M * . 0 2 )  + ARE C1  ( I T - M ) ) * C O S  (AL A)  T - S 0 3 4 2 0
C* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  T - 5 0 3 ^ 3 0
GD ( I T ,  1 * 3 - 1 )  =GD ( I T ,  1 * 3 - 1 ) +  T - S 0 3 4 4 0
1 ( ( G D I  ( I T - N 1 )  - G D I  ( I T - M ) ) * ( D T D - M * 0 . 0 2 )  T - S 0 3 4 5 0
2 / ( N 1 * . 0 2 - M * . 0 2 ) + G D 1  ( I T - H ) ) * S I N  ( ALA)  T - S 0 3 4 6 0
C 2  /  (N 1 * 1  . 0 - H * l  . 0 ) + G D l  ( I T - H ) ) *  ( - S  I N ( A L A ) ) T - S O 3L 7O
GD ( I T ,  1 * 3 - 2 )  =GD ( I T ,  l * 3 ' 2 )  +  T - S 0 3 4 8 0
1 ( ( G D I  ( I T - N  1) - G D I  ( I T - H ) ) *  ( D T D - M * 0 . 0 2 )  . T - S 0 3 4 9 0
2 / ( N 1 * . 0 2 - M * . 0 2 ) + G D 1  ( I T - M ) )  * C OS  ( ALA)  T - S 0 3 5 0 0
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  T - S 0 3 5 1 0
9 9 9  PG ( I T ,  I * 3 - 2 )  =GH ( 3 * 1  - 2 )  * P G  ( I T ,  I * 3 - 2 )  T - S 0 3 5 2 0
PG ( I T .  1 * 3 - 1 )  =GM ( 3 * 1  - 1 )  * P G  ( I T ,  I * 3 - 1 )  T - S 0 3 5 3 0
PG ( I T ,  1 * 3 )  = 0 . 0  T - S 0 3 5 L O
191* C O N T I N U E  T - S 0 3 5 5 0
DO 2 9 4  1 =  1 1 * 8 , 2 2 0 , 3  T - S 0 3 5 6 0
PG ( I T .  I )  =PG ( I T , 7 M  T - S 0 3 5 7 0
P G ( I T , I + 1 ) = P G ( I T , 7 3 )  T - S 0 3 5 8 0
GD ( I T ,  I )  =GD ( I T , 71*)  T - S O 3 5 9 0
GD ( I T ,  1+1)  =GD ( I T , 7 3 )  T - S 0 3 6 0 0
291* C O N T I N U E  T - S 0 3 6 1 0
C W R I T E ( 6 , * )  I T , , P G ( , 7 ) ' . P G ( I T , 7 ) , ' P G ( . 8 )  =  ' , P G ( I T , 8 )  T - S 0 3 6 2 0
C & & & & & 6 6 S 6 S & 6 & & & S 6 6 6 & & S 5 S 5 6 & 6 S 6 & S 6 & & & 6 & 6 6 S & & & S & 5 S S 6 S S 6 & & 6 E 6  T - S O 363O
C D I S P L A C E M E N T  OF GROUND M OT I O N  : G D 1 . G D 2  T - S O 36LO
23A DO 7 8 5  1 = 1 . 2 2 2  T - S O 3 & 5 0
FK  ( I T ,  I )  = 0 . 0  T - S O 366O
DO 786  J = 1 , 2 2 2  T - S 0 3 6 7 0
FK ( I T ,  I )  = F K  ( I T .  I )  + G KP  ( I , J ) * G D ( I T , J )  T - S O 368O
7 8 6  C O N T I N U E  T - S 0 3 6 9 0
PG ( I T ,  I )  = PG ( I T ,  I )  + F K  ( I T ,  I )  T - S 0 3 7 0 0
7 8 5  C O N T I N U E  T - S 0 3 7 1 0
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  T - S 0 3 7 2 0
C C A L C U L A T E  MODE FORCES T - S 0 3 7 3 0
DO 1 9 5  1 = 1 , 1 *  T - S 0 3 7 1 * 0
PN ( I T ,  I )  = 0 . 0  T - S 0 3 7 5 0
DO 1 9 5  J = 1 , 2 2 2  T - S 0 3 7 & 0
PN ( I T ,  I )  = P N  ( I T ,  I )  - X O T  ( I , J )  * P G  ( I T ,  J )  T - S 0 3 7 7 0
1 9 5  C O N T I N U E  T - S 0 3 7 8 0
DO 1 9 3  1 =  1.1* T - S 0 3 7 9 0
DP ( I T ,  I )  = P N  ( I T + 1 , 1) - P N  ( I T ,  I )  T - S 0 3 8 0 0
1 9 3  C O N T I N U E  T - S 0 3 8 1 0
DO 19 1  1 = 1 , 4  T - S 0 3 8 2 0
FS ( I T ,  I )  = C H 4  ( I  , I )  * U  ( I T ,  I )  T - S 0 3 8 3 0
FO ( I T ,  I )  = C H 6  ( I  , I )  *V  ( I T , I )  T - S 0 3 8 4 0
1 9 1  C O N T I N U E  T - S 0 3 8 5 0
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DO 190 1=1,4
AN ( IT ,  I) = (PN { IT ,  1) —FS ( I T , I ) —FD (IT ,  l ) ) /C H 2  ( I , I)
DPST ( IT ,  I ) =DP ( IT ,  l) + ( 4 .0 * C H 2 ( l , l ) / 0 . 0 2 + 2 .0 * C H 6 ( l  , l ) ) * V ( I T ,  I) 
1 + 2 .0*C H 2( I  , l ) * A N ( I T , l )
STK ( IT ,  I )  =CH4 ( I , l ) + 2 . 0 * C H 6 ( l , l ) /0 .0 2 + 4 .0 *C H 2  ( I , I)  /  (0 .0 2 * * 2) 
DU ( IT ,  I) =DPST ( IT ,  I) /STK ( IT ,  I)
DV ( IT ,  I ) = 2 .0 /0 .0 2 *D U  ( I T ,  I )  - 2 .0 * V  ( IT ,  I)
190 CONTINUE
DO 192 1=1,4
U ( IT + 1 , 1) =U ( IT ,  I )  +DU ( IT ,  I)
V ( IT + 1 , 1) = V ( IT ,  I ) + D V ( IT ,  I)
C WRITE (6 , * )  I T , U ( I T , I ) , V ( IT ,  I )
192 CONTINUE
DO 189 1=1,222  
GU ( IT ,  I) = 0 .0  
C GV ( IT ,  I) = 0 .0
DO 189 J - 1 . 4
GU ( IT ,  1) =GU ( IT ,  I)  +X0 (I , J) *U ( IT ,  J)
C GV( IT ,  I) =GV ( IT ,  I ) +X0 (I ,J)  *V (I T , J)
189 CONTINUE
C WRITE (6 ,300)  TREC1 ( IT )  , GV(IT,299)
C WRITE (6 , * )  1 IT = ‘ , IT
C GU ( I T , 50) IS NODE 17: GU(IT ,74) IS THE MID SPAN




101 FORMAT (4F 17.4)
C
CALL CLOCKX ( T I M E 2 )
T I M E B =  ( T I M E 2 - T I  ME 1 ) / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0  
C W R I T E (6 , * )  ' T I M E  IN S S P A C E = ' . T I M E B  
END I F  
END I F  
END I F  
2 0 0  C ONTI N UE
W R I T E  (6 , 1 0 1 )  ( U ( N D P . I )  , 1 = 1 , 4 )
W R I T E  (6 , 1 0 1 )  ( V ( N D P ,  I )  , 1 = 1 , 4 )
DO 3 21 1 = 2 , 2 9 9 , 3  
C W R I T E ( 6 , * )  1 / 3 + 1  , GU ( N D P ,  I )
3 2 1  C ON TI N UE  
C666 CALL CLOCKX ( T I M E 2 )
C T I M E = ( T I M E 2 - T ! M E 1 )  /  10 0 0 0 0 0 . 0  
C W R I T E  (6 , * )  ' C P U T I M E  ( I N  S E C .  ) = 
666  RETURN  
END
T - S O 386O 
T - S O 387O 
T - S 0 3 8 8 0  
T - S O 389O 
T - S 0 3 9 0 0  
T - S 0 3 9 1 0  
T - S 0 3 9 2 0  
T - S 0 3 9 3 0  
T - S 0 3 9 4 0  
T - S 0 3 9 5 0  
T - S 0 3 9 6 0  
T - S 0 3 9 7 0  
T - S 0 3 9 8 0  
T - S 0 3 9 9 0  
T - S 0 4 0 0 0  
T - S 0 4 0 1 0  
T - S 0 4 0 2 0  
T - S 0 4 0 3 0  
T - S 0 4 0 4 0  
T - S 0 4 0 5 0  
T - S 0 4 0 6 0  
T - S 0 4 0 7 0  
T - S 0 4 0 8 0  
T - S 0 4 0 9 0  
T - S 0 4 1 0 0  
T - S 0 4 1 1 0  
T - S 0 4 1 2 0  
T - S 0 4 1 3 0  
T - S 0 4 1 4 0  
T - S 0 4 1 5 0  
T - S 0 4 1 6 0  
T - S 0 4 1 7 0  
T - S 0 4 1 8 0  
T - S 0 4 1 9 0  
T - S 0 4 2 0 0  
T - S 0 4 2 1 0  
T - S 0 4 2 2 0  
T - S 0 4 2 3 0  
T - S 0 4 2 4 0  
T - S 0 4 2 5 0  
T - S 0 4 2 6 0  
T - S 0 4 2 7 0  
T - S 0 4 2 8 0
' . T I M E  T - S 0 4 2 9 0
T -F flL ^ n n
♦
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S UBROUT I NE A B C D ( O S . G K , G M , G C , A , B , M A X A , N N , N T E R M S , N P 1 , I R 0 W L . N F 5 )  T - S 1 8 3 9 0  
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  X - S  1 81)00  
C T H I S  I S  T HE  PROGRAM FOR S O LV I N G THE E I GE NVA LUE S AND EI GENVECTORS T - S 1 8 A 1 0
C OF A P I P E L I N E  S YS TEM W I T H  A MANHOLE.  (COORDI NATE SYSTEM)  T - S l 8 i * 2 0
J - $  1 81+30
C T - S  l 8Al t O
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )  T - S 1 8 A 5 0
D I M E N S I O N  XN ( 1 0 1 )  ,  YN ( 1 0 1 )  , P L ( 1 0 0 )  , T D ( 1 0 0 )  , A E ( 1 0 0 )  . O A  ( 1 0 0 )  , T H ( 1 0 0 )  . T - S 1 8 A 6 0
1 Z l  ( 1 0 0 )  , 0 K  ( 1 0 0 )  , AK ( 1 0 0 )  , A M ( 1 0 0 , 6 , 6 )  , B M ( 1 0 0 , 6 , 6 )  , T ( 1 0 0 , 6 , 6 )  , T - S I 8 A70
1 T T R  ( 1 0 0 , 6 , 6 )  , GM ( 3 0 0 )  , G K  ( 3 0 0 , 3 0 0 )  , P K ( 1 0 0 , 6 , 6 )  , S K ( 1 0 0 , 6 , 6 )  , T - S 1 8 A 8 0
2 A M M ( l O 0 , 6 , 6 )  , A M T ( 1 0 0 , 6 , 6 )  , T K ( 1 0 0 , 6 , 6 )  , T K T ( 1 0 0 , 6 , 6 )  .  T - S I 8 A90
3 TKK ( 1 0 0 , 6 , 6 )  , PH ( 1 0 0 )  ,  T - S 1 8 5 0 0
J* A ( I O O O O )  , B ( 1 0 0 0 )  , M A X A ( 301) , R ( 300 , I ) )  ,  T - S I 8 5 IO
6 IROWL ( 3 0 0 )  , E  ( 1 0 0 )  , OB ( 1 0 0 )  , AC ( 1 0 0 )  . A D D M ( I O O )  , 2 0 ( 1 0 0 )  , P W M ( 1 0 0 )  , T - S 1 8 5 2 0
7 GC ( 3 0 0 )  , R T  ( 8 , 3 0 0 )  , DM (1*, 3 0 0 )  ,0MD(1>,1>) , D K ( A , 3 0 0 )  . DKO ( A,  A) , T - S 1 8 5 3 0
8 DC (A, 300) , DCD (A, A) , PN (300) , DPN (A) T - S 18 5 AO
C OPEN ( 1 2 ,FILE='EEPS2')  T-S18550
C OPEN(551FORM=‘ UNFORMATTED1, STATUS='SCRATCH') T -S I8560
C READ (1 2 ,* )  (X N ( I ) , YN ( I) ,1 = 1,101) T-S 18570
C READ ( 12 , * )  (DA( I ) ,TH ( I )  ,Z 0 ( I )  , E ( I)  , 1 = 1 , 100) T - S I 858O
C READ (1 2 ,* )  (OK ( I ) .1 = 1,100) T-S18590
C READ (1 2 ,* )  DO.DI,H,AMAX,Z02,ITO,ERFA.Z03.ETA.GAMA.ZOA,FE,TP T-S18600
C READ (1 2 , * )  CCRX, CCRY, DRAT 10 T-S18610
C REWIND NFS T - S 18620
C WRITE (NF5) XN, YN, DA,TH, ZO, E, OK, DO,DI,H,AMAX.Z0 2 , ITO,ERFA.Z03, T - S I 863O
C 1 ETA,GAMA,ZOA.FE,TP,CCRX,CCRY,DRATIO T-S186AO
C WRITE (6 , * )  ‘ OS=',OS T-S18650
O K O = 9 2 7 - 0 1 2 7 A  T - S 1 8 6 6 0
S X = 0 . 0  T - S 1 8 6 7 0
D C C = 6 0 . 0 / 6 0 . 0  T - S 1 8 6 8 0
RA T= OS/ O KO T - S 1 8 6 9 0
C R A T = 1 . 0  T - S 1 8 7 0 0
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XN (1) = - 5 0 0 0 . 0  
YN ( 1 )  = 0 . 0  
DO 111 1 = 2 , 5 1  
XN ( I ) =XN ( I - 1 )  + 2 0 0 . 0  
YN ( I ) =YN ( 1 - 1 )
111 C ON TI N UE
YN ( 5 2 )  =YN ( 2 6 )  - 2 0 0 .
XN ( 5 2 )  =X N ( 2 6 )
DO 1 011 1 = 5 3 . 7 6  
XN ( I )  =XN ( 1 - 1 )
YN ( I ) =YN ( 1 - 1 )  - 2 0 0 .
1 011 C ON T I N UE
DO 1 0 1 2  1 = 1 , 7 6  
C W R I T E  (6 , * )  I , X N  ( I )  , Y N  ( I )
1 0 1 2  C ON TI N UE
DO 1 1 2  1 = 1 , 5 0  
DA ( I ) = 6 0 . 0  
T H  ( I )  =1 . 0  
ZO ( I )  = 7 - 9  
E ( I )  = 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 1 2  C ON TI N UE
DO 8 1 1 2  1 = 5 1 . 7 5  
DA ( I )  = 0 . 0  
T H  ( I )  = 0 . 0
ZO ( I )  = 7 - 9  
E ( 0 = 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 . 0  
8 1 1 2  C ON TI N UE  
AMA. <=0. l *
D 0 = 1 5 0 . 0  
01= 120.0 
H = 2 0 0 . 0  
Z 0 2 = 2 .6 
I T 0 = 1 5 . 0  
E R F A = 0 . 7  
Z O 3= 1-0 
E T A = 3 7 0 . 0  
G A M A = 0 . 9 l * A  
Z O l * = l  . 9  
F E = 0 . 5  
T P = 0 . 5  c********
H M = Z 02* ( D 0* * 2- D I * * 2 ) * H * A T A N  ( 1 . 0 ) / I O O O . O / 98O . O  
T O  C AL CULAT E T H E  LENGT H AND T HE  ANGLE OF EACH ELEMENT 
DO 2  1 = 1 , 5 0
P L ( I ) = S Q R T ( ( X N ( I  +  1 ) - X N ( I ) ) * * 2 +  (YN (1 +  1) -  YN ( I )  )  * * 2 )
2 C O NT I N U E  
DO 5  1 = 1 . 5 0
T D  ( I ) =A S I N  ( (YN (1 +  1)  -  YN ( I ) )  / P L  ( I ) )
5  C O N TI N U E
P L ( 5 1 )  = S Q R T  ( (XN ( 5 2 )  - X N  ( 2 6 ) )  * * 2 +  (YN ( 5 2 )  - Y N  ( 2 6 ) )  * * 2 )
T D  ( 5 1 )  “ A S I N  ( ( YN ( 5 2 )  - Y N  ( 2 6 ) )  / P L  ( I ) )
DO 1 1 0 2  1 = 5 2 , 7 5
PL ( l ) = S Q R T  ( (XN ( 1 + 1 )  - X N  ( I ) ) * * 2 +  (YN (1 +  1) - Y N  ( I ) )  * * 2 )
1 1 0 2  C ON T I N U E
DO 1 1 0 5  1 = 5 2 , 7 5
T-S18710 
T-S18720  
T - S 18730 
T - S I 8 7W  
T-S18750  
T - S I 876O 
T -S 18770 
T - S 18780 
T -S 18790 
T -S 18800 
T-S18810 
T -S 18820 
T-S18830  
T-S188AO 
T -S 18850 
T -S 18860 
T-S 18870 
T -S 18880 
T -S 18890 
T -S 18900 
T -S 18910 
T-S18920 
T -S 18930 
T-Sl89*tO 
T-S18950 
T - S I 896O 
T-S18970 
T - S I 898O 
T -S 18990 





T -S 19050 
T-S19060 
T-S19070 
T -S 19080 
T - S 19090 
T-S19100
T -S 19110




T - S 19160 
T-S19170 
T - S 19180 
T -S 19190 





T - S 19250
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T D  ( 1 )  =AS 1N ( ( YN (1 +  1 ) - Y N  ( 1 ) ) / P L  ( 1 ) ) T - S 1 9 2 6 0
1 1 0 5  C O N T I N U E T - S 1 9 2 7 0
DO 1 0 7  1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 1 9 2 8 0
C W R I T E  (6 , * )  l , P L ( l )  , T D ( I ) T - S  1 9 2 9 0
1 0 7  C O N T I N U E T - S 1 9 3 0 0
C * * *  T O  T O  C AL C UL A T E THE MASS PER U N I T  LENGTH ( KG/ CM) T - S 1 9 3 1 0
A D D = 0 . 0 T - S 1 9 3 2 0
DO 8 1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 1 9 3 3 0
AE ( l ) = 4 . 0 * A T A N  ( 1 . 0 )  * D A  ( 1 )  * T H  (1) T - S 1 9 3 4 0
AC ( 1 )  =ATAN ( 1 . 0 )  * D A  ( 1 )  * * 2 T - S 1 9 3 5 0
Z 1 ( 1 )  = 1 * . 0 * A T A N  ( 1 . 0 )  * D A  ( 1 )  * * 3 * T H  ( l ) / 8 . 0 T - S 1 9 3 6 0
C MASS I S  K G / C M * * 3 / C M T - S 1 9 3 7 0
P W M ( I ) = ( Z 0 ( I ) * A E ( I ) + Z 0 3 * A C ( I )  ) / i o o o . o T - S 1 9 3 8 0
A D D M ( I )  =  ( E T A * 6 2 . 4 * Z 0 4 * 0 . 1*53) /  ( 3 0 .  4 8 * * 3 )  * A C  (1) T - S 1 9 3 9 0
PM ( 0  = ( 1 . 0 + A D D ) * P W M ( I ) / 9 8 0 . 0 T - S 1 9 4 0 0
C PM ( 1 )  =  (PWM ( 1 )  +ADOM ( I ) ) T - S 1 9 4 1 0
8 C O N T I N U E T - S 1 9 4 2 0
C DO 88  1 = 2 2 , 7 0 T - S 1 9 4 3 0
c AE ( 1 )  =1* . 0 * A T A N  ( 1 . 0 )  * D A  ( 1 )  * T H  ( 1 ) T - S 1 9 4 4 0
c A C ( I ) = A T A N ( 1 . 0 ) * D A ( I ) * * 2 T - S 1 9 4 5 0
c Z 1 ( 1 )  =1* . 0 * A T A N  ( 1 . 0 )  ADA ( 1 )  * * 3 * T H  ( I )  / 8 . 0 T - S 1 9 4 6 0
c MA SS  I S  K G / C M * * 3 / C M T - S 1 9 4 7 0
c PWM ( l )  =  (ZO ( 1 )  * A E  ( l ) + Z 0 3 * A C ( l ) 5  / 1 0 0 0 . 0 T - S 1 9 4 8 0
c ADDM ( 1)  =  ( E T A * 6 2 . 4 * Z 0 4 * 0 . 4 5 3 )  /  ( 3 0 .  4 8 * * 3 )  * A C ( 1) T - S 1 9 4 9 0
c P M ( 1) =  ( 1 . 0+ A D  D * R A T ) * P W M ( 1) / 9 8 0 .0 T - S 1 9 5 0 0
c PM ( 1 )  =  (PWM ( 1 )  +ADDM ( 1 ) ) T - S 1 9 5 1 0
c 88 C O N T I N U E T - S 1 9 5 2 0
c DO 8 9  1 = 7 1 , 1 0 0 T - S 1 9 5 3 0
c AE ( l ) = 4 . 0 * A T A N  ( 1 . 0 )  * D A  ( 1 )  * T H  ( 1 ) T - S 1 9 5 4 0
c A C ( I ) = A T A N ( 1 . 0 )  * D A ( I ) * * 2 T - S 1 9 5 5 0
c Z 1 ( 1 )  = 4 . 0 * A T A N  ( 1 . 0 )  * D A  ( 1 )  * * 3 * T H  ( 1 ) / 8 . 0 T - S 1 9 5 6 0
c MASS I S  K G / C M * * 3 / C M T - S 1 9 5 7 0
c PWM (1)  =  (ZO ( I )  * A E  ( 1 )  + Z 0 3 * A C  ( 1 ) )  /  10 0 0 . 0 T - S 1 9 5 8 0
c A D D M ( 1 )  =  ( E T A * 6 2 . 1 * * Z 0 1 * * 0 .  1*53) /  ( 3 0 . 4 8 * * 3 )  * A C  ( 1) T - S 1 9 5 9 0
c PM ( 1 )  =  ( 1 . 0 + A D D )  * PWM ( 1)  / 9 8 0 . 0 T - S 1 9 6 0 0
c p m ( i ) = (pwm( i ) + addm ( i ) ) T - S l 9 6 1 0
c 89 C O N T I N U E T - S 1 9 6 2 0
c * * *  TO E S T A B L I S H  THE ELE ME NT MASS MA TRI X  FOR S T I F F N E S S  MA TRI X  OF S O I L  T - S 1 9 6 3 0
DO 9  1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 1 9 6 4 0
DO 9  J = 1 ,6 T - S 1 9 6 5 0
DO 9  K = 1 ,6 T - S 1 9 6 6 0
AM (1 , J , K) = 0 . 0 T - S 1 9 6 7 0
9  C O N T I N U E T - S 19680
DO 10 1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 1 9 6 9 0
AM ( 1 , 1 , 1 )  = 1 1 * 0 . 0 T - S 1 9 7 0 0
AM ( 1 , 4 , 1 * )  = AM ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) T - S 1 9 7 1 0
AM ( 1 , 1 , It) = 7 0 . 0 T - S 1 9 7 2 0
AM ( 1 , 2 , 2 )  = 1 5 6 . 0 T - S 1 9 7 3 0
AM ( 1 , 5 , 5 )  = A M  (1 , 2 , 2 ) T - S 1 9 7 4 0
AM ( 1 , 2 , 3 )  = 2 2 . 0 * P L  ( 1 ) T - S 1 9 7 5 0
AM ( 1 , 5 , 6 )  = - A M  ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) T - S 1 9 7 6 0
AM ( 1 , 2 , 5 )  = 5 4 - 0 T - S 1 9 7 7 0
AM ( 1 , 2 , 6 )  = - 1  3 - 0 * P L  (1) T - S  1 9 7 8 0
A M ( 1 , 3 . 5 ) = - A M ( I  , 2 , 6 ) T - S  1 9 7 9 0
AM ( 1 . 3 , 3 )  = l * . 0 * P L ( l ) f t * 2 T - S  1 9 8 0 0
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Art ( 1 , 6 . 6)  = A M ( 1 , 3 . 3 ) T - S 1 9 8 1 0
AH ( 1 , 3 , 6 )  = - 3 . 0 * P L ( l ) * * 2 T - S 1 9 8 2 0
10 C ON T I N UE T - S I 9830
00 110 1= 1,75 T - S I 98AO
DO 11 0 J = 2 , 6 T - S I 9850
0 0  1 1 0  K = 1 , J — 1 — T - S 1 9 8 6 0
Art (1 , J , K) =AM (1 , K . J ) T - S 1 9 8 7 0
1 10 C O NT I N U E T - S 1 9 8 8 0
00 11 1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 1 9 8 9 0
DO 11 J = 1 ,6  ' T - S 1 9 9 0 0
DO 11 K = 1 ,6 T - S 1 9 9 1 0
BH ( 1 ,  J , K) =Art  (1 , J , K ) T - S 1 9 9 2 0
C W R I T E  ( 6 , * )  , B M ( ' , I . J , K , , ) = ' , B M ( I , J . K ) T - S 1 9 9 3 0
11 C ON T I N U E T - S 1 9 9 A 0
DO 16 1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 1 9 9 5 0
C * * *  TO E S T A B L I S H  THE T R A NS F O RM AT I O N MA T R I X  FOR EACH ELEMENT T - S 1 9 9 6 0
DO 16 J = 1 ,6 T - S 1 9 9 7 0
DO 16 K = 1 ,6 T - S 1 9 9 8 0
T  (1 , J , K) = 0 . 0 T - S 1 9 9 9 0
16 C O NT I N U E T - S 2 0 0 0 0
DO 17 1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 2 0 0 1 0
T ( I , 1 , 1 ) = C 0 S ( T D ( I ) ) T - S 2 0 0 2 0
T  ( 1 , 1 , 2 )  = - S I  N (TD ( 1 ) ) T - S 2 0 0 3 0
T  ( 1 , 2 , 1 )  = - T  ( 1 , 1 , 2 ) T - S 2 0 0 A O
T  (1 , 2 , 2 )  = T  (1 , 1 , 1 ) T - S 2 0 0 5 0
T ( l , 3 . 3 ) = 1 . 0 T - S 2 0 0 6 0
T ( I , A , A ) = T ( I , 1 , 1 ) T - S 2 0 0 7 0
T  ( 1 ,  1*, 5 )  = T  (1 , 1 , 2) T - S 2 0 0 8 0
T ( I , 5 , A ) = T ( I , 2 , 1 ) T - S 2 0 0 9 0
T  ( 1 , 5 , 5 )  = T  ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) T - S 2 0 1 0 0
. T  ( 1 , 6 , 6 )  =  ! . 0 T - S 2 0 1 10
17 C O N TI N U E T - S 2 0 1 2 0
C * * *  T O  GET THE T RA NS PO SE  M A T R I X  OF T HE  TRA NS FOR MA TI ON  MAT RI X T - S 2 0 1 3 0
DO 18 1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 2 0 1 A O
DO 18 J = 1 ,6 T - S 2 0 1 5 0
DO 18 K = 1 ,6 T - S 2 0 1 6 0
T T R  (1 , J , K) = T  (1 , K ,  J ) T - S 2 0 1 7 0
1 8 C O N T I N U E T - S 2 0 1 8 0
T - S 2 0 1 9 0
C * a *  T O  E S T A B L I S H  THE S T I F F N E S S  MA T R I X  OF P I P E ELEMENT T - S 2 0 2 0 0
DO AO 1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 2 0 2 1 0
DO AO J = 1 ,6 T - S 2 0 2 2 0
DO AO K = 1 ,6 T - S 2 0 2 3 0
P K ( I . J . K )  = 0 . 0 ’ T - S 2 0 2 A O
AO C O N T I N U E T - S 2 0 2 5 0
DO A l  1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 2 0 2 6 0
P K ( I , 1 , 1 ) = A E ( I ) * P L ( I ) * * 2 / Z I  ( 1 ) T - S 2 0 2 7 O
A l  C ON T I N U E T - S 2 0 2 8 0
DO A5 1 = 1 . 7 5 T - S 2 0 2 9 0
PK ( 1 . 1  , A ) = - P K  ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) T - S 2 0 3 0 0
PK ( 1 , 2 , 2 )  = 1 2 . 0 T - S 2 0 3 1 O
PK ( 1 , 2 , 3 )  = 6 . 0 * P L  ( 1 ) T - S 2 0 3 2 0
PK ( 1 . 2 , 5 )  = ~ P K  (1 , 2 , 2 ) T - S 2 0 3 3 0
PK (1 , 2 , 6 )  = P K  ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) T - S 2 0 3 A 0
PK (1 , 3 . 3 )  = A . 0 * P L ( I ) * * 2 T - S 2 0 3 5 0
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PK ( 1 , 3 . 5 )  = - P K  ( I , 2 , 3 )  T - S 2 0 3 6 0
PK ( 1 , 3 . 6 )  = 0 . 5 * P K ( I , 3 . 3 )  T - S 2 0 3 7 0
PK ( I  . * * . ! * )  =P K ( I  , 1 . 1 )  T - S 2 0 3 8 0
PK ( I  . 5 . 5 )  = PK  ( 1 , 2 , 2 )  T - S 2 0 3 9 0
PK ( 1 , 5 . 6 )  = - P K  ( 1 , 2 , 3 )  T - S 2 0 L 0 0
PK ( 1 , 6 , 6 )  =PK ( 1 , 3 . 3 )  T - S2 01*  10
1*5 C O N TI N U E  T - S 2 0 A 2 0
DO 1*6 1 = 1 , 7 5  T - S 2 0 A 3 0
DO 1*6 J = 2 , 6  T - S 2 0 A A 0
DO A 6  K = 1 ,  J — 1 T - S 2 0 l * 5 0
PK ( I , J , K )  = PK  ( I  , K ,  J )  T - S 2 0 L 6 0
1*6 C ON T I N UE  T - S 2 0 A 7 0
DO 1*7 1 =  1 , 7 5  T - S 2 0 1 * 8 0
DO 1*7 J = 1 . 6  T - S 2 0 l * 9 0
DO 1*7 K = 1 , 6  T - S 2 0 5 0 0
PK ( I ,  J , K )  =E  ( I )  * Z I  ( l ) / ( P L ( l ) * * 3 ) * P K ( l , J , K )  T - S 2 0 5 1 0
C W R I T E ( 6 , * )  , P K ( , , I , J , K , , ) = ' , P K ( I , J , K )  T - S 2 0 5 2 0
1*7 C O N TI N U E  T - S 2 0 5 3 0
C * * *  TO USE THE L UMPED- MASS MA T R I X  FOR EACH ELEMENT T - S 2 0 5 L 0
DO 12 1 = 1 . 7 5  T - S 2 0 5 5 0
DO 12 J = l , l *  T - S 2 0 5 6 0
AMM ( I  , J ,  J )  = P M ( I )  * P L  ( 1)  T - S 2 0 5 7 0
12 C ON T I N U E  T - S 2 0 5 8 0
C * * *  TO ASSEMBLE THE GLOBAL MASS MAT RI X  W I T H  LUMPEDMASS METHOD T - S 2 0 5 9 0
DO 21  1 = 1 , 2 2 2  T - S 2 0 6 0 0
G M ( I ) = 0 . 0  T - S 2 0 6 1 0
21 C O NT I N U E T - S 2 0 6 2 0
C DO 2 2  1 = 1 , 2  T - S 2 0 6 3 0
C G M ( I , I ) = A M M ( 1 , I , I ) / 2 . 0  T - S 2 0 6 A 0
C 2 2  C ON T I N UE  T - S 2 0 6 5 0
DO 2 3  K = 1 , 7 3  T - S 2 0 6 6 0
L = K - 1 T - S 2 0 6 7 0
DO 2 3  1 = 1 . 2  T - S 2 0 6 8 0
GM ( I + 3 * L )  =  ( AMM ( K ,  I + 2 , 1  + 2 )  +AMM ( K + 1,  I ,  I ) )  / 2 . 0  T - S 2 0 6 9 0
2 3  C O NT I N U E T - S 2 0 7 0 0
DO 2 5  1 = 2 2 0 , 2 2 1  T - S 2 0 7 1 0
GM ( I ) = A M M ( 7 5 . 1 - 2 1 9 , 1 - 2 1 9 )  T - S 2 0 7 2 0
C THE ABOVE W / 0  * / 2 1 MEANS ‘ F I X E D  END'  T - S 2 0 7 3 0
25 CONTINUE T-S2071*0
GM (73) =GM (73) +AMM (5 1 ,1 ,1 )  / 2 . 0  T-S20750
GM (71*) =GM (71*) +AMM (5 1 ,2 ,2 )  / 2 .0  T-S20760
C THIS THE MASS OF MANHOLE T-S20770
C GM(73) =GM(73)+HM T-S20780
C GM(7A)=GM(7l*)+HM T-S20790
DO 525 1=1,222 T-S20800
C WRITE (6 , * )  I , GM(I) T-S20810
525 CONTINUE T-S20820
DO 26 1=1,222 T-S20830
GC ( I ) =0 .0  T-S208A0
26 CONTINUE T-S20850
C # # # # #  DENSITY*V-SHEAR*B*L/N0. OF ELEMENTS T-S208&0
C##### ! ! ! ! !  ONE ELEMENT IS 200CM " /50"  MEANS 50 ELEMENTS T-S20870
C0N=O. 0019*  1 3 5 0 8 . * 1*. 0 * 3 0 . 0 * 5 0 0 0 . 0 / 100 . 0 / 9 8 0 . 655 * 2 .0  T-S20880
C # # # # #  FIRST 2 .0  IS A (BOT)+A (TOP) ; 2ND 2 .0  IS TWO SIDE AREA T-S20890
CX=CON*( 2 . 0 * 1 .0 + 2 . 0 ) *DCC T-S20900
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CiW # #  I N  (1 . 0 - 0 . 5 ) :  0 .5  i s  THE P O I S SON  R A T I O  OF SATURATED SAND T - S 2 0 9 1 0
C Y = C O N *  ( 2 . 0 * 1  . 0 + 3 .  l t / 3  • 1 ** 1 5 9 2 6 5 / ( 1 . 0 - 0 . 5 )  * 2 . 0 )  * DCC T - S 2 0 9 2 0
C W f  CAL CU LA TE  THE G E OME TR I C DAMPI NG T - S 2 0 9 3 0
C D AMP I NG I S  P ROPO RT I O NA L TO SHEAR V E L O C I T Y 6  V ( S )  =SQRT ( G / Z O ) T - S 2 0 9 A 0
I F  ( R A T . L E . l . 0 / 2 9 9 0 . 0 )  GO TO 5 7 9 T - S 2 0 9 5 0
F C X = C X * S Q R T  ( RAT) T - S 2 0 9 6 0
F C Y = C Y * S Q R T  ( RAT) T - S 2 0 9 7 0
GO TO 9 7 5 T - S 2 0 9 8 0
5 7 9  F C X = 0 . 0 T - S 2 0 9 9 0
F C Y = 0 . 0 T - S 2 1 0 0 0
C 9 7 5  D K X = 0 . 1 0 1 7 7 1 E 0 6 T - S 2 1 0 1 0
C D K Y = 0 . 1 4 6 2 7 E 0 6 T - S 2 1 0 2 0
C S T I F F N E S S  I S  P RO PO RT I O N A L  T O  SHEAR MODULUS OF S O I L T - S 2 1 0 3 0
C F K X = D K X * R A T T - S 2 1 0 l * 0
C F K Y = D K Y * R A T T - S 2 1 0 5 0
9 7 5  DO 2 7  K = 1 , 1 4 T - S 2 1 0 6 0
L = K - 1 T - S 2 1 0 7 0
GC ( 3 * L + 1 )  = C X T - S 2 1 0 8 0
GC ( 3 * L + 2 )  = CY T - S 2 1 0 9 0
2 7  C O N T I N U E T - S 2 1 1 00
DO 1 27 K = 1 5 . 3 5 T - S 2 1 1 10
L = K - 1 T - S 2 1 1 20
GC ( 3 * L + 1 )  = F C X T - S 2 1 13 0
GC ( 3 * L + 2 )  = F C Y T - S 2 1 11*0
12 7  C O N T I N U E T - S 2 1 1 5 0
DO 1 2 8  K = 3 6 , l * 9 T - S 2 1 16 0
L = K - 1 T - S 2 1 1 70
G C ( 3 * L + 1 ) = C X T - S 2 1 1 80
GC ( 3 * L + 2 )  = CY T - S 2 1 1 9 0
12 8 C O N T I N U E T - S 2 1 2 0 0
DO 1 1 2 7  K = 5 0 . 6 O T —S 2 1 2 1 0
L = K - 1 T - S 2 1 2 2 0
GC ( 3 * L + 2 )  = F C X *  ( S X / 6 0 . ) T - S 2 1 2 3 0
GC ( 3 * L + 1 )  = F C Y *  ( S X / 6 0 . ) T - S 2 121*0
1 1 2 7  C O N T I N U E T - S 2 1 2 5 0
DO 1 1 2 8  K = 6 l , 7 3 T - S 2 1 2 6 0
L = K - 1 T - S 2 1 2 7 0
GC ( 3 * L + 2 ) = C X *  ( S X / 6 0 . ) T - S 2 1 2 8 0
G C ( 3 * L + 1 ) = C Y *  ( S X / 6 0 . ) T - S 2 1 2 9 0
1 1 2 8  C O N TI N U E T - S 2 1 3 0 0
GC ( 7 3 )  =GC ( 7 3 ) + G C ( H * 8 ) / 2 . 0 T - S 2 1 3 1 0
GC Ok)  =GC (7A) +GC (11+9) / 2 . 0 T - S 2 1 3 2 0
DO 1 2 9  1 = 2 2 0 , 2 2 2 T - S 2 1 3 3 0
GC ( 1 )  =GC (1 - 3) / 2 . 0 T - S 2 131*0
1 2 9  C ON T I N U E T - S 2 1 3 5 0
DO 2 9  1 = 1 , 2 2 2 T - S 2 1 3 6 0
C W R I T E  ( 6 , * )  l , G C ( l ) T - S 2 1 3 7 0
2 9  C O N TI N U E T - S 2 1 3 8 0
C * * *  ASSUME AK ( 1 )  6  OB ( 1 )  VARY P ROPORT I ON AL LY T —S 2 1 3 9 0
P C = 1 * . 0 * A T A N  (1 . 0 ) * 7 8 7 . 5 / 1 5 0 0 . 0 T - S 2 11*00
DO 2 2 0 A  1= 1,15 T —S 2 11* 10
OK ( 1 )  = 0 K 0 . T —S 2 11*20
2201* C ON TI N U E T - S 2 1 A 3 0
DO 2 2 0 5  1 = 3 6 , 5 0 T - S 2 11*1*0
OK ( 1)  = 0 K 0 T - S 2 11*50
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2 2 0 5 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 1 4 6 0
DO 2 2 0 6  1 = 1 6 , 3 5 T - S 2 1 4 7 0
O K ( 1 ) = 0 S T - S 2 1 4 8 0
2206 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 1 4 9 0
DO 2 2 1 5  1 = 6 1 , 7 5 T - S 2 1 5 0 0
O K ( 1 ) = 0 K 0 T - S 2 1 5 1 0
2 2 1 5 C O N T I N U E T - S 2 1 5 2 0
DO 2216 1= 5 1 ,60 T - S 2 1 5 3 0
O K ( 1 ) = 0 S T - S 2 1 5 4 0
2216 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 1 5 5 0
DO 2 0 5  1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 2 1 5 6 0
AK ( 1) = 0K ( 1) * p c T - S 2 1 5 7 0
2 0 5 CON TI N UE T - S 2 1 5 8 0
C TO E S T A B L I S H  THE S T I F F N E S S  M A T R I X  OF S O I L  FOR EACH ELEMENT T - S 2 1 5 9 0
00 150 1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 2 1 6 0 0
DO 1 5 0  J = 1 , 6 T - S 2 1 610
DO 1 5 0  K = 1 , 6 T - S 2 1 6 2 0
SK ( 1 ,  J , K) = 0 K  ( 1 )  * P L  (1)  / 4 2 0 . 0 * B M ( I  , J , K ) T - S 2 1 6 3 0
C W R I T E  ( 6 , * )  1 SK ( '  , 1  ,  J , K , ' )  =  ' , S K  ( 1 ,  J , K ) T - S 2 1 6 4 0
150 C ON TI N U E T - S 2 1 6 5 0
DO 5 1  1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 2 1 6 6 0
S K ( I , 1 , 1 ) = S K ( I , 1 , 1 ) * P C T - S 2 1 6 7 0
SK (1 , 1 , 4 )  = S K  ( 1 , 1 , 4 )  * P C T - S 2 1 6 8 0
SK ( 1 , 4 , 4 )  = S K  ( 1 , 4 , 4 )  * P C T - S 2 1 6 9 0
SK ( 1 , 4 , 1 )  = S K  ( 1 , 1 , 4 ) T - S 2 1 7 0 0
51 CON TI N UE T - S 2 1 7 1 0
c DO 3 5 1  1 = 5 1 . 7 5 T - S 2 1 7 2 0
c SK ( 1 , 2 , 2 )  = S K  ( 1 , 2 , 2 ) * P C T - S 2 1 7 3 0
c SK ( 1 , 2 , 5 )  “ SK ( 1 , 2 , 5 )  * P C T - S 2 17 4 0
c SK ( 1 , 5 , 5 )  “ SK ( 1 . 5 . 5 )  * P C T - S 2 1 7 5 0
c SK ( 1 , 5 , 2 )  = S K  ( 1 , 2 , 5 ) T - S 2 1 7 6 0
C 3 51 C ON TI N U E T - S 2 1 7 7 0
Cftic* TO CALCULAT E THE T O T A L  S T I F F N E S S  M A T R I X  FOR EACH ELEMENT T - S 2 1 7 8 0
DO 5 2  1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 2 1 7 9 0
0 0  5 2  J = 1 ,6 T - S 2 1 8 0 0
DO 5 2  K = 1 ,6 T - S 2 1 8 1 0
TK (1 , J . K )  = P K  (1 , J , K ) + S K  (1 , J , K ) T - S 2 1 8 2 0
c W R I T E  ( 6 , * )  ' T K ( '  ,  1 , J , K ,  • ) = '  , T K ( I  , J , K ) T - S 2 1 8 3 0
5 2 C ONTI N UE T - S 2 1 8 4 0
TO TRANSFORM ELE ME NT S T I F F N E S S  M A T R I X  FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL T - S 2 1 8 5 0
DO 5 3  1 = 1 . 7 5 T - S 2 1 8 6 0
DO 5 3  J = 1 ,6 T - S 2 1 8 7 0
DO 5 3  K = 1 ,6 T - S 2 1 8 8 0
T K T  (1 , J , K )  = 0 . 0 T - S 2 1 8 9 0
DO 5 3  L = 1 ,6 T - S 2 1 9 0 0
T K T  ( 1 ,  J , K) = T K T  (1 , J , K) + T T R  (1 , J , L)  * T K  (1 , L . K) T - S 2 1 9 1 0
5 3 C ONTI N UE T - S 2 1 9 2 0
DO 5 4  1 = 1 , 7 5 T - S 2 1 9 3 0
0 0  5 4  J = 1 ,6 T - S 2 1 9 4 0
0 0  5 4  K = 1 ,6 T - S 2 1 9 5 0
TKK ( 1 ,  J , K )  = 0 . 0 T - S 2 1 9 6 0
DO 5 4  L = 1 ,6 T - S 2 1 9 7 0
TKK ( 1 ,  J , K )  = T K K {1 , J , K ) + T K T ( I  , J , L)  * T  (1 , L , K ) T - S 2 1 9 8 0
5 4 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 1 9 9 0
00 1 5 4  1= 1 ,6 T - S 2 2 0 0 0
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DO 1 5 4  J = 1 , 6 T - S 2 2 0 1 0
c W R I T E  ( 6 , * )  1 , J . T K K  ( 9 ,  1 , J ) T - S 2 2 0 2 0
154 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 2 O 3 0
C T O ASSEMBLE T HE  GLOBAL S T I F F N E S S  MA TRI X T - S 2 2 0 4 0
DO 5 5  1 = 1 , 2 2 2 T - S 2 2 0 5 0
DO 5 5  J = 1 , 2 2 2 T - S 2 2 0 6 0
GK (1 , J ) = 0 . 0 T - S 2 2 O 7 0
5 5 C O NT I N U E T - S 2 2 0 8 0
DO 5 6  1 = 1 . 3 T - S 2 2 0 9 0
DO 5 6  J = 1 , 3 T - S 2 2 1 0 0
GK (1 , J )  = T KK  (1 , l + 3 , J + 3 ) + T K K ( 2 , 1 , J ) T - S 2 2 1 10
5 6 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 2 1 2 0
DO 5 7  K = 1 , 4 8 T - S 2 2 1 3 0
DO 5 7  1 = 1 . 3 T - S 2 2 14 0
0 0  5 7  J = 1 , 3 T - S 2 2 1 5 0
GK ( l + 3 * K ,  J + 3 * K )  =T KK ( K + l , 1 + 3 ,  J + 3 ) + T K K  ( K + 2 , 1 ,  J) T - S 2 2 1 6 0
5 7 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 2 1 7 0
DO 5 8  1 = 7 3 . 7 5 T - S 2 2 1 8 0
DO 5 8  J = 7 3 , 7 5 T - S 2 2 1 9 0
GK (1 , J )  =T KK ( 5 1 .  1 - 7 2 ,  J “ 7 2 ) + G K  (1 , J ) T - S 2 2 2 0 0
5 8  C ON T I N U E T - S 2 2 2 1 0
DO 1 0 0 1  K = 5 1 , 7 4 T - S 2 2 2 2 0
DO 1 0 0 1  1 = 1 , 3 T - S 2 2 2 3 0
DO 1 0 0 1  J = 1 , 3 T - S 2 2 2 4 0
GK ( 3 *  ( K - 2 )  +  l , 3 *  ( K - 2 )  + J )  = T K K  ( K ,  1 + 3 ,  J + 3 ) + T K K  ( K + l ,  1 ,  J) T - S 2 2 2 5 0
1 001 C ON T I N UE T - S 2 2 2 6 0
DO 1 0 0 2  1 = 2 2 0 , 2 2 2 T - S 2 2 2 7 0
DO 1 0 0 2  J = 2 2 0 , 2 2 2 T - S 2 2 2 8 0
GK (1 , J )  = TKK ( 7 5 .  1 - 2 1 6 .  J - 2 1 6 )  * 2 T - S 2 2 2 9 0
C ABOVE ' * 2 '  MEANS ' F I X E D  E ND' T - S 2 2 3 0 0
1 0 0 2 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 2 3 1 0
DO 5 6 8  K = 2 , 4 9 T - S 2 2 3 2 0
L = K - 2 T - S 2 2 3 3 0
0 0  5 6 8  1 = 1 , 3 T - S 2 2 3 4 0
DO 568 J = 4 , 6 T - S 2 2 3 5 0
GK (1 + 3 * L , J + 3 * L )  =T KK ( K ,  1,  J ) T - S 2 2 3 6 0
5 6 8 C ON T I N UE T - S 2 2 3 7 0
DO 1 0 0 3  1 = 7 3 . 7 5 T - S 2 2 3 8 0
DO 1 0 0 3  J = 1 4 8 , 1 5 0 T - S 2 2 3 9 0
GK ( 1 , J ) = T K K ( 5 1 , 1 - 7 2 . J - 1 4 4 ) T - S 2 2 4 0 0
1003 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 2 A 10
DO 5 5 8  K = 5 2 . 7 5 T - S 2 2 4 2 0
L = K - 3 T - S 2 2 4 3 0
DO 5 5 8  1 = 1 , 3 T - S 2 2 4 4 0
DO 5 5 8  J = 4 , 6 T - S 2 2 4 5 0
GK (1 + 3 * L ,  J + 3 * L )  = TKK ( K , I , J ) T - S 2 2 4 6 0
. 5 5 8 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 2 4 7 0
DO 6 9  1 = 2 , 2 2 2 T - S 2 2 4 8 0
DO 6 9  J = l , l - 1 T - S 2 2 4 9 0
GK ( 1 ,  J )  =GK ( J ,  1) T - S 2 2 5 0 0
6 9 C O NT I NU E T - S 2 2 5 1 0
DO 7 6 9  1 = 1 , 2 2 2 T - S 2 2 5 2 0
C GK (1 , l ) = G K ( l  , 1) - 5 0 . 0 * G M ( I ) T - S 2 2 5 3 0
7 6 9 C ON TI N UE T - S 2 2 5 4 0
DO 7 0  1 = 1 , 2 2 2 T - S 2 2 5 5 0
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DO 70 J = l , l+l* T-S22560
C WRITE (6 , * )  1 , J,GK (1, J) T-S22570
70 CONTINUE T-S22580
C * **  USING SKYLINE VECTOR FORM TO STORE GLOBAL MATRIX T-S22590
C«k** COLUMN HEIGHT T-S22&00
MAXA ( ! )  = 1 T -S 22610
DO 501 1=2,7 T-S22620
MAXA (1) =MAXA (1 -1)  +1 -  J T-S22630
501 CONTINUE T-S226A0
DO 502 1=8,11*6,3 T-S22650
MAXA(l)=MAXA(l-3) + 15 T-S22660
502 CONTINUE T-S22670
DO 503 1=9.1^7.3 T-S22680
MAXA (1) =MAXA (1 -  3) +15 T-S22690
503 CONTINUE T-S2270O
DO 50A 1 = 10,11*8,3 T-S22710
MAXA(l)=MAXA(l-3)+15 T-S22720
501* CONTINUE T-S22730
MAXA (11*9) =MAXA(ll*8 )+ 7 6 T-S227A0
MAXA (150) =MAXA(ll*9)+77 T-S22750
MAXA (151) =MAXA(150)+78 T-S22760
MAXA (152) =MAXA(151)+1* T-S22770
MAXA (153) =MAXA(152) +5 T-S22780
MAXA (ISA) =MAXA(153)+6 T-S22790
DO 330 1=155.221,3 T-S22800
MAXA (1) =MAXA (1 -3)  +15 T-S22810
330 CONTINUE T-S22820
DO 331 1=156,222,3 T-S22830
MAX A ( I ) =MAXA (1 -  3) +15 T-S228A0
331 CONTINUE T-S22850
DO 332 1=157.223,3 T-S22860
MAXA {1) =MAXA (1 -3) +15 T-S22870
332 CONTINUE T-S22880
C DO 2*01 1=2,NP1 T-S22890
C MAXA (1 ) =MAXA (1 -1)  +1 -1 T-S22900
C 1*01 CONTINUE T-S22910
C * * *  ROW LENGTH T-S22920
1ROWL (1) =6 T-S22930
1 ROWL (2) =5 T-S229AO
IROWL (3) =A T-S22950
DO 505 1=2*. 12*2,3 T-S22960
1 ROWL (1) = I ROWL (1-3) T-S22970
• 505 CONTINUE T-S22980
DO 506 1=5.12*3,3 T-S22990
1 ROWL (1) = 1 ROWL (1-3) T-S23000
506 CONTINUE T-S23010
DO 577 I= 6 .1 M * .3 T-S23020
IROWL (1) =1R0WL (1-3) T-S23030
577 CONTINUE T-S230A0
1 ROWL (73) =78 T-S23050
IROWL (7A) =77 T-S23060
IROWL (75) =76 T-S23070
IROWL ( 12*5 ) =3 T-S23080
IROWL (11*6) =2 T-S23090
IROWL (11*7) =1 T-S23100
♦
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IROWL (11*8) =6 T -S 23110
IROWL (149) =5 T-S23120
IROWL (150) =1* T -S23130
DO 536 1=151 .217 .3 T-S231AO
1 ROWL (1) =1 ROWL (1 -3 ) T-S23150
536 CONTINUE T-S23160
DO 537 1=152 .218 .3 T-S23170
1 ROWL (1) =1 ROWL ( T - 3) T-S23180
537 CONTINUE T-S23190
DO 538 1=153 .219 .3 T-S23200
1 ROWL (1) = 1 ROWL {1 -3 ) T-S23210
538 CONTINUE T-S23220
DO 1*20 1=220,222 T-S23230
1ROWL(1) =1ROWL(1 -1 )  -1 T-S232U0
1*20 CONTINUE T-S23250
KK=MAXA (NP1) T-S23260
DO 1*09 1=1. KK T-S23270
A ( 1) = 0 . 0 T-S23280
B (1) =0 .0 T-S23290
C WRITE(6 , * ) A ( I ) , B ( I ) T-S23300
1*09 CONTINUE T-S23310
DO 1*10 1=1,222 T-S23320
L=MAXA(1) T-S23330
C WRITE(21*,*) L T-S233!*0
A (L) =GK (1 ,1 ) T-S23350
B (1) =GM (1) T-S23360
C WR1TE (6 , *)  L , A (L) .1 . B (1) T-S23370
1*10 CONTINUE T-S23380
DO 1*11 1=2,222 T-S23390
L=MAXA (1) T-S23l*00
LL=MAXA (1 +  1 ) -MAXA (1) T-S231* 10
DO 1*11 J= 1 , L L - 1 T-S23l*20
LJ=L+J T-S23l*30
L LJ= I-J T-S23l*l*0
A (LJ) =GK (LLJ, 1) T-S23i*50
C B (LJ) =GM (LLJ, 1) T-S23l*60
IF (ABS (A (L J ) ) . L T . l  .0) A(LJ)=0 .0 T-S23l*70
C WRITE (6 , * )  LJ, 1 A=' , A (LJ) , 'B = '  ,B(LJ) T-S23A80
1*11 CONTINUE T-S23A90
NWK=MAXA (NP1) -1 T-S23500
C * * *  FOR LUMPED MASS 1NWM‘ IS NOT EQUAL TO 'NWK‘ T-S23510
NN=222 T-S23520
NWM=NN T-S23530
C * * *  TO CLEAN UP THE SMALL NUMBER DUE TO TRANSFORMATION MATRIX T-S 2 351*0
Q A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A T-S23550
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HTIS IS 1 + 1 SECTION CROOOOIO
THIS IS THE PROGRAM TO CALCULATE RESPONSES OF A PIPELINE CR000020
WORKING PROG; VECTOER FORM; WITH K. J .  BATHE SUBSPACE. CR000030
OVERELAXATI ON WORKS TOO. NO SHIFTING. CROOOOAO
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) CR000050
DIMENSION A ( 7 5 0 00 ) .  IA ( 800) CR000060
MTOTR= 75000 CR000070
MTOTI= 800 CR000080
CALL CLOCKX (TIMED CR000090
READ ( 5 , * )  N . NROOT, NBW,MAX ITE , IFPR,I OUT, JACOB, I TWO, METHOD, IFSS CROOO100
$,NSTIF,NTERMS,IPMODE,IRELAX,ALA CR000110
FORMAT (1615) CROOO120
VS IN°S IN (ALA) CROOO 130
WRITE (6 , * )  1 ALA=I .ALA, 'TAN (ALA) = 1 ,TAN (ALA) CROOOHtO
IF (IRELAX .NE. 0) CR000150
$WR1TE(6,A) ' * * *  OVERELAX * * *  REQUIRED' CR000160
GOTO (11 1 ,111 ,111 )  .METHOD CR000170
M = 1 CR000180
12=11+N*NTERMS*ITW0 CR000190
I 3=12+N*ITW0 CR000200
CALL MAIN2 (N,NBW, A (I  1) , A ( I 2))  CR000210
GO TO 12 CR000220
READ (5 . * )  RTOL.TOLR CR000230
FORMAT (8F 10 .0 )  CR0002l»0
L=MINO(2*NROOT,NROOT+8 ) CR000250
IF(L .G T .N) L=N CR000260
..DYNAMIC STORAGE CR000270
IF (IPMODE .NE. 1) CR000280
$NTERMS= ( 0 .5 *  (NBW+1) +  (N-NBW)) *NBW CR000290
11=1 CR000300
12=11+L*ITW0 CR000310





18=17 + L * L * 1 TWO CR000370
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IF (IFSS.NE.O) J2=J1+NP1 CR000620
C  CR000630
WRITE (6,4)  I2 3 .J 4  CR000640
4 FORMAT(2X,1 PLEASE INCREASE MEMORY MTOTR,MTOTI = ‘ ,2110) CROOO650
IF (123 .LT . MTOTR .AND. J4 .LT. MTOTI) GOTO 11 CROOO66 O
GO TO 12 CR000670
C  CR000680
11 CALL M A IN 1 (L ,A ( I1 ) , N , N P 1 , A ( I2 ) , A ( I3 ) , A ( I4 ) , N B W . A ( I 5 ) , A ( I 6 ) , A ( I 7 ) ,  CROOO690
$A (18) , A (19) .RTOL.MAXITE, I FPR, I OUT.NROOT, A (110) .JACOB, IA (J 1) , CR000700
$METH0D, A (1 11) , IFSS,NST1F,A(112) , A ( 1 13) ,A ( I14 )  ,TOLR, I RELAX, CR000710
$A (115) . IA (J2) .NTERMS, A (116) , IA (J 3) , IPMODE, A (117) , A (1 18) , CR000720
$A (1 19) , A (120) .A (121) , A (122) ,MMC, IA (Jit) .ALA) CR000730
IF (IFSS.EQ.O) GOTO 12 CR000740




CALL STURM(N,NTERMS,NBW.L,A (13) , A (15) , A (18) ,A ( 1 10) , A (110A) , CR000790




SUBROUT INE MAIN1 (L , W1 ,N, NP1 , XO,DMASS, YO,NBW, ST I F , RSTIF, RMASS, EIGV, CR000840 
$D, RTOL, MAX IT E , IFPR, I OUT, NROOT, X, JACOB, IPIQLO.METHOD, ALPGAM,IFSS, CROOO8 5O 
$NST IF , EVM2, EVM3, X0M1, TOLR, I RELAX, QLAMDA, MAXA .NTERMS ,TEMP, CROOO8 6 O
$ I ROWL, IPMODE, TEMP2 .TEMP3, TEMPI* .TEMP5 .TEMP6 .TEMP7, NNC, IX , ALA) CROOO8 7 O
IMPLICIT R£AL*8(A-H,0-Z) CROOO8 8O
DIMENSION W1 (L) ,X O (N ,l )  . DMASS (N) ,YO(N,L) ,STI F (NTERMS) . RST I F (L,L) CROOO8 9O
$ , RMASS (L, L) , EI GV (L) , D (L) , X (L, L) , IP I  QLO (L) , ALPGAM (L) , I ROWL (N) CR000900
COMMON/PEH/GK (300,300) ,GM(300) ,CH1 (4,300) ,CH2{4,4) ,XOT(4,30O) CR000910
$ , CH3 (4,300) , CH4 (4 ,4 )  , GC (300) , CH5 (4,300) , CH6 ( 4 , 4 ) ,  GKP (300,300) CR000920
$ .AREC1 (2000) .AREC2 (2000) , CROOO93O
$ GDI (2000) ,GD2 (2000) ,FK (250,300) , CR000940
$ PG (250,300) ,GD (250,300) ,PN (250,4) ,DP (250,4) , CR000950
$ FS (250,4) ,FD (250 ,4 )  , AN (250,4) ,U (2000,4) ,0U(250,4)  ,GU (2 5 0 . 300) , CROOO96O
$ V (2000.4) , DV (250 ,4 ) , STK (250,4) , OPST (250,4) , OOGU (2000,1) CROOO97O
DIMENSION EVM2 (L) ,EVM3(L) ,X0M1 (N.L) , QLAMDA (L) .MAXA(NPl) ,TEMP (N) , CROOO98O
$TEMP2(N) ,TEMP3(L) ,TEMP4(L) .TEMP5 (L) .TEMP& (NNC) ,TEMP7 (NNC) , IX ( I)  CR000990
C INPUT DATAS CR001000
C CR001010
C GET " K (PIPE) ” FROM SUBROUTINE CR001020
C CR001030
CALL AGKP (GKP.N) CR001040
C " K (PIPE) " IS NOT A FUNCTION OF TIME CR001050
C f t * * * * * * ) ’: * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  CROO1060
C AREC1.AREC2 ARE ACCELERATIONS OF GROUND MOTION ALONG WITH X(AXIAL),Y CR001070
READ (5 , * )  (AREC1 ( I )  ,1 = 1,2000) CR001080
READ (5 , * )  (AREC2 ( I )  ,1 = 1,2000) CR001090
C GD1.GD2 ARE DISPLACEMENTS OF GROUND MOTION ALONG WITH X(AXIAL),Y CROOllOO
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READ ( 5 , * )  (GDI ( I )  , 1 = 1,2000)
READ (5, * )  (GD2 ( I )  ,1 = 1,2000)
DO 587 1=1,2000 
AREC1 ( l ) = 0 . 0  
GDI ( l ) = 0 . 0  
587 CONTINUE 
C SET IN ITIAL CONDITIONS
READ (5,101) (U( 2 5 1 , 1 ) ,  1 = 1.4)
READ (5,101) (V ( 251, I ) ,  1=1, c ***************************
C START LOOP FOR TIME DEPENDABLE VARIABLES
ALA-ASIN (0.0)
NDP=501
DO 200 IT -  2 5 1 ,NDP 
IF ( I T . L E . 275) GO TO 1*32 
OK=927.0121*7/3000.0  
GO TO 222
C " OK "




C WHEN DEPTH/RADIUS = 7 
GAMA-0.91*
F A = ( ( IT -1 )  *0 .02/ATO) * * ( 1 .0/ERAF)
FB=ASIN(2.0*FA-1.0)
FN-0.5-0 .25/ATAN ( 1 . 0 ) *FB 
0K= (PO*FN)* * 0 . 5A*9.0*GAMA 
C CHANGE UNIT FROM " KSI " TO " KG/CM/CM "
OK-OK*1000.0*0 .0702151  
C WRITE (6 , * )  1 I T - 1, I T , 1OK-1,0K
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
222 CAI= 0 .1 9 5 *  (OK/927• ) * * 2 - 0 . 5 1 5 *  (OK/927.) +0.333  
IF (IPMODE .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL ABCD (OK.GK.GM.GC,ST IF.DHASS,MAXA,N, NTERMS, NP1, IROWL, 55) 
DO 702 1=1,300  
C WRITE (6 , * )  I , GM ( I )
702 CONTINUE 
C READ (5 .  U )  (STIF ( I )  ,1 = 1 ,NTERMS)
11 FORMAT (5F10.1)
C READ (5 ,12 )  (MAXA ( I )  , 1 = 1 ,NP1)
12 FORMAT (1015)
READ (5 .11)  (DMASS ( I )  , 1 = 1 ,N)
READ (5 .12 )  (IROWL ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,N)
GIVE IN ITIAL CONDITIONS : UO.VO ETC.
21
WRITE (6 , * )  TREC2 ( I ) , AREC2 ( I )  
ELSE
.AUTOMATIC INPUT .GENERATION 
ICOUNT=NP1 
DO 21 1=1,NBW 
ICOUNT=lCOUNT-1 
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1 C0UNT=N -NBW CROO1660
DO 22 1=1,1 COUNT CR001670
22 IROWL (1) =NBW CROO1680
DO 23 1 = 1 ,N CROO1690
23 DMASS ( l )=FLO A T( l) CROO1700
MAXA (1) =1 CROO 1710
MAXA (2) =2 CROO1720
00 25 1 = 2 ,NBW CR001730
25 MAXA(1) =MAXA(1 -1 )  +1 -1 CR001740
DO 26 1=NBW , N CR001750
26 MAXA (1 +  1) =MAXA (1) +NBW CROOI76O
c * * THE FOLLOWING ONLY NEEDED FOR IPM0DE=1 6 METH0D=2 CROO1770
DO if 18 1 =1, N CROOI78O
DO 418 J=1 ,N CR001790
if 18 RSTIF (1 , J ) = 0 . 0 CROO1800
00 31 1= 1 .N CR001810
1 END=I +  I ROWL (1) -1 CROO 1820
DO 32 J = l ,1 END CROO1830
LOCATE=MAXA (J) + J - 1 CROO1840
I F ( I .E Q .J )  THEN CROO1850
STIF (LOCATE) = FLOAT (1 * *3 )  + 2 . CROOi860
RST IF (1 ,1 )  =ST 1F (LOCATE) CROO1870
ELSE CROO1880
STIF (LOCATE) = FLOAT(l+J) CROO1890
RSTI F (1 ,J )= S T IF  (LOCATE) CROO1900






IF (METHOD .EQ. 2) THEN CROO1970
CALL CLOCKX (TIME1) CROO1980
CALL SUBSPA (L,W1 ,N,XO,DMASS.YO,NBW,STIF ,RST 1 F , RMASS,EIGV.O.RTOL, CROO1990
SMAXITE, IFPR, IOUT,NROOT,X, JACOB, IFIQLO.ALPGAM, IFSS.NSTIF, IRELAX, CR002000
SEVM2, EVM3, XOM1 ,TOLR, QLAMDA, NTERMS, MAXA, TEMP, 1 ROWL, NP 1,1X) CR002010
CALL CLOCKX (TIME2) CR002020
Tl MEA= (TlME2-TI ME 1) /  1000000.0 CR002030
c WRITE ( 6 , * )  'TIME IN SUBSPACE = '.TIMEA CR002040
GO TO 666 CR002050
ELSE CR002060
IF (METHOD .EQ. 1) THEN CR002070
111 DO 41 1=1,N CR002080
DO 41 J=1,N CR002090
RMASS (1 , J )= 0 . CR002100
1 F (1 .EQ. J) RMASS ( l , l )= D M A S S (l) CR002110
Al CONTINUE CR002120
CALL JACOBI (RSTIF, RMASS, X , E1 GV.D .N.RTOL.MAX ITE, IFPR, IOUT ) CR002130
GO TO 666 CR002140
ELSE CR002150
IF (METHOD .EQ. 3) THEN CR002160
CALL CLOCKX (TIME1) CR002170
CR002180
L=8 CR002190
CALL SSPACE (S T IF , DMASS.MAXA,XO,E IGV,TEMP,TEMP2,TEMP6,TEMP7. CR002200
♦
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$X,W1 ,D,TEMP3.TEMP4,TEMP5,N,NP1,NTERMS,N.NROOT,RTOL,L,L*L, 
$MAXITE,IFSS,IFPR.NSTIF , IOUT.RSTIF,RMASS,L,IROWL, 
$EVM2,EVM3,X0M1,T0LR,QLAMDA,IX,IRELAX)
DO 701 1=2,N - l , 3 
C IF (I -GT. 11*6) GO TO 751
C WRITE ( 6 , * )  1 /3+1 , XO (1 ,1)
C GO TO 701
C 751 W RITE(6,*)  1 /3 + 1 ,X O ( l - l . l )
701 CONTINUE
DO 721 1=2,N - l , 3 
C IF (I .GT. 1A6) GO TO 752
C WRITE (6 , * )  1 /3+1 . XO (1 ,2 )
C GO TO 721
C 752 WRITE (6 , * )  1 /3 + 1 ,XO (1 -1 ,  2)
721 CONTINUE
DO 722 1=2,N - l , 3 
C IF (I .GT. 146) GO TO 753
C WRITE ( 6 , * )  1 /3+1. XO (1 ,3 )
C GO TO 722
C 753 WRITE (6 , * )  1/3+1 ,X0 ( I - 1 ,  3)
722 CONTINUE
DO 723 1=2.N - l , 3 
C IF (I .GT.146) GO TO 754
C WRITE (6 , * )  1 /3+1, XO (I .it)
C GO TO 723
C 754 W RITE(6,* )  1/3+1 ,X0 (1 - 1 ,4 )
723 CONTINUE
DO 1 1=1,NROOT 
DO 1 J=1,N  
XOT ( I , J) =X0 (J, I)
1 CONTINUE
DO 2 1=1,NROOT 
DO 2 J=1,N
CHI ( I , J) =XOT ( I , J) *GM (J)
2 CONTINUE
DO 3 1=1,NROOT 
DO 3 J=l,NROOT 
CH2 ( I , J ) = 0 .0  
DO 3 K=1,N
CH2 ( I , J) =CH2 (I , J) +CH1 (I , K) *X0 (K,J)
3 CONTINUE
DO 4 1=1,NROOT 
C WRITE ( 6 , * )  (CH2 ( I , J) ,J = 1 , NROOT)
4 CONTINUE
DO 2712 1=1,300  
C G K ( I , I ) = G K ( I , I ) + 5 0 . 0 * G M ( I )
2712 CONTINUE
DO 712 1 = 1 , NROOT 
DO 712 J=1,N  
C H 3 ( I , J) = 0 .0  
DO 7 1 2 'K=1,N
CH3 ( I . J)=CH3 (1 ,J)+XOT(l  , K) *GK (K,J)
712 CONTINUE
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CHA (I , J) = 0 .0  
DO 713 K=1,N
CHAO, J) =CHA ( I , J) +CH3 ( I , K) *X0 (K,J)
713 CONTINUE
DO 711* 1 = 1 .NROOT _
C WRITE (6 ,>'0 (CHA(i .J) ,J=1,NROOT)
71A CONTINUE
DO 715 1= 1 .NROOT
DO 715 J=1.N
CH5 ( I . J)=XOT (I ,J )  *GC (J)
715 CONTINUE
DO 716 1=1.NROOT 
DO 716 J=l,NROOT 
CH6 ( I  ,J) = 0 .0  
DO 716 K=1,N
CH6 ( I ,J)=CH6 (I ,J )+C H 5d  ,K)*XO(K,J)
716  CONTINUE
C########## ADD MATERIAL DAMPING AS 2*0MGA*CAI 
DO 7715 1= 1 .NROOT
CH6 (1 ,1 )  =CH6  (I , I ) + 2 .0*SQRT (CHA (1 ,1 ) )  *CAI 
7715 CONTINUE
ADD MATERIAL DAMPING AS 2*0MGA*CAI 
DO 717 1=1,NROOT 
C WRITE (6 , * )  (CH6 ( I , J) ,J=1,NROOT)
717 CONTINUE
C DO 201 1= 1 ,A
C U ( 1 , I ) = 0 . 0
C V ( 1 , I ) = 0 . 0
C 201 CONTINUE
C DO 200 1T=300,301
DO 19A 1 = 1 ,A9 
DO 19S9 J=1.2  
PG ( I T , ( * 3 - J ) = 0 . 0  
1999 CONTINUE
IF ( ( ( IT -1 )  * 0 . 0 2 -  (I - 1 )  * 2 0 0 .0 /1 3 5 0 8 .5*C0S (ALA)) .LT . 0 .0 )  GO TO 990 
DDT= (1-1 ) * 2 0 0 .0 /1 3 5 0 8 .5*C0S (ALA)
L=DDT/0.02  
N=L+1
PG ( I T .  1 *3-1 )  = ( (AREC2 ( IT-N) -AREC2 ( I T - L ) ) *  (D0T-L*0.02)
1 /  (N * .0 2 -L * .0 2 )  +AREC2 ( I T - L ) ) *COS (ALA)
PG ( IT ,  I * 3 -2 )  = ( (AREC2 (IT-N) -AREC2 ( I T - L ) ) *  (DDT-L*0.02)
1 /  (N * .0 2 -L * .0 2 )  +AREC2 ( I T - L ) ) *SIN (-ALA)
C 1 /  (N*1.0-L*1.0)+AREC2 ( IT -L )  ) *S IN  (ALA)
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
GD ( I T ,  I * 3 -1 )  = ( (GD2 ( IT-N ) -GD2 ( I T - L ) ) *  (DDT-L*0.02)
1 /  (N* .0 2 -L * .0 2 )  +GD2 ( I T - L ) ) *COS (ALA)
GD ( I T ,  I *3 -2 )  = ( (GD2 ( IT -N )  -GD2 ( I T - L ) ) *  (DDT-L*0.02)
1 /  (N * .0 2 -L * .0 2 )  +GD2 ( I T - L ) ) *S IN (-ALA)
C 1 ' /  (N* 1 . 0 - L * l  .0) +GD2 ( I T - L ) ) *S IN (ALA)
990  IF ( ( ( I T - 1) * 0 . 0 2 -  ( 1- 1) * 2 0 0 . 0 / 13508 . 5*S IN (A L A ))-L T .  0 . 0 ) GO TO 999 
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PG ( IT ,  1*3-1) =PG ( IT ,  1 *3 -1 )  +
1 ( (AREC1 (1T-N1) -AREC1 ( IT -M )) *  (DTD-M*0.02)
2 / ( N l * .0 2 -M * .0 2 )  +AREC1 ( IT -M )) *S IN (ALA)
C 2 /  (N1 * 1 .0 -M * l  .0) +AREC1 ( IT -M )) *  (-S IN (ALA))
PG ( IT ,  1*3-2) =PG ( IT ,  1 *3 -2 )  +
1 ( (AREC1 ( I T-N 1) -AREC1 ( IT -M )) *  (DTD-M*0.02)
2 /  (N l * .0 2 -M * .0 2 )  +AREC1 ( IT -M )) *COS (ALA)
GD ( IT ,  I *3 -1 )  =GD ( IT .  I * 3 “ 1) +
1 ((GDI ( IT-N1) -GDI ( IT-M)) *  (DTD-M*0.02)
2 /  (N l * .0 2 -M * .0 2 )  +GD1 ( IT-M))  *S IN (ALA)
C 2 /  (N 1* 1 .0 -M * l  .0)+GD 1 ( IT -M )) *  ( -S IN (ALA))
GD ( I T ,  1*3-2)  =GD ( IT ,  1 *3 -2 )  +
1 ((GDI ( IT-N1) -GDI ( IT -M ) ) * (DTD-M*0.02)
2 /  (N l * .0 2 -M * .0 2 )  +GD1 ( IT -M )) *COS (ALA)
999 PG ( I T ,  I * 3 “ 2) =GM(3*1 -2 )  *PG ( IT ,  I *3 -2 )
P G ( IT , I *3 -1 )= G M  (3*1 -1 ) *P G  ( IT ,  1*3-1)
PG ( I T ,  1*3) = 0 .0  
19A CONTINUE
DO 29A l= lA 8 ,29 lt  
PG ( I T ,  I) = 0 .0  
C PG ( I T ,  I) =PG ( I T , 73) * 2 . 0 / 3 . 0
C PG ( I T ,  1 +  1) =PG ( I T , 7 1*) * 2 . 0 / 3 . 0
C GD ( I T , I) =GD ( I T ,73)
C G D ( IT , I  +  1 )= G D (IT ,71»)
29A CONTINUE
C WRITE(6 , * )  I T , 1 PG (, 7) ‘ , PG ( IT, 7) , '  PG ( ,  8) =' , PG ( IT ,  8)
C M ! ! ! ! ! ! !  CHANGE AREC1 & AREC2; GDI & GD2
C I F ( ( ( IT-1 )  * 0 . 0 2 -  (1-1 )  *1 0 0 .0 /1 3 5 0 8 .5*S IN (ALA)) .L T .0 .0)  GO TO 990
C DDT= (1-1 ) * 1 0 0 .0 /1  35 0 8 .5*S IN  (ALA)
C L=DDT/0.02
C N=L+1
C PG ( IT ,  I * 3 -2 )  = ( (AREC1 (IT-N)-AREC1 ( I T - L ) ) *  (DDT-L*0.02)
C 1 /  (N*l . 0 - L * l  .0) +AREC1 ( IT - L ) ) *S IN (ALA)
C PG ( IT ,  I * 3 -1 )  = ( (ARECl ( IT -N )  -AREC1 ( I T - L ) ) * (DDT-L*0.02)
C 1 /  (N*l  . 0 - L * l  .0) +AREC1 ( IT - L ) ) *C0S (-ALA)
C GD ( IT ,  I *3 -2 )  = < (GDI ( IT -N )  -GDI ( I T - L ) ) *
C 1 /  (N*l . 0 - L * l  .0) +GD1 ( IT - L ) ) *S IN (ALA)
C GD ( IT ,  I * 3 -1 )  = ( (GD 1 ( I T-N) -GD 1 ( I T-L) ) *  (DDT-L*0.02)
C 1 /  (N*l . 0 - L * l  .0) +GD1 ( IT - L ) ) *COS (-ALA)
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C 990  IF { ( ( I T - 1) * 0 . 0 2 -  ( I - 1) * 1 0 0 . 0 / 13508 . 5 *C0S(ALA)) .L T .  0 . 0) GO TO 999 
C DTD= ( I -1 )  *  100 .0 /1 3 5 0 8 .  5*C0S (ALA)
C M=0TD/O.02
C N1=M+1
C PG ( IT ,  1 *3 -2 )  =PG ( IT ,  I * 3 - 2 )  +
C 1 ( (AREC2 ( IT -N1)  -AREC2 ( IT -M ) ) *  (DTD-M*0.02)
C ' 2  /  (N 1*1 .0 -M * l  .0)  +AREC2 ( IT -M )) *COS (ALA)
C PG ( IT ,  I *3 -1 )  =PG ( IT ,  1 *3 -1 )  +
C 1 ( (AREC2 (IT-N  1) -  AREC2 (IT-M) ) *  (DTD-M*0.02)
C 2 /  (N 1*1 .0 -M * l  .0)  +AREC2 ( IT -M )) *S IN (ALA)
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C G D ( IT , I * 3 - 2 )= G D ( IT ,  1 *3 -2 )  +
C 1 ( (GD2 (IT-N1) -GD2 ( IT -M ) ) *  (DTD-M*0.02)
C 2 /  ( N l * l  .0 -M * l  .0)  +GD2 (IT-M) ) *COS (ALA)
C GO ( IT ,  1 *3 -1 )  =GD ( IT .  1 *3 -1 )  +
C 1 ( (GD2 (IT-N1) -GD2 ( IT -M ))  * (DTD-H*0.02)
C 2 /  ( N l * l  . 0 -M * l  .0)  +GD2 ( IT -M ) ) *S IN (ALA)
C 999 P G ( I T , I * 3 - 2 ) = G M ( 3 * I - 2 ) * P G ( I T , 1*3-2)
C PG ( IT ,  l * 3 - 1 )= G M (3 * l - l ) * P G  ( I T ,  1*3-1)
C PG ( IT ,  1*3) = 0 .0
C 194 CONTINUE
C! ! !  WRITE ( 6 , * )  I T , 1 PG ( .7 )  ' ,PG ( I T , 7) , '  PG (.8)  =' ,PG ( I T , 8) 
C DISPLACEMENT OF GROUND MOTION : GD1.GD2
DO 785 1 = 1 ,291*
F K ( IT ,  l ) = 0 . 0  
DO 786 J = l ,2 9 4
FK ( IT ,  I)  =FK ( IT ,  I ) +GKP (I ,J ) * G D ( IT ,J )
786  CONTINUE
PG ( IT ,  I) =PG ( IT ,  I ) +FK ( I T ,  I )
PG (I T, I )  =PG ( IT ,  I ) *5 * 0  
785 CONTINUE
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C CALCULATE MODE FORCES 
DO 195 '1 = 1,1*
PN ( IT ,  I ) = 0 .0
00  195 j = i  , 291*
PN ( IT ,  I ) =PN ( IT ,  I ) +XOT ( I ,J) *PG ( IT ,  J)
195 CONTINUE
DO 193 1 = 1,1*
DP ( I T ,  l)=-PN ( IT + 1 , 1) -PN ( IT ,  I)
193 CONTINUE
DO 191 1 =  1,1*
FS ( IT ,  l)=CHl* (I , I ) *U ( IT ,  I)
FD ( IT , I ) =CH6 ( I . I ) *V ( I T . I )
191 CONTINUE
DO 190 1 = 1,1*
AN ( IT .  I ) = (PN ( I T . O - F S  ( IT ,  l ) - F D ( I T . I ) )  /CH2 (1 ,1 )
DPST ( IT ,  I )  =DP ( IT ,  l) +  (1*.0*CH2 (1 ,1 )  /0 .02+2 .0*C H 6 (1 ,1 ) )  *V ( IT ,  1) CR004230
1 + 2 . 0*CH2 (1 ,1 )  *AN (1T , 1) CR004240
STK ( IT ,  I ) =CH1* (1 ,1 )  +2.0*CH6 (1 ,1 )  / 0 .02+4.0*CH2 (1 .1)  /  (0 .0 2 * *2 ) CR004250
DU ( IT ,  1) =DPST ( IT ,  1) /STK ( I T ,  t) CR004260
O V(IT ,  1) = 2 . 0 / 0 . 0 2 * 0 0 ( IT .  I )  - 2 . 0 * V ( I T , I ) CR004270
190 CONTINUE CR004280
DO 192 1=1,4 CR004290
U ( IT + 1 ,1 )  =U ( I T .  1)+DU ( IT ,  1) CR004300
V (1 T + l , 1) =V ( IT ,  l)+DV ( IT ,  1) CR004310
WRITE(6  , * )  I T , U ( I T , i ) , V ( l T , l ) CR004320
192 CONTINUE CR004330
DO 189 1=1,294 CR004340
G U ( IT ,1) = 0 .0 CR004350
GV ( IT ,  l ) = 0 . 0 CR004360
DO 189 J = 1 .4 CR004370
GU ( IT ,  1) =GU ( I T ,  l )+X O (l  ,J) *U ( IT ,  J) CR004380
GV ( IT ,  1) =GV ( I T ,  l)+XO (1 , J) *V  ( IT ,  J) CR004390
189 CONTINUE CR004400




























































ADD GROUND MOTION CROOMtlO
2 0 0 . 0 * 1 7 . 0 / 1 3 5 0 8 . / O . 02 = 2 0 0 *8 5 /1 35 0 .8  CR00A420
DAT=200.0 * 1 7 - /1 3 5 0 8 .  CR00L430
I F ( ( I T * . 0 2 -DAT) .LE.O.O) GO TO 3763 CR00A4A0
DDGU ( IT .  1) =GD2 ( I T - 2 0 0 . * 8 5 . / 1 3 5 0 .8) -GD2 ( IT - 2 0 0 .0 /1 3 5 0 8 . )  CROOL450
GU ( I T , 50) =GU (IT,50)+DDGU ( IT ,  1) CR0OL46O
GO TO 3761* CROOl*l*70
D B T = 2 0 0 .0 *1 7 . / !3 5 0 8 .  CR001»L80
IF ( ( IT * .0 2 -D B T )  .LE.O.O) GO TO 3763 CR00M»90
D2GU ( I T , 50) =GD ( IT -2 0 0  . * 8 5 . / 1 3 5 0 . 8 ,2)  -GD (200 . / 1 3 5 0 8 . ,  2) CR0OL50O
1F (DDGD ( I T , 50) .GT.D2GU ( I T , 50 ))  GU ( I T , 50) =GU (IT,50)+DDGU ( I T ,50) CROOl*510
GU ( I T , 50) =GU ( IT , 50) +D2GU ( IT ,50) CR001*520
WRITE (6 ,300)  TRECI ( IT )  , G V (IT ,299)  CR00A530
WRITE (6 , * )  * IT= 1 . I T  CR001*5I*0
GU ( I T , 5 0 ) =GU ( IT , 5 0 ) +GD2 ( I T - 2 0 0 . / 1 3508 ) CR0O455O
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ( IT -1 )  * 0 . 0 2 , GU ( I T , 50) CROOlf560
CONTINUE CR004570
FORMAT (2F 10.5) CROOlf580
FORMAT (1*F 12.4) CROOlf590
FORMAT (4F17. M CR0Olf6OO
CR004610
CALL CLOCKX (TIME2) CR0Olf62O
Tl MEB= (TIME2-TIME1) / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0  CR0Olt63O





WRITE (6,101) (U(NDP,I)  ,1 = 1 , If) CR0Olf69O
WRITE (6,101) (V(NDP, I) ', 1 = 1 , If) CR0Olf7OO
DO 321 1=2 ,293 ,3  CROOlf710
WRITE ( 6 , * )  1 /3 + 1 ,GU(NDP, I) CROOlf720
CONTINUE CROOI»730
CALL CLOCKX (TIME2) CROOlf7lfO
T I  ME= (TIME2-TIME1) /1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0  -  CROOlf750
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SUBROUTINE ABCD(OS,GK.GM.GC,A,B,MAXA,NN,NTERMS,NP1, IROWL,NF5) CR018860
CRO18870
C THIS IS THE PROGRAM FOR SOLVING THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS CR018880
c OF A PIPELINE SYSTEM WITH A MANHOLE. (COORD 1 NATE SYSTEM) CRO18890
C* * * * * * * * CRO 1 8900
c CR018910
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) CRO18920
DIMENSION XN (101) ,YN (101) ,PL (100) ,TD(100) ,AE(100) .DA (100) ,TH(100) .CR018930
1 Zl (100) ,0K (100) , AK (100) ,AM(100,6 ,6)  ,BM(100,6 ,6) —1 O O CROI89AO
1 TTR (1 0 0 ,6 , 6) , GM(300) ,GK (300,300) ,P K (100 ,6 ,6 )  ,SK (100 ,6 ,6 )  , CRO18950
2 AMM(1 0 0 ,6 , 6) ,AMT (1 0 0 ,6 ,6 )  ,TK (100 ,6 ,6 )  ,TKT ( 1 0 0 ,6 ,6 ) , CROI896O
3 TKK (1 0 0 ,6 ,6 )  , PM(100) , CRO18970
A A (10000) ,B (1000) .MAXA (301) ,R(300,A) , CRO18980
6 IROWL (300) , E (100) ,0 8 (1 0 0 )  ,AC(100) .ADOM(IOO) ,Z0(100) ,PWM(100) , CRO18990
7 GC (300) , RT (8 ,300) , DM (A, 300) , DMD (A, A) , DK (A, 300) , DKD(A.A) , CRO19000
8 DC (A, 300) , OCD (A, A) , PN (300) , DPN (A) CR019010








XN ( l ) = - 5 0 0 0 . 0 CR019100
YN (1) =0 .0 CR019110
00  111 1=2 ,5 1 CR019120
XN( 1 ) =XN (1 - 1 )+ 2 0 0 .0 CR019130
YN (1) =YN (1 -1 ) CR0191A0
111 CONTINUE CR01915O
YN (52) =YN ( 2 6 ) -2 0 0 .0 CR019160
XN (52) =XN (26) CR019170
DO 1011 1=53.76 CR019180
XN (1) =XN (1-1 ) CR019190
YN (1) =YN (1 -1 )  - 2 0 0 .0 CR019200
1011 CONTINUE CR019210
XN (77) =XN (26) CR019220
YN (77 )=Y N (26 )+200 .0 CRO 19230
DO 1013 1=78,101 CR0192A0
XN ( 1) =XN (1-1) CR019250
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YN ( I ) =YN (I  -  l )+ 2 0 0 .0  
1013 CONTINUE
DO 1012 1=1,101 
: WRITE (6 , * )  I , XN ( I )  , YN ( I )
1012 CONTINUE
00 112 1= 1 ,5 0  
DA ( I )  =OOC 
TH ( I )  =DCC 
20 ( I )  =7-9  
E ( I )  =2100000.0  
112 CONTINUE
DO 8112 1=51.75  
DA ( I )  =10 .0  
TH ( I ) = 0 .4  
ZO ( I )= 7  - 9 
E (1) =2100000.0  
8112 CONTINUE
DO 7 H 2  1=75.100  
DA ( I ) = 10.0  
TH ( I ) = 0 .4  
ZO ( I )  =7 -9  
E ( l )= 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 .0  
7112 CONTINUE 
C AMAX=0.4 










FE=0 .5  
TP=0 .5
H M =Z 02*(D 0**2 -D I**2 )  *H*ATAN (1 .0 ) /1 0 0 0 .0 /9 8 0 .0  
C**A TO CALCULATE THE LENGTH AND THE ANGLE OF EACH ELEMENT 
DO 2 1=1,50
PL ( I )  =SQRT ( (XN (1 + 1) -XN ( I ) )  **2+(YN (1+1) -  YN ( I ) ) * * 2 )
2 CONTINUE 
DO 5 1=1.50
TD ( I )  =AS I N ( (YN (1 +  1 ) -YN ( 0 ) /PL ( I ) )
5 CONTINUE
PL (51) =SQRT ( (XN (52) -XN (26)) * *2 +  (YN (52) -YN (26)) * *2 )
TD (51) =ASIN ( (YN (52) — YN (26)) / P L ( I ) )
DO 1102 1=52,75
PL ( I ) =SQRT ( (XN (1 +  1) -XN ( I ) )  * *2 +  (YN ( I+1) -YN ( I ) )  * * 2 )
1102 CONTINUE
DO 1105 1=52,75
TD ( I )  =AS IN ( (YN (1 +  1) -  YN ( I ) ) / P L ( I ) )
1105 CONTINUE
PL (76) =SQRT ( (XN (77) “ XN (26)) * *2 +  (YN (77) “YN (26))  **2 )
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DO 1106 1=77,100 CR019810
PL ( I ) =SQRT ( (XN ( I +  1) -XN ( I ) )  * * 2 +  (YN (1+1) -YN ( I ) )  * * 2 )  CRO19820
TD ( I ) =AS I N ( (YN ( 1+ 1) -YN ( I ) )  /P L  ( I ) ) CROI9 8 3 O
1106  CONTINUE CROI9 8 AO
DO 107 1=1,100 CR0I9850
C WRITE (6 , * )  I ,PL ( IT .TD  ( I )  CROI9 8 6 O
107 CONTINUE CR019870
CAAA TO TO CALCULATE THE MASS PER UNIT LENGTH (KG/CM) CROI9 8 8 O
ADD=0.0 CR019890
DO 8 1=1,100 CR019900
AE ( I ) =A.OAATAN (1 .0) *0A ( I ) *TH ( I )  CR019910
AC ( I ) =ATAN (1 .0 )  *DA ( I ) * * 2  CR019920
Zl ( l )= l t .O * A T A N (1 .0 ) * D A ( l ) * * 3 * T H ( l ) /8 .O  CR019930
C MASS IS KG/CM**3/CM CR0199A0
PWM ( I )  = (ZO ( I ) *AE ( l )+ Z 0 3 ftAC ( I ) ) /  10 00 .0  CR019950
ADDM (l )  = (ETAA62. A*Z0AA0.A53) /  (30 . A8*A3) *AC ( I )  CROI99 6O
PM ( I ) = (1 .O+ADD) *PWM ( I )  / 9 8 0 ,0  CRO 19970
C PM(1) = (PWM(I)+AD0M(I)) CR019980
8 CONTINUE CRO19990
C DO 88  1=22,70 CR020000
C AE ( I )  =A.OAATAN (1 .0 )  *DA ( I ) *TH ( I )  CR020010
C AC ( I ) =ATAN (1 .0 )  *DA ( I ) * * 2  CR020020
C Zl ( l)= lt.OAATAN(l .O)ADA(I) AA3ATH(l) /8 .0  CR020030
C MASS IS KG/CMAA3 /CM CR0 2O0 A0
C PWM(I) = ( Z O ( I ) a aE ( I ) + Z 0 3 * A C ( I ) ) / 1 0 0 0 .0  CR020050
C ADDM(l) = (ETAA62.1**ZOltAO.I*53)/(30.48AA3) AAC(I) CR020060
C PM( I ) = ( 1 . O+ADDARAT) APWM ( I )  / 9 8 O.O CR020070
C PM( I ) = (PWM ( I ) +AODM( I ) )  CR020080
C 88 CONTINUE CR020090
C DO 89  1= 7 1 ,1 0 0  CR020100
C AE(I)=A.OAATAN(1.0)a d a ( I ) a tH ( I )  CR020110
C AC ( I ) =ATAN (1 .0 )  AQA(I)AA2 CR020120
C Zl (I)=I».OAATAN(1.0) adA ( I ) a*3 A T H ( I ) /8 .O  CR020130
C MASS IS KG/CMAA3 /CM CR02O1AO
C PWM(I) = ( Z 0 ( I ) a aE ( I ) + Z 0 3 * A C ( I ) ) / !O 0 0 .0  CR020150
C ADDM ( I )  = (ETA*6 2 .A*ZOAao.A5 3 ) / ( 3 0 . A8 AA3 ) *AC ( I )  CR020160
C PM( I ) = (1 .O+ADO) APWM(I) / 9 8 0 . 0  CR020170
C PM(l)  = (PWM(l)+AODM(l)) CR020180
C 89 CONTINUE . CR020190
CAAA to  ESTABLISH THE ELEMENT MASS MATRIX FOR STIFFNESS MATRIX OF SOIL CR020200 
DO 9 1=1,100 CR02O21O
DO 9 J=1 ,6  CR020220
DO 9 K=1 ,6  CR020230
AM ( I  , J , K) = 0 .0  CR02O2LO
9 CONTINUE CR02O25O
DO 10 1=1,100 CR020260
A M ( I ,1 ,1 )= 1  AO.0  CR020270
AM ( I , A, A)=AM ( I , 1,1) CR020280
AM (1 ,1 ,  A) = 70 .0  CR020290
AM ( 1 ,2 ,2 )  = 1 56 .0  CR020300
AM( 1 ,5 ,5 )= A M (1 ,2 ,2 )  CR020310
AM ( 1 ,2 ,3 )= 2 2 .0 A P L ( I )  CR020320
AM (1 ,5 ,6 )= -A M ( l  ,2 ,3 )  CR020330
AM ( 1 , 2 , 5 ) =5A.0 CR02O3AO
AM (1 ,2 ,6 )  =-13.0APL ( I )  CR02035O
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A M ( I ,3 .5 )= -A M ( I  , 2 ,6 )  CR020360
AM ( 1, 3 .3 )  =1* -0*PL ( I ) * * 2  CR02O37O
AM (1 ,6 ,6 )= A M (1 ,3 ,3 )  CR02O38O
AM( I . 3 . 6 ) = - 3 -0 * P L ( I ) * * 2  CR02O39O
10 CONTINUE CR02OLOO
DO 110 1=1,100 CR020L10
DO 110 J = 2 ,6  CR020L20
DO 110 K=1, J - l  CR020L30
AM ( I , J ,K) =AM (I , K, J) CR02OLLO
110 CONTINUE CR020L50
DO 11 1 = 1 ,100  CR020L60
DO 11 J=1 ,6  CR020470
DO 11 K= 1 ,6  CRO2OI48O
B M (I , J,K) = A M ( I , J,K) CR020l*90
C WRITE (6 , A) 1 BM ( 1 , 1, J , K, ‘ ) = 1 , BM ( I , J , K) CR020500
11 CONTINUE CR020510
DO 16 1=1,100 CR020520
CAAA TO ESTABLISH THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FOR EACH ELEMENT CR020530
DO 16 J = 1 ,6  CR02O5A0
DO 16 K=1 ,6  CR020550
T ( I , J,K) = 0 .0  CR020560
16 CONTINUE CR020570
DO 17 1=1,100 CR020580
T ( 1 ,1 ,1 )  =COS (TD ( I ) ) CR020590
T (1 ,1 ,2 )  =-S IN (TD ( I ) )  CR020600
T (1 ,2 ,1 )  = -T  (1 ,1 ,2 )  CR020610
T (1 ,2 ,2 )  =T (I , 1 ,1) CR020620
T ( 1. 3 .3 )  = 1 .0  CR020630
T ( I , A*. U) =T ( I . 1,1) CR0206L0
T (1, A*, 5) =T (I  , 1 ,2 )  CR020650
T ( I , 5 , * 0 = T ( I , 2 , 1 )  CR020660
T (1 ,5 ,5 )  =T ( 1 .1 .1 )  CR020670
TCl , 6 ,6 )  =*1.0 CR020680
17 CONTINUE CR020690
CAAA TO GET THE TRANSPOSE MATRIX OF THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX CR020700
DO 18 1=1,100 CR020710
DO 18 J= 1 ,6  CR020720
DO 18 K=1,6  CR020730
TTR ( I , J , K) =T (I , K, J) CRO2O7A0
18 CONTINUE CR020750
CAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA CR020760
CAAA TO ESTABLISH THE STIFFNESS MATRIX OF PIPE ELEMENT CR020770
DO 1*0 1=1,100 CR020780
DO 1*0 J=1 ,6  CR020790
DO 1*0 K= 1 ,6  CR020800
PK (I , J , K) = 0 .0  CR020810
1*0 CONTINUE CR020820
DO 1*1 1 = 1, 100 CR020830
P K ( I , 1 . 1 ) = A E ( I ) A P L ( I ) * A 2 / Z I  ( I )  CR0208L0
1*1 CONTINUE CR020850
DO 1*5 1 = 1 ,100 CR020860
PK ( I , 1,1*) =-PK ( 1 ,1 ,1 )  CR020870
PK ( I , 2 , 2 )  = 1 2 .0  CR020880
PK ( I  , 2 ,3 )  =6.0APL ( I ) CR020890
PK ( I , 2 ,5 )  =~PK ( 1 ,2 ,2 )  CR020900
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C * * *
12
c * * *
PK (1 ,2 , 6 )  =PK (1 ,2 ,3 )  CR020910
P K ( I , 3 , 3 ) = A . 0 * P L ( I ) * * 2  CR020920
PK (1 ,3 , 5 )  =-PK (1 ,2 ,3 )  CR020930
P K (1 ,3 ,6 )= 0 .5 * P K ( I  , 3 .3 )  CR02O9|tO
PK (I  ,4,1*) =PK (1 ,1 ,1 )  CR020950 •
PK (1 , 5 , 5 )  =PK (1 ,2 ,2 )  CR020960
PK (1 .5 . 6 )  =-PK (I ,2 ,3 )  CR020970
PK (1 .6 ,6 )  =PK (1 ,3 ,3 )  CR020980
CONTINUE CR020990
DO 46 1 = 1,100 CR021000
DO 46 J=2,6  CR021010
DO 46 K=1, J - l  CR021020
PK (I , J,K) =PK (I , K, J) CR021030
CONTINUE CR021040
DO i*7 1 = 1.100 CR021050
DO U7 J=1,6  CR021060
DO 1*7 K=1,6  CR021070
PK (I , J , K) =E ( I ) *Z  I ( l ) / ( P L ( l ) * * 3 ) * P K ( l  ,J ,K )  CR021080
WRITE (6 , * )  'PKC , I , J ,K ,  ' )  = ' , PK ( I ,J ,K) CR021090
CONTINUE CR021100
TO USE THE LUMPED-MASS MATRIX FOR EACH ELEMENT CR021110
DO 12 1=1,100 CR021120
DO 12 J=1.1* CR021130
AMMO ,J ,J ) = P M ( I ) * P L ( I )  CR02111*0
CONTINUE CR021150
TO ASSEMBLE THE GLOBAL MASS MATRIX WITH LUMPEDMASS METHOD CR021160
DO 21 1 = 1,291* CR021170
GM ( I ) =0 .0  CR021180
CONTINUE CR021190
DO 22 1=1,2 CR021200
GM(l ,1)  =AMM(1, I , I)  / 2 . 0  CR021210
CONTINUE CR021220
DO 23 K=1,97 CR021230
L =K -1 CR02121*0
DO 23 1=1,2 CR021250
GM( I +3*L) = (AMM(K, I + 2 ,  I +2) +AMM (K+l , 1 , 1 ) )  / 2 . 0  CR021260
CONTINUE CR021270
GM (11*8) =GM (11*8) * 2 .0-GM {11*5) CR021280
GM (11*9) =GM (11*9) * 2 . 0-GM (11*6) CR021290
DO 25 1=292,293 CR021300
GM(I)=AMM(75, 1 -2 9 1 ,1 -2 9 1 )  CR021310
W/0 " /2 "  MEANS FIXED END CR021320
CONTINUE CR021330
GM (73) =GM (73 ) +AMM (51 .1 .1 )  /2.0+AMM (7 6 , 1 , 1) / 2 .0  CR0 2 1 340
GM (71*) =GM (71*) +AMM (5 1 , 2 , 2) / 2 . 0+AMM (7 6 , 2 , 2) / 2 .0  CR021350
THIS THE MASS OF MANHOLE CR021360
GM(73)=GM(73)+HM CR021370
GM(7 l*)=GM(7 l*)+HM CR021380
DO 525 1=1,291* CR021390
WRITE (6 , * )  1,GM(I) CR0211*00
CONTINUE CR021410
DO 26 1 = 1,222 CR0211*20
GC ( I )  = 0 .0  CR0211*30
CONTINUE CR021i*l*0
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C X =C O N *  ( 2 .  0 *  1 . 0 + 2 . 0 ) C R 0 2 1 L 6 0
C Y = C 0 N * ( 2 . 0 * 1 . 0 + 3 . L / 0  . 0 - 0 . 5 ) / 3 - 1 1 * 1 5 9 2 6 5 * 2 . 0 ) C R 0 2 1 L 7 0
C DAMPING IS  PR O PO RTIO N A L TO  SHEAR V E L O C IT Y  6 V ( S )  = S Q R T (G /Z O ) C R 0 2 11*80
IF  ( R A T . L E . 1 . 0 / 3 0 0 0 . 0 ) GO TO 5 7 9 C R 0 2 11*90
F C X = C X * S Q R T (R A T ) C R 0 2 1 5 0 0
F C Y = C Y * S Q R T (R A T ) C R 0 2 1 5 1 0
GO TO  9 7 5 C R 0 2 1 5 2 0
5 7 9  F C X = 0 . 0 C R 0 2 1 5 3 0
F C Y = 0 . 0 CR02 T51*0
9 7 5  D K X = 0 . 1 0 1 7 7 1 E 0 6 C R 0 2 1 5 5 0
D K Y = 0 . 1 A 6 2 7 E 0 6 C R 0 2 1 5 6 0
C S T I F F N E S S  I S  PRO PO RT IO NAL T O  SHEAR MODULUS OF S O IL C R 0 2 1 5 7 0
F K X = D K X *R A T C R 0 2 1 5 8 0
F K Y = D K Y *R A T C R 0 2 1 5 9 0
DO 2 7  K=1 , l f C R 0 2 1 6 0 0
L = K - 1 C R 0 2 1 6 1 0
G C ( 3 * L + 1 ) = C X C R 0 2 1 6 2 0
GC ( 3 * L + 2 )  =CY C R 0 2 1 6 3 0
2 7  C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 1 6 L 0
DO 1 2 7  K = 5 . 1* 1t C R 0 2 1 6 5 0
L = K - 1 C R 0 2 1 6 6 0
GC ( 3 * L + 1 ) = F C X C R 0 2 1 6 7 0
GC ( 3 * L + 2 )  =FCY C R 0 2 1 6 8 0
12 7  C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 1 6 9 0
DO 1 2 8  K =2*5 , 1*9 C R 0 2 1 7 0 0
L = K - 1 C R 0 2 1 7 1 0
GC ( 3 * L + 1 )  =CX C R 0 2 1 7 2 0
GC ( 3 * L + 2 )  =CY C R 0 2 1 7 3 O
1 2 8  C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 1 7 W
DO 1 1 2 7  K = 5 0 , 6 9 C R 0 2 1 7 5 O
L = K - 1 C R 0 2 1 7 & 0
GC ( 3 * L + 2 )  = F C X * S X 1 C R 0 2 1 7 7 0
G C ( 3 * L + 1 ) = F C Y * S X 1 C R 0 2 1 7 8 0
1 1 2 7  C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 1 7 9 O
DO 1 1 2 8  K = 7 0 , 7 3 C R 0 2 1 8 0 0
L = K - 1 C R 0 2 1 8 1 0
G C ( 3 * L + 2 )  = C X * S X 1 C R 0 2 1 8 2 0
G C ( 3 * L + 1 ) = C Y * S X 1 C R 0 2 1 8 3 0
1 1 2 8  C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 I 8 L 0
DO 1 1 2 9  K = 7 1+ . 9 3 C R 0 2 1 8 5 0
L = K - 1 C R 0 2 1 8 6 0
G C ( 3 * L + 2 ) = F C X * S X 2 C R 0 2 1 8 7 0
GC ( 3 * L + 1 ) = F C Y * S X 2 C R 0 2 1 8 8 0
1 1 2 9  C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 1 8 9 0
DO 1 1 3 0  K = 9 l t . 9 7 C R 0 2 1 9 0 0
L = K - 1 C R 0 2 1 9 1 0
GC ( 3 * L + 2 ) = C X * S X 2 C R 0 2 1 9 2 0
G C ( 3 * L + 1 ) = C Y * S X 2 C R 0 2 1 9 3 0
1 1 3 0  C O N TIN U E CR02191+O
GC ( 7 3 )  =GC ( 7 3 )  +G C  (H »8 ) / 2  .+ G C  ( 2 2 2 )  / 2 . C R 0 2 1 9 5 0
GC (7 M  =GC (7*0 + G C  ( 1 L 9 )  n  -+ G C  ( 2 2 2 )  / 2 . C R 0 2 1 9 6 0
C DO 1 2 9  1 = 2 2 0 , 2 9 1 C R 0 2 1 9 7 0
C GC ( l ) = G C  (1 - 7 2 )  *  ( S X 2 / S X 1 ) C R 0 2 1 9 8 0
C 1 2 9  C O N T IN U E C R 0 2 1 9 9 0
DO 1 2 2 9  l = 2 9 2 , 2 9 L C R 0 2 2 0 0 0
♦
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GC ( I )  =GC ( 1 - 3 )  C R 0 2 2 0 1 0
C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 0 2 0
DO 2 9  1 =  1 ,2 9 1 *  C R 0 2 2 0 3 0
W R IT E  (6 , * )  I . G C ( I )  C R 02201*0
C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 0 5 0
ASSUME AK ( I )  S OB ( I )  VARY PROPORTIONALLY C R 0 2 2 0 6 0
P C = 1 * .0 *A T A N  ( 1 . 0 )  * 7 8 7 . 5 / 1 5 0 0 . 0  C R 0 2 2 0 7 0
DO 2201* 1 = 1 , 5  C R 0 2 2 0 8 0
OK ( I )  = 0 K 0  C R 0 2 2 0 9 0
C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 1 0 0
DO 2 2 0 5  1 = 1 * 6 ,5 0  C R 0 2 2 1 10
OK ( I )  = 0 K 0  C R 0 2 2 1 2 0
C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 1 3 0
DO 2 2 0 6  1 = 6 ,1 * 5  C R 022 1A O
OK ( I ) = 0 S  C R 0 2 2 1 5 0
C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 1 6 0
DO 2 2 1 5  1 = 7 1 . 7 5  C R 0 2 2 1 7 0
OK ( I )  = 0 K 0  C R 0 2 2 1 8 0
C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 1 9 0
DO 2 2 1 6  1 = 5 1 . 7 0  C R 0 2 2 2 0 0
OK ( I )  = 0 S  C R 0 2 2 2 1 0
C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 2 2 0
DO 2 2 1 7  1 = 9 6 . 1 0 0  C R 0 2 2 2 3 0
OK ( I )  =OKO C R 0 2 2 2 L 0
C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 2 5 0
DO 2 2 1 8  1 = 7 6 , 9 5  C R 0 2 2 2 6 0
OK ( l ) = 0 S  C R 0 2 2 2 7 0
C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 2 8 0
DO 2 0 5  1 = 1 , 1 0 0  C R 0 2 2 2 9 0
AK ( I )  = 0 K  ( I )  * P C  C R 0 2 2 3 0 0
C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 3 1 0
TO  E S T A B L IS H  THE S T I F F N E S S  M A T RIX  OF S O IL  FOR EACH ELEMENT C R 0 2 2 3 2 0
DO 1 5 0  1 = 1 , 5 0  C R 0 2 2 3 3 0
DO 1 5 0  J = l ,6  C R 0 2 2 3 l *0
DO 1 5 0  K = 1 ,6  C R 0 2 2 3 5 0
SK ( I , J , K )  = 0 K ( I )  * P L  ( I ) / 1*2 0 . 0* B M ( I ,  J , K) CR022360
W R IT E  ( 6 , * )  ' S K ( ' , I , J , K ,  ' ) = '  , S K ( I  , J , K )  C R 0 2 2 3 7 0
1 5 0  C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 3 8 0
DO 1 5 8  1 = 5 1 , 7 5  C R 0 2 2 3 9 0
DO 1 5 8  J = 1 ,6  CR0221*00
DO 1 5 8  K = 1 ,6  C R 0 2 2 l *1 0
SK ( I , J  ,K )  = 0 K  ( I )  * P L  ( I ) / 1 * 2 0 . 0 * B M  ( I , J , K) *SX 1  C R 0 2 2 l *2 0
W R IT E  ( 6 , * )  , S K ( I . I . J , K 1 , ) = ‘ , S K ( I . J , K )  C R 0 2 2 L 3 0
1 5 8  C O N TIN U E  C R 022 l* l*0
DO 1 5 9  1 = 7 6 , 1 0 0  C R 0 2 2 L 5 0
DO 1 5 9  J = l ,6  C R 0 2 2 L 6 0
DO 1 5 9  K = 1 ,6  C R 0 2 2 L 7 0
SK ( I  , J , K )  = 0 K  ( I )  * P L  ( I ) / 1 * 2 0 . 0 * B M ( I , J , K) * S X 2  C R 0 2 2 L 8 0
W R IT E  ( 6 , * )  ‘ SK C  . I , J . K ,  ‘ . SK ( I , J , K )  C R 0 2 2 L 9 0
1 5 9  C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 2 5 0 0
DO 51 1 = 1 , 1 0 0  C R 0 2 2 5 1 0
SK ( 1 , 1 , 1 )  =SK ( 1 , 1 , 1 )  *P C  C R 0 2 2 5 2 O
SK ( 1 , 1 , 1 * )  =S K  ( 1 , 1 , 1 * )  *P C  C R 0 2 2 5 3 O
SK ( I  , 1*, 1*) =SK ( I  , ! * , ! * )  * P C  C R 0 2 2 5 M )
SK ( 1 , 1*, 1) =S K  ( 1 , 1 , 1 * )  C R 0 2 2 5 5 0
2218
205
C * * *
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51 C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 5 6 O
C DO 351 1 = 5 1 . 7 5  C R 0 2 2 5 7 O
C SK ( I  , 2 , 2 )  =SK ( I  , 2 , 2)  * P C  ' C R 0 2 2 5 8 O
C S K ( I , 2 , 5 ) = S K ( I . 2 , 5 ) * P C  C R 0 2 2 5 9 O
C SK ( I  , 5 . 5 )  =SK ( I  , 5 . 5 )  * P C  C R 0 2 2 6 0 0
C SK ( 1 , 5 , 2 ) = S K  ( 1 , 2 , 5 )  C R 0 2 2 6 1 O
C 351 C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 6 2 0
C * * *  TO  CALCULATE TH E  T O T A L  S T IF F N E S S  M A T R IX  FOR EACH ELEMENT C R 0 2 2 6 3 0
DO 5 2  1 = 1 , 1 0 0  CR02261tO
DO 5 2  J = 1 ,6  C R 0 2 2 6 5 O
DO 5 2  K = 1 ,6  C R 0 2 2 6 6 0
T K  ( I  , J , K) =PK ( I ,  J , K) + S K  ( I , J , K) C R 0 2 2 6 7 O
C W R IT E  (6 , * )  'T K  ( '  ,  I ,  J , K , 1) =  ' , T K  ( I ,  J , K )  C R 0 2 2 6 8 O
5 2  C O N T IN U E  C R 022 & 9O
T O  TRANSFORM ELEMENT S T IF F N E S S  M A T R IX  FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL CR0227O O
DO 5 3  1 = 1 , 1 0 0  C R 0 2 2 7 1 0
DO 5 3  J = 1 .6  C R 0 2 2 7 2 0
DO 5 3  K = 1 ,6  C R 0 2 2 7 3 O
T K T ( I  , J , K ) = 0 . 0  C R 0 2 2 7 4 0
DO 5 3  L = 1 ,6  C R 0 2 2 7 5 0
T K T  ( I  , J , K) = T K T  ( I , J , K) + T T R  ( I ,  J , L)  * T K  ( I ,  L , K) C R 0 2 2 7 6 0
5 3  C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 7 7 O
DO 5U  1 = 1 , 1 0 0  C R 0 2 2 7 8 0
DO 5 4  J = 1 ,6  C R 0 2 2 7 9 0
DO 5 4  K = 1 ,6  C R0228O O
TKK ( I , J , K ) = 0 . 0  C R 0 2 2 8 1 0
DO 5 4  L = 1 ,6  C R 0 2 2 8 2 0
TKK ( I , J . K) =TKK ( I , J ,  K) + T K T  ( I ,  J , L )  * T  ( I , L , K) C R 0 2 2 8 3 0
5 4  C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 8 4 0
DO 1 5 4  1 = 1 , 6  C R 0 2 2 8 5 0
DO 1 5 4  J = 1 ,6  C R 0 2 2 8 6 0
C W R IT E  ( 6 , * )  I ,  J ,T K K  ( 9 , 1 , J )  C R 0 2 2 8 7 O
1 5 4  C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 8 8 0
C * * *  TO  ASSEMBLE TH E  GLOBAL S T IF F N E S S  M A T R IX  C R 0 2 2 8 9 0
DO 5 5  1 = 1 , 2 9 4  C R 0 2 2 9 0 0
DO 5 5  J = 1 , 2 9 4  C R 0 2 2 9 1 0
GK ( I ,  J )  = 0 . 0  C R 0 2 2 9 2 0
5 5  C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 2 9 3 0
DO 5 6  1 = 1 , 3  C R 0 2 2 9 4 0
DO 5 6  J = 1 , 3  C R 0 2 2 9 5 0
GK ( I ,  J )  =TKK ( 1 , 1 + 3 ,  J + 3 )  +T K K  ( 2 , 1 , J )  C R 0 2 2 9 6 0
56 C O N T IN U E  CR022970
DO 5 7  K = 1 , 4 8  C R 0 2 2 9 8 0
0 0  5 7  1 = 1 , 3  C R 0 2 2 9 9 0
DO 5 7  J = l , 3  C R 0 2 3 0 0 0
GK ( I + 3 * K , J + 3 * K )  = T K K  ( K + l , I + 3 ,  J + 3 )  +TKK ( K + 2 ,1  ,  J )  C R 0 2 3 0 10
5 7  C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 3 0 2 0
DO 58  1 = 7 3 . 7 5  CR023030
DO 58  J = 7 3 . 7 5  C R 0 2 3 0 4 0
GK ( I  , J )  =TKK ( 5 1 , 1  - 7 2 .  J - 72 )  +T K K  ( 7 6 , 1 - 7 2 , J - 72)  +GK ( I ,  J )  CR023050
58 C O N T IN U E  CR023O60
DO 1 0 0 1  K = 5 1 , 7 4  C R 0 2 3 0 7 0
DO 1 0 0 1  1 = 1 , 3  C R 0 2 3 0 8 0
DO 1 0 0 1  J = 1 , 3  C R 0 2 3 0 9 0
GK ( 3 *  (K —2) + 1 , 3 *  ( K - 2 )  + J )  = T K K  ( K ,  1 + 3 ,  J + 3 )  +TKK ( K + l  , I , J )  C R 0 2 3 1 0 0
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1001 C O N T IN U E
DO 2 0 0 1  K = 7 6 , 9 9  
DO 2 0 0 1  1 = 1 , 3  
DO 2 0 0 1  J = 1 , 3
GK ( 3 *  ( K - 3 )  +  1 , 3 *  ( K - 3 )  + J ) =TKK ( K , 1 + 3 ,  J+3) + T K K  ( K + l ,  I , J )  
2 0 0 1  C O N TIN U E
DO 1 0 0 2  1 = 2 9 2 , 2 9 4  
DO 1 0 0 2  J = 2 9 2 , 2 9 4  
GK ( I  , J )  =T K K  ( 1 0 0 , 1 - 2 8 8 ,  J - 2 8 8 )  * 2
1 0 0 2  C O N TIN U E
DO 5 6 8  K = 2 , 4 9  
L = K - 2
DO 5 6 8  1 = 1 , 3  
DO 5 6 8  J = 4 , 6
GK ( l + 3 * L , J + 3 * L )  =T K K  ( K , I , J )
5 6 8  C O N TIN U E
DO 1 0 0 3  1 = 7 3 .7 5
DO 1 0 0 3  J = 1 4 8 , 1 5 0
GK ( I  , J )  =TKK (51 , I - 7 2 . J - 1 4 4 )
1 0 0 3  C O N T IN U E
DO 55 8  K = 5 2 ,7 1*
L = K - 3
DO 5 5 8  1 = 1 , 3  
DO 5 5 8  J = 4 , 6
GK ( I + 3 * L ,  J + 3 * L )  = TK K  ( K , I , J )
5 5 8  C O N TIN U E
DO 1 0 0 4  1 = 7 3 , 7 5
DO 1 0 0 4  J = 2 2 0 , 2 2 2
GK ( I  , J ) = T K K ( 7 6 , 1 - 7 2 ,  J - 2 1 6 )
1 0 0 4  CONTINUE
DO 5558 K =77»100 
L = K - 4
DO 5 5 5 8  1 = 1 , 3  
DO 5 5 5 8  J = 4 , 6  
G K ( I + 3 * L , J + 3 * L ) = T K K  ( K ,  I , J)
5 5 5 8  C O N T IN U E
DO 69 1 = 2 , 2 9 4  
DO 69 J = 1 , 1-1 
GK ( I  ,  J )  =GK ( J , I )
6 9  C O N TIN U E
DO 7 6 9  1 = 1 , 2 9 4  
C GK ( 1 , 1 )  =GK ( I . 1) —5 0 .  0 *G M  ( I )
769 CONTINUE
DO 7 0  1 = 1 , 2 9 4  
C W R IT E  (6 , * )  I ,  G K ( I . I )
DO 7 0  J = l , 1 + 4  
C W R IT E  (6 , * )  I , J , G K  ( I  , J)
7 0  C O N T IN U E
C * * *  U S IN G  S K Y L IN E  VECTOR FORM TO STORE GLOBAL M A TRIX  




MAXA ( I ) =MAXA( I -1 )  + 1 -1
CONTINUE
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M A X A ( l ) = M A X A ( l - 3 ) + 1 5 C R 0 2 3 6 6 0
5 0 2  C O N T IN U E C R 0 2 3 6 7 0
DO 5 0 3  1 = 9 . H * 7 . 3 C R 0 2 3 6 8 0
M A X A ( l ) = M A X A ( l - 3 ) + 1 5 C R 0 2 3 6 9 0
5 0 3  C O N T IN U E C R 0 2 3 7 0 0
DO 50L 1 = 1 0 , 1 1 * 8 , 3 C R 0 2 3 7 1 0
M A X A ( l ) = M A X A ( l - 3 ) + 1 5 C R 0 2 3 7 2 0
501* C O N T IN U E C R 0 2 3 7 3 O
MAXA ( 11*9 )  =MAXA ( 11*8 ) +76 C R 0 2 3 7 L 0
MAXA ( 1 5 0 )  = M A X A ( l l * 9 )  + 7 7 C R 0 2 3 7 5 O
MAXA ( 1 5 1 )  = M A X A ( 1 5 0 ) + 7 8 C R 0 2 3 7 6 0
MAXA ( 1 5 2 )  = M A X A ( 1 5 1 ) + 1 * C R 0 2 3 7 7 O
MAXA ( 1 5 3 )  = M A X A ( 1 5 2 )  + 5 C R 0 2 3 7 8 0
MAXA ( 1 5 * 0  =MAXA ( 1 5 3 )  +6 C R 0 2 3 7 9 0
DO 3 3 0  1 = 1 5 5 . 2 1 8 , 3 C R 0 2 3 8 0 0
M A X A ( l ) = M A X A ( l - 3 ) + 1 5 C R 0 2 3 8 1 0
3 3 0  C O N T IN U E C R 0 2 3 8 2 0
DO 3 3 1  1 = 1 5 6 , 2 1 9 , 3 C R 0 2 3 8 3 0
M A X A ( l ) = M A X A ( l - 3 )  +  15 CR02 381*0'
331 C O N T IN U E C R 0 2 3 8 5 0
DO 3 3 2  1 = 1 5 7 , 2 2 0 , 3 C R 0 2 3 8 6 0
M A X A ( l ) = M A X A ( l - 3 ) + 1 5 C R 0 2 3 8 7 0
3 3 2  C O N T IN U E C R 0 2 3 8 8 0
MAXA ( 2 2 1 )  =MAXA ( 2 2 0 ) +  11*8 C R 0 2 3 8 9 0
MAXA ( 2 2 2 )  =MAXA ( 2 2 1 ) +  11*9 C R 0 2 3 9 0 0
MAXA ( 2 2 3 )  =MAXA ( 2 2 2 )  +  1 5 0 C R 0 2 3 9 1 0
MAXA (221*)  =MAXA ( 2 2 3 )+6 C R 0 2 3 9 2 0
MAXA ( 2 2 5 )  = M A X A ( 2 2 l * ) + 5 C R 0 2 3 9 3 0
MAXA ( 2 2 6 )  = M A X A ( 2 2 5 )  +6 C R 0 2 3 9 L 0
DO 1 3 3 0  1 = 2 2 7 , 2 9 3 . 3 C R 0 2 3 9 5 O
M A X A ( l ) = M A X A ( l - 3 ) + 1 5 C R 0 2 3 9 6 0
1 3 3 0  C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 3 9 7 O
DO 1 3 3 1  1 = 2 2 8 , 2 9 1 * , 3 C R 0 2 3 9 8 0
M A X A ( l ) = M A X A ( l - 3 ) + 1 5 C R 0 2 3 9 9 0
1331 C O N T IN U E CR02AOOO
DO 1 3 3 2  1 = 2 2 9 , 2 9 5 . 3 C R 0 2 A 0 1 0
M A X A ( l ) = M A X A ( l - 3 )  +  15 C R 0 2 L 0 2 0
1 3 3 2  C O N T IN U E C R 0 2 L 0 3 0
C DO 1*01 1 = 2 , NP1 CR021*01*0
C MAXA ( 1 ) =MAXA (1 - 1 ) + 1  - 1 C R 021 .050
C 1*01 C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 L 0 6 0
C * * f t  ROW LENGTH C R 0 2 A 0 7 0
IROWL ( 1 )  =6 CR02AO8O
IROWL ( 2 )  = 5 C R 0 2 l * 0 9 0
IROWL ( 3 )  = 4 C R 0 2 l * 1 0 0
DO 5 0 5  1=1*. 1 1 *2 ,3 C R 0 2 A 1 10
1ROWL ( 1 )  =  1ROWL ( 1 - 3 ) C R 0 2 l * 1 2 0
5 0 5  C O N TIN U E CR021* 1 3 0
DO 5 0 6  1 = 5 . 1 1 * 3 . 3 CR02L 11*0
1 ROWL ( 1 )  =  1 ROWL (1 - 3 ) C R 0 2 L 1 5 O
5 0 6  C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 A 1 6 0
DO 5 7 7  1 = 6 , l l . l t , 3 C R 0 2 L 1 7 0
IROWL ( I )  =1 ROWL ( 1 - 3 ) CR021* 1 8 0
5 7 7  C O N TIN U E C R 0 2 A 1 9 0
IROWL ( 7 3 )  = 1 5 0 C R 0 2 L 2 0 0
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IROWL ( 7 M  =11*9  
IROWL (7 5 )  =  1 ^ 8  
I ROWL (11*5) = 3  
IROWL ( 1 A6)  = 2  
IROWL (1 U 7 )  =1  
IROWL (11*8) =6 
IROWL ( 11*9) = 5  
IROWL ( 1 5 0 )  = 4  
DO 5 3 6  1 = 1 5 1 . 2 1 1 * . 3  
IROWL ( I )  =1 ROWL ( I - 3 )
5 3 6  CONTINUE
DO 5 3 7  1 = 1 5 2 . 2 1 5 . 3  
IROWL ( I )  = I R O W L ( I - 3 )
5 3 7  CONTINUE
DO 5 3 8  1 = 1 5 3 . 2 1 6 , 3  
I ROWL ( I ) =  I ROWL ( I - 3 )
5 3 8  CONTINUE
I ROWL ( 2 1 7 )  = 3  
I ROWL ( 2 1 8 )  = 2  
IROWL ( 2 1 9 )  =1  
IROWL ( 2 2 0 )  =6 
IROWL ( 2 2 1 )  = 5  
IROWL ( 2 2 2 )  =1*
DO 3 5 3 8  1 = 2 2 3 . 2 8 9 , 3  
IROWL ( I )  =  1 ROWL ( 1 - 3 )
3 5 3 8  CONTINUE
DO 3 5 3 7  I = 2 2 1 * . 2 9 0 , 3  
1 ROWL ( I ) =  I ROWL ( 1 - 3 )
3 5 3 7  CONTINUE
DO 3 5 3 6  1 = 2 2 5 , 2 9 1 , 3  
1 ROWL ( I )  =  I ROWL ( 1 - 3 )
3 5 3 6  CONTINUE
DO 1*20 1 = 2 9 2 , 2 9 1 *
IROWL ( I ) =  IR O W L ( I - 1 ) - 1  
1*20 CONTINUE
KK=MAXA (N P1)
DO 1*09 1 =  1 ,  KK 
A ( I )  = 0 . 0  
B ( l ) = 0 . 0  
C W R IT E  ( 6 , * )  A ( I )  ,B  ( I )
1*09 CONTINUE
DO 1*10 1 =  1 ,2 9 1 *
L=MAXA (1 )
C W R IT E  ( 2 1 * , * )  L 
A (L )  =GK ( 1 , 1 )
B ( I )  = G H { I )
C W R I T E ( 6 , * ) L , A ( L ) , I , B ( I )  
1*10 CONTINUE
DO 1*11 l = 2 , 2 9 l *
L=MAXA ( I )
LL=MAXA (1 +  1) -M AX A  ( I )
DO 1*11 J = 1 , L L - 1
L J = L + J
L L J = I - J
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C B ( L J )  =GM ( L L J , I )  C R 0 2 L 7 6 O
I F  (ABS (A (L J ) ) .  L T .  1 . 0 )  A ( L J ) = 0 . 0  C R 0 2 L 7 7 0
C W R IT E  ( 6 , * )  L J , 1 A = '  , A ( L J )  , 1 B= l  ,B  ( L J )  C R 0 2 A 7 8 0
J i l l  C O N T IN U E  C R 0 2 L 7 9 O
NWK=MAXA (NR 1) - 1  C R 0 2 l t 8 0 0
C * * *  FOR LUMPED MASS 'NWM' IS  NOT EQUAL TO  1NWK1 C R 0 2 A 8 1 0
N N = 2 9 i»  CR02<*820
NWM=NN C R 0 2 L 8 3 0
C * A *  TO  CLEAN UP T H E  SMALL NUMBER DUE TO TRANSFORMATION MATRIX CR021t81(0
C rtft ftf tr tA rtA ftf tr tr t ftr t fc ft fc fc A rtA rt/c rtA fc A A ftfc rtr tA ifc rtr tA rtrtr tA A A a & rt**************  C R 0 2 ^8 5 0
C * * f t  U S IN G  SUBSPACE TO SOLVE E IG EN VA L UES 6 E IGENVECTORS C R 021 t86 0
R T 0 L = 1  . O E -6  C R 0 2 l t 8 7 0
RETU R N  C R 0 2 A 8 8 0
END C R 0 2 U 8 9 0
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DO 2 0  1 - 1 , NN STR 11*860
2 0  R ( l  , J ) = 0 . 0 STR 11*870
c STR 11*880
L = N N - N D STR 11*890
DO 3 0  J = 2 , N C STR 11*900
R T = 0 . 0 STR 11*910
DO 1*0 1 = 1 , L STR 11*920
1 F ( W ( 1 )  . L T . R T )  GO TO 1*0 STR 11*930
RT=W (1 ) STR 11*91*0
1 J = l STR 11*950
1*0 C O N T IN U E STR 11*960
DO 5 0  l = L , N N STR 11*970
I F  ( W ( l )  . L E . R T )  GO TO 5 0 S T R 1 4 9 8 0
RT=W ( 1 ) S T R 1 4 9 9 0
1 J = l S T R 1 5 0 0 0
5 0  C O N T IN U E S T R 1 5 0 1 0
T T  ( J )  = F L O A T  (1 J ) S T R 1 5 0 2 0
W ( l  J ) = 0 . 0 S T R 1 5 0 3 0
L = L - N D S T R 1 5 0 4 0
3 0  R (1 J ,  J )  =1 . S T R 1 5 0 5 0
DO 6 7  1 = 1 , NN S T R 1 5 0 6 0
DO 6 7  J = 1 , N C S T R 1 5 0 7 0
6 7  X0M1 ( l , J ) = R ( l , J ) S T R 1 5 0 8 0
c S T R 1 5 0 9 0
c W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 0 8 ) S T R 1 5 1 0 0
c W R IT E  (1 O U T ,  1 0 0 2 )  ( T T ( J )  , J = 2 , N C ) S T R 1 5 I 10
c S T R 1 5 1 2 0
c F A C T O R IZ E  M A T R IX  A INTO (L )  * ( 0 ) *  (L  TRANSPOSE) S T R 1 5 1 3 0
c S T R 1 5 1 4 0
1 S H = 0 S T R 1 5 1 5 C
CALL AXEQB(NWK , N N M , N N , 1 , M A X A , T T , I R O W L , A ) S T R 1 5 1 6 0
c S T R 1 5 1 7 0
c S T A R T  OF I T E R A T I O N  LOOP S T R 1 5 ) 8 0
c S T R 1 5 1 9 0
N I T E = 0 S T R 1 5 2 0 0
DO 9 9  1 = 1 , NC S T R 1 5 2 1 0
9 9  QLAMDA ( 1 )  = 0 . 0 S T R 1 5 2 2 0
1 0 0  N I T E = N I T E + 1 S T R 1 5 2 3 0
I F ( I F P R . E Q . O )  GO TO 9 0 S T R 1 5 2 4 0
c W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 1 0 )  N I T E S T R 1 5 2 5 0
c S T R 1 5 2 6 0
c CALCULATE T H E  P R O J E C TIO N S  OF A AND B S T R 1 5 2 7 0
c S T R 1 5 2 8 0
9 0  I J = 0 S T R 1 5 2 9 0
DO 1 1 0  J = 1 , N C S T R 1 5 3 0 0
DO 1 2 0  K= 1 ,N N S T R 1 5 3 1 0
1 2 0  T T  (K )  =R  ( K ,  J ) S T R 1 5 3 2 0
CALL AXEQB(NWK , N N M , N N , 2 , M A X A , T T , I R O W L , A ) S T R 1 5 3 3 0
DO 1 3 0  l = J , N C S T R 1 5 3 4 0
A R T = 0 . 0 S T R 1 5 3 5 0
DO 11*0 K = 1 , NN S T R 1 5 3 6 0
11*0 A R T = A R T + R  ( K , 1) * T T  (K) S T R 1 5 3 7 0
I J = I J + 1 S T R 1 5 3 8 0
1 3 0  A R ( 1 J ) = A R T S T R 1 5 3 9 0
0 0  1 5 0  K = 1 , N N S T R 1 5 4 0 0
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150 R ( K , J )  = T T  (K) STR 15*110
110 C O N T IN U E  S T R 1 5 U 2 0
I J = 0  S T R 1 5 L 3 0
DO 1 6 0  J = 1 , N C  S TR 15 LA 0
CALL MULTSP ( T T , B , R  ( 1 , J ) , M AXA.NN.NWM ) S T R I 5L 50
C W R I T E ( 6 , 1 9 9 1 )  S T R I 5A6O
1991 FORMAT ( 2X ,  1 IN  S SP A C E :  C H E C K  P O I N T  # 1’ )  S T R I 5L 7O
DO 1 8 0  I = J , N C  S T R 1 5 L 8 0
B R T =0 . S T R I 5L90
0 0  1 9 0  K = 1 , N N  S T R I 5 5 0 0
190 B R T= B R T + R  ( K ,  I )  * T T  (K )  STR 1 5 5 1 0
I J = 1 J + 1  S T R 1 5 5 2 0
180 B R ( I J ) = B R T  S T R I 553O
I F ( I C O N V . G T . O )  G O T O  160 STR155LO
DO 2 0 0  K = 1 , N N  . S T R 1 5 5 5 0
200 R ( K ,  J )  = T T  (K) S T R I 556O
160 C O N TIN U E  S T R 1 5 5 7 0
C CALL P R I N T  ( 8) S T R 1 5 5 8 0
C S T R 1 5 5 9 0
C SOLVE FOR E IG E N S Y S T E M  OF SUBSPACE O PERATIO NS S T R I 56OO
C S T R 1 5 6 1 0
IF  ( I F P R . E Q . O )  G O T O  3 2 0  S T R 1 5 6 2 0
IN D =1  S T R 1 5 6 3 0
C 210 W R I T E ( I O U T , 1020) S T R I56AO
2 1 0  11 =1  S T R 1 5 6 5 0
DO 300 1= 1 , NC S T R I 566O
I T E M P = I l + N C - l  S T R 1 5 6 7 0
C W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 0 5 )  ( A R ( J )  , J = I  I , I TEM P) S T R I568O
3 0 0  I 1 =  1 I + N 1 - 1 S T R 1 5 6 9 0
C W R ITE  ( I O U T , 1 0 3 0 )  S T R 1 5 7 0 0
11=1 S T R 1 5 7 1 0
DO 3 1 0  1 = 1 , NC S T R 1 5 7 2 0
I T E M P = I l + N C - l  S T R 1 5 7 3 0
C W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 0 5 )  (BR (J) , J =  I I , IT E M P )  S T R 1 5 7 W
3 1 0  I 1 =  1 l + N l - l  S T R 1 5 7 5 0
IF  ( I N D .  EQ. 2 )  G O T O  3 5 0  S T R 1 5 7 & 0
STR 1 5 7 7 0
C THE FOLLOWING LOOP 801 ADDED BY NGUYEN S T R I 578O
3 2 0  C O N TIN U E  . S T R 1 5 7 9 0
C IF  ( I F L A G . E Q .  1) GO T O  7 8 5 5  S T R I 58OO
C CALL P R I N T ( 9) S T R I 58 IO
C D U P L IC A T E  VECTORS AR ( - )  ,  BR ( - )  IN T O  2- D  ARRAYS ARD ( - , - )  ,BRD ( - , - )  S T R I582O
IC 0 U N T = O  S T R 1 5 8 3 0
DO 8 0 1  JD = 1 ,NC S TR 15 8LO
DO 8 0 1  I D = J D , N C  S T R 1 5 8 5 0
IC 0 U N T = IC O U N T + 1  S T R 1 5 8 6 0
ARD ( J D , ID )  =AR ( I  COUNT) S T R I 587O
BRD ( J D , ID )  =BR ( I COUNT) S T R I5880
801 C O N TIN U E  S T R I589O
C CALL P R I N T  ( 1 0 )  S TR 15 90O
CALL JA C O B I ( A R D , B R D , V E C , E I G V , W , N C , T O L J , N S M A X , I F P R , I O U T )  S T R 1 5 9 1 0
C CALL P R I N T  ( 1 1 )  S T R 1 5 9 2 0
C *  THE FOLLOWING LOOP 8 0 2  ADOED BY NGUYEN S T R 1 5 9 3 0
IC 0 U N T = 0  STR159AO
DO 8 0 2  J D = 1 , N C  S T R 1 5 9 5 0
♦
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DO 8 0 2  1D - J D , N C S T R 1 5 9 6 0
1 C0U N T=1C O U N T+ 1 S T R 1 5 9 7 0
AR (1 COUNT) = A R D ( J D ,  ID )  - S T R 1 5 9 8 0
B R (1 COUNT) = B R D ( J D ,  ID ) S T R 1 5 9 9 0
8 0 2  C O N TIN U E S T R 1 6 0 0 0
GO T O  7 8 5 6 S T R 1 6 0 1 0
C 7 8 5 5  CALL JACOB ( A R . B R r V E C , E 1G V , W , N C . N C *  ( N C + 1 ) / 2 , T O L J , N S M A X ,  1 F P R ,  1 OUT) S T R 1 6 0 2 0
7856  C O N T IN U E S T R 1 6 0 3 0
STR 1601*0
I F ( I F P R . E Q . O )  GO TO 3 5 0 S T R 1 6 0 5 0
C W R IT E  (1 O U T ,  1 0 4 0 ) S T R 1 6 0 6 0
1 N D = 2 S T R 1 6 0 7 0
GO TO  2 1 0 S T R 1 6 0 8 0
C S T R 1 6 0 9 0
C ARRANGE E IG E N V A L U E S  IN  ASCENDING ORDERS S T R 1 6 1 0 0
C S T R 1 6 1 1 0
350  I S =0 S T R 1 6 1 2 0
1 1 =  1 S T R 1 6 1 3 0
DO 3 6 0  1 = 1 ,NC1 STR 1611*0
I T E M P = I l + N l - l S T R 1 6 1 5 0
I F  (E 1GV (1 +  1) . G E . E 1GV ( 1 ) )  GO TO 360 S T R 1 6 1 6 0
I S = I S + 1 S T R 1 6 1 7 0
E IG V T = E  1 GV (1 +  1) S T R 1 6 1 8 0
E 1 GV (1 +  1) =E  1 GV (1 ) S T R 1 6 1 9 0
E 1 G V  (1 )  = E  1GVT S T R 1 6 2 0 0
B T = B R  ( IT E M P ) S T R 1 6 2 1 0
BR (1 TEMP) =BR ( I I ) S T R 1 6 2 2 0
BR (1 1) = B T S T R 1 6 2 3 0
DO 3 7 0  K = 1 , N C STR 1621*0
R T = V E C  ( K ,  1 +  1) S T R 1 6 2 5 0
VEC ( K ,  1 + 1 )  =VEC ( K ,  1) S T R 1 6 2 6 0
3 7 0  V E C ( K , 1 ) = R T S T R 1 6 2 7 0
3 6 0  1 1 =  1 TEMP S T R 1 6 2 8 0
IF  ( I S . G T . O )  GO TO 3 5 0 S T R 1 6 2 9 0
1 F (1 F P R . E Q . O )  GO TO 3 7 5 S T R 1 6 3 0 0
C W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 3 5 ) S T R 1 6 3 1 0
C W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 0 6 )  ( E l  GV (1 )  ,1 =  1 ,NC) S T R 1 6 3 2 0
C S T R 1 6 3 3 0
C CALCULATE B T I M E S  APPROX EIGENVECTORS ( IC O N V . E Q . O ) STR 1631*0
C OR F I N A L  E IG E N VE C T O R  APPROX ( IC O N V . G T . O ) S T R 1 6 3 5 0
C S T R 1 6 3 6 0
3 7 5  C O N TIN U E S T R 1 6 3 7 0
C W R IT E  (6 , 1 9 9 * 0 S T R I 638O
19 9 A  FORMAT ( 2 X , 1 1N S S P A C E :  C H E C K  P 0 1 N T # 4 ‘ ) S T R 1 6 3 9 0
DO 4 2 0  1 = 1 , NN STR 161*00
DO 1*22 J = 1  ,N C STR 161*10
1*22 T T  ( J )  =R  ( 1 ,  J ) STR161*20
DO 1*21* K=1 ,NC STR 161*30
R T = 0 . 0 STR 161*1*0
DO 1*30 L=1 ,NC STR 161*50
1*30 R T = R T + T T ( L ) * V E C  ( L , K ) S T R 1 6 4 6 0
1*21* R (1 , K) = R T S T R 1 6 L 7 0
1*20 C O N TIN U E S T R 1 6 4 8 0
I F  ( I C O N V . G T . O )  GO TO 5 0 0 S T R 1 6 4 9 0
C S T R 1 6 5 0 0
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CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE OF E IG ENVALUES
DO 3 8 0  1 =  1 , NC 
D I  F=DABS (E I GV ( I ) -D  ( I ) )
3 8 0  RTOLV ( I )  =D I F / E I  GV ( I )
IF  ( I F P R . E Q . O )  GO TO 385 
C W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 5 0 )
C W R IT E  ( I O U T , 1 0 0 5 )  (R T O L V  ( I )  , 1 = 1 , NC)
385 DO 390 1= 1 .N ROOT
IF  ( R T O L V ( I )  . G T . R T O L )  GO TO 4 0 0  
3 9 0  CONTINUE  
C W R IT E  ( I O U T , 1 0 6 0 )  RTOL  
IC 0 N V = 1  
C CALL P R I N T  (5 )
GO TO 10 0  
4 0 0  I F  ( N I T E . L T . N I T E M )  GO TO 4 1 0  
C W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 7 0 )
IC 0 N V = 2  
I F S S = 0  
C CALL PR I N T  (6)
GO TO 100
4 1 0  I F  ( IR E L A X  . N E .  0  . A N D .  N I T E  . G E .  4)
S CALL ORELAX ( R T O L V . N C . T O L R ,  E I G V , D , EVM 2, E V M 3 ,R ,X 0 M 1  , N N ,  I X ,  
$ Q L A M D A ,N IT E )
DO 4 4 0  1 = 1 , NC 
C 4 1 0  DO 4 4 0  1 = 1 , NC
EVM3 ( I )  = E V M 2  ( I )
EVM2 ( I ) = 0  ( I )
4 4 0 D ( I )  =E  I GV ( I )
CALL PR I N T  (7 )
GO TO 1 0 0




C 9 9 8 8
C
c _ _ _
CON TIN U E
W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 1 0 0 )
W R ITE  ( 6 , 9988 ) N I T E
FORMAT ( 2 X , ' F I N A L  I T E R A T I O N  #  =  1 , 1 5 )
W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 0 6 )  ( E I  GV ( ! )  ,1  =  1 , NROOT)
F I N D  F R E Q U E N CIES  FROM E IG E N VA L U E S  (BY NGUYEN) 
DO 2 1 1 8  1 = 1 , NROOT
E I G V ( I )  = O S Q R T ( E I G V ( I )  ) / ( 2 . 0 * 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7 )
W R IT E  (6 , 2 1 1 9 )  ( E I G V ( I )  ,1  =  1 , NROOT)
F 0 R M A T ( 2 X , 'F R E Q U E N C I E S  IN  HERTZ A R E ' , 4 E 1 3 . 6 )
2 1 1 8
C
2 1 1 9
C .................................................
C W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 1 1 0 )
C * * *  DO 5 3 0  J = l , N R O O T  
C 5 3 0  W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 0 5 )
C
C CALC AND P R I N T  ERROR NORMS
C
(R ( K ,  J )  , K=1 ,NN)
REWIND N S T I F  
R E A O ( N S T I F )  A 
DO 58O L = l , N R O O T  
RT= E I GV (L )
S T R 1 6 5 1 0  
S T R 1 6 5 2 0  
S T R 1 6 5 3 0  
S T R 1 6 5 4 0  
S T R 1 6 5 5 0  
S T R I 656O 
S T R 1 6 5 7 0  
S T R I 658O 
S T R 1 6 5 9 0  
S T R 1 6 6 0 0  
S T R 1 6 6 1 0  
S T R 1 6 6 2 0  
S T R 1 6 6 3 0  
S T R 1 6 6 4 0  
S T R 1 6 6 5 0  
S T R 1 6 6 6 0  
S T R 1 6 6 7 0  
S T R 1 6 6 8 0  
S T R 1 6 6 9 0  
S T R 1 6 7 0 0  
S T R 1 6 7 1 0  
S T R 1 6 7 2 0  
S T R 1 6 7 3 0  
S T R 1 6 7 4 0  
S T R 1 6 7 5 0  
S T R 1 6 7 6 0  
S T R 1 6 7 7 0  
S T R I 6780 
S T R 1 6 7 9 0  
S T R 1 6 8 0 0  
S T R 1 6 8 1 0  
S T R 1 6 8 2 0  
S T R 16 8 3 0  
S T R 1 6 8 4 0  
S T R 1 6 8 5 0  
S T R 1 6 8 6 0  
S T R 1 6 8 7 0  
S T R 1 6 8 8 0  
S T R 1 6 8 9 0  
S T R 1 6 9 0 0  
S T R 1 6 9 1 0  
S T R 1 6 9 2 0  
S T R 1 6 9 3 0  
S T R 1 6 9 4 0  
S T R 1 6 9 5 0  
S T R I 696O 
S T R 1 6 9 7 0  
S T R I 698O 
S T R 1 6 9 9 0  
S T R 1 7 0 0 0  
S T R 1 7 0 1 0  
S T R 1 7 0 2 0  
S T R 1 7 0 3 0  
S T R 1 7 0 4 0  
S T R 1 7 0 5 0
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CALL MULTSP ( T T ,  A , R  (1 , L)  , M A XA ,N N ,N W K ) S T R 1 7 0 6 0
C W R IT E  ( 6 , 1 9 9 2 )  STR 1 7 0 7 0
1 9 9 2  FORMAT ( 2 X , 1 IN  S S P A C E :  C H E C K  P O I N T  # 2 ' )  S T R I 7 0 8 0
V N 0 R M = 0 .  S T R 1 7 0 9 0
DO 5 9 0  1 = 1 , NN S T R 1 7 1 0 0
5 9 0  VNORM=VNORM+TT ( I ) * * 2  S T R 1 7 1 1 0
CALL MULTSP ( W . B . R ( l . L )  , MAXA.NN.NWM) S T R 1 7 1 2 0
C W R IT E  ( 6 , 1 9 9 3 )  S T R 1 7 1 3 0
1 9 9 3  FORMAT ( 2 X ,  ' IN  S S P A C E :  C H E C K  P O I N T -  # 3 ' )  STR1711*0
W N 0R M =0 .  S T R 1 7 1 5 0
DO 6 0 0  1 = 1 , NN S T R 1 7 1 6 0
T T  ( I )  = T T ( I )  - R T * W  ( I ) S T R 1 7 1 7 0
6 0 0  W N 0 R M = W N 0 R M + T T ( I ) * * 2  S T R 1 7 1 8 0
VN0RM=DSQRT (VNORM) S T R 1 7 1 9 0
WNORM=DSQRT (WNORM) STR 1 7 2 0 0
D (L )= W N O R M /V N O R M  S T R 1 7 2 1 0
5 8 0  C O N TIN U E  S T R 1 7 2 2 0
C W R IT E  ( I O U T , 1 1 1 5 )  S T R 1 7 2 3 0
C W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  1 0 0 6 )  (D ( I )  , 1 = 1 , NROOT) STR172AO
C S T R 1 7 2 5 0
C APPLY STURM SEQUENCE CHECK S T R 1 7 2 6 0
C S T R 1 7 2 7 0
I F  ( I F S S . E Q . O )  'GO TO 7 0 0  S T R 1 7 2 8 0
CALL S C H E C K ( E I G V , R T O L V , B U P , B L O , B U P C , D , N C , N E I , R T O L , S H I F T )  S T R 1 7 2 9 0
W R IT E  ( I O U T , 1 1 2 0 )  S H I F T  S T R 1 7 3 0 0
C S T R 1 7 3 1 0
C S H I F T  M A T R IX  A S T R 1 7 3 2 0
C S T R 1 7 3 3 0
R EWIND N S T I F  STR1731*0
READ (NST1 F) A S T R 1 7 3 5 0
I F ( N W M . G T . N N )  GO TO 61*5 S T R 1 7 3 6 0
DO 61*0 1 =  1 , NN S T R 1 7 3 7 0
I l=M AXA ( I )  STR 1 7 3 8 0
61*0 A ( I I ) =A ( I I ) - B  ( I )  * S H I  FT S T R 1 7 3 9 0
GO TO 6 6 0  S T R 1 7 A 0 0
61*5 DO 6 5 0  1 =  1 ,  NWK STR 171+10
6 5 0  A ( I ) = A ( I ) - B ( I )  * S H  I F T  STR 171*20
C STR 171*30
C F A C T O R IZ E  S H I F T E D  M A T R IX  STR 171*1*0
C S T R 1 71*50
6 6 0  I SH=1 STR 171*60
CALL AXEQB (NWK , N N M .N N ,  1 , M A X A , T T ,  I ROWL, A) S T R 1 7 t*70
C S T R 1 7 L 8 0
C COUNT NUMBER OF N E G A T IV E  DIAGONAL ELEMENTS STR 171*90
C S T R 1 7 5 0 0
N S C H = 0 S T R 1 7 5 1 0
DO 661* I = 1 ,  NN S T R 1 7 5 2 0
I l=M AXA ( I )  S T R 1 7 5 3 0
I F (A ( I  I )  . L T . O  . )  NSCH=NSCH+1 S TR 1 7 5 LO
661* C O N T IN U E  S T R 1 7 5 5 0
IF  ( N S C H . E Q . N E I )  GO TO 6 7 0  S T R 1 7 5 6 0
N M IS = N S C H - N E I  S T R 1 7 5 7 0
W R IT E  ( I O U T , 1 1 3 0 )  N M IS  S T R I 7 5 8 0
GO TO 7 0 0  S T R 1 7 5 9 0
6 7 0  W R IT E  ( I O U T ,  111*0) NSCH S T R I 76OO
*
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700 RETURN 
1002 FORMAT (10F 10.0)
1005 FORMAT (2X, 10E10.3)
1006 FORMAT (2X .6E 13 .6)
1007 FORMAT( / / / . 2X.'STOP,NC LARGER THAN # OF MASS DOF')
1008 FOR MAT(// / .2X,'DOF EXCITED BY UNIT STARTING ITERATION VECTORS')
1010 FORMAT (1H1,2X, 1 I T E R A T I O N  NUMBER' , I A)
1020 FORMAT(2X,'PROJECTION OF A (MATRIX AR)')
1030 FORMAT (2X.'PROJECTION OF B (MATR IX BR)')
1035 FORMAT(2X,' EIGENVALUES OF AR-LAMDA*BR')
101*0 FORMAT (2X, ' AR AND BR AFTER JACOBI 01 AGONAL IZATION')
1050 FORMAT (2X,'RELATIVE TOLERANCE REACHED ON EIGENVALUES')
1060 FORMAT (2X, 'CONVERGENCE REACHED FOR RTOL ‘ , E10.it)
1070 FORMAT (2X.'NO CONVERGENCE AFTER MAX #  OF ITERATIONS ' , / / , 2 X ,
1 'ACCEPT CURRENT ITERATION V A L U E S 2 X , ' NO STURM SEQ CHECK') 
1100 FORMAT (2X,'THE CALC EIGENVALUES ARE')
1115 FORMAT(2X,'PRINT ERROR NORMS ON THE EIGENVALUES')
1110 FORMAT (2X,'THE CALC EIGENVECTORS ARE’ )
1120 FORMAT (2X.'CHECK APPLIED AT SHI F T ' , E 2 2 . 14)
1130 FORMAT(2X,'THERE ARE' , 14 , ' EIGENVALUES MISSING')
1140 FORMAT (2X,'WE FOUND THE LOWEST', 14 , ' E1GENVALUES')
END
S U BR O U TIN E  MULTSP ( T T . B . R R , M A X A , N N . N W M )
C *  TO EVALUATE PRODUCT OF B T I M E S  RR AND STORED IN T T  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )




I F  (NWM . G T .  NN) 
DO 10 1 = 1 , NN 
T T ( I ) =B ( I ) * R R ( I ) 
RETURN
= 1 , NN





DO 40 1 =
TT ( I ) = 0 .
DO 100 1=1,NN 
KL=MAXA ( I )
KU=MAXA (1 +  1) -1 
I 1 =  1 +  1 
CC=RR (I)
DO 100 KK=KL,KU 
11=11-1
TT ( I I ) =TT ( I I ) +B (KK) *CC 
IF (NN .EQ. 1) RETURN 
DO 200 I = 2 ,NN 
KL=MAXA ( I ) +1 
KU=MAXA (1 +  1) -1 
IF (KU-KL) 2 0 0 ,2 1 0 ,2 1 0  
I 1 = 1 
AA=0.
DO 220 KK=KL, KU 
11=11-1
AA=AA+B (KK) *RR ( I I)
TT ( I ) =TT( I ) +  AA 
CONTINUE
S T R 1 7 6 1 0  
S T R 1 7 6 2 0  
S T R I 763O 
S T R 1 7 6 4 0  
S T R 17650 
S T R 1 7 6 6 0  
S T R 1 7 6 7 0  
S T R 1 7 6 8 0  
S T R 1 7 6 9 0  
S T R 1 7 7 0 0  
S T R 1 7 7 1 0  
S T R 1 7 7 2 0  
S T R 1 7 7 3 0  
S T R 1 7 7 4 0  
S T R 1 7 7 5 0  
S T R 1 7 7 6 0  
S T R 1 7 7 7 0  
S T R 1 7 7 8 0  
S T R 1 7 7 9 0  
S T R 1 7 8 0 0  
S T R 1 7 8 1 0  
S T R 1 7 8 2 0  
S T R 1 7 8 3 0  
S T R 1 7 8 4 0  
S T R 1 7 8 5 0  
S T R 1 7 8 6 0  
S T R 1 7 8 7 0  
S T R 1 7 8 8 0  
STR 1 7 8 9 0  
S T R 1 7 9 0 0  
S T R 1 7 9 1 0  
S T R 1 7 9 2 0  
S T R 1 7 9 3 0  
S T R 1 7 9 4 0  
S T R 1 7 9 5 0  
S T R 1 7 9 6 0  
S T R 1 7 9 7 0  
S T R 1 7 9 8 0  
S T R 1 7 9 9 0  
S T R 1 8 0 0 0  
S T R 1 8 0 1 0  
S T R 1 8 0 2 0  
S T R 1 8 0 3 0  
S T R 1 8 0 4 0  
S T R 1 8 0 5 0  
S T R 1 8 0 6 0  
S T R 1 8 0 7 0  
S T R 1 8 0 8 0  
S T R 1 8 0 9 0  
S T R 1 8 1 0 0  
S T R 1 8 1 10  
S T R 1 8 1 2 0  
S T R 1 8 1 3 0  
STR 1 8 1 4 0  
S T R 1 8 1 5 0
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SUBROUTINE A8CC(A,B,MAXA,N,NTERMS,NP1, IROWL) STR18200
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) ' STR18210
DIMENSION A (NTERMS) , MAXA (NP1 ),  B (N) , I ROWL (N) STR 18220
MAXA (1) = J STR18230
DO 10 1=2,NP1 STR182L0
MAXA ( I )  =MAXA (I -1 )  + 1 STR18250
10 CONTINUE STRI8260
C L=MAXA (NP1) STR 18270
DO 11 1=1,N STR18280
B ( I )  =2 .0  STR18290
11 CONTINUE - STR18300
DO 1 1= 1 , NTERMS STRI8 3 IO
A ( I ) = 0 .0  STR18320
1 CONTINUE STR18330
A ( I )  = 1 .0  STR 1831*0
DO 2 1=2 , NTERMS STR18350
A ( I ) =A (I - 1) + 1 .0  STRI836O
2 CONTINUE STR18370
DO 3 1= 1 , N STRI838O
IROWL ( I )  =1 STR18390
3 CONTINUE STR 181(00
RETURN STR 181*10
END STR181*20
SUBROUTINE ABCD (OS,GK.GM.GC,A,B,MAXA,NN.NTERMS,NP1, IROWL.NF5) STR181*30
STR1 8M 0
C THIS IS THE PROGRAM FOR SOLVING THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS STRl81*50
C OF A PIPELINE SYSTEM WITH A MANHOLE. (COORD I NATE SYSTEM) STRl81*60
STR1 Bk'JO
C STR 181*80
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0 -Z) STRI8 L90
DIMENSION XN (101) .YN (101) , PL (100) ,TD(100) ,AE(100) , DA (100) ,TH(100) .STR18500 
1 Zl (100) , OK (100) , AK (100) ,AM(100,6,6) ,BM(100,6 ,6)  ,T (1 0 0 ,6 ,6 )  ,
1 TTR (1 0 0 ,6 ,6 )  ,GM(300) ,GK (300,300) ,P K (100 ,6 .6 )  ,S K (1 0 0 ,6 ,6 )  ,
2 AMM{100,6,6) ,AMT (1 0 0 ,6 ,6 )  ,TK (100 ,6 ,6 )  ,TKT (10 0 ,6 ,6 )  ,
3 TKK(100,6 ,6)  ,PM(100) ,
1* A (10000) , B (1000) , MAXA (301) ,R (300,1*) ,
6 I ROWL (300) , E (100) , OB (100 ) ,  AC (100), ADDM (100) ,Z0 (100) , PWM (100) ,
7 GC (300) , RT (8 ,300) , DM (5.300) , DMD ( 5 , 5 ) . OK (5.300) ,DKD (5 .5 )  .
8 DC (5 , 300 ) , DCD (5 , 5 ) .  PN (300 ) ,  DPN (5)
DOC=60.0





XN (1) =0 .0  
YN (1) =0 .0  
DO 111 1=2,101  
XN ( I ) =XN( I - 1 )+ 1 0 0 .0  
YN ( I )  =YN (1-1 )
111 CONTINUE
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DO 1)2 1=1,100  
DA ( I ) =000 
TH (l)=DCC 
Z O ( 0 = 7 . 9  '




D I =120 .0  
H=200.0  
20 2 =2 .6  











C * * * * * * * *
HM=Z02* (D 0**2-D I  * * 2 )  *H*ATAN (1 .0) /1 0 0 0 .0 /9 8 0 .0  
C DO 333 1=1.100
C A IT = 0 .2 * IT
C333 0 K ( I ) = 0 K ( I ) * ( 1 . 0 - A I T )
C * * *  TO CALCULATE THE LENGTH AND THE ANGLE OF EACH ELEMENT 
DO 2 1=1,100
PL(I)=S Q R T ((X N (I  + 1 ) - X N ( | ) ) * * 2 +  (YN (l + l) -YN ( I )  ) * *2 )
2 CONTINUE 
DO 5 1=1,100
T D ( I ) = A S I N ( ( Y N ( I + 1 ) - Y N ( | ) ) / P L ( 1 ) )
5 CONTINUE
DO 107 1=1.100  
C W R ITE(6 ,* )  I ,PL ( I )  ,TD ( I )
107 CONTINUE
C * * *  TO TO CALCULATE THE MASS PER UNIT LENGTH (KG/CM)
I F ( (OS/927.0123*0 -LE . (1 . 0 /2 9 9 9 - ) )  GO TO 853 
ADD =10 .*0S /927 .0 1 23^ *10 .0  
GO TO 85^
853 ADD=10.
851* DO 8 1 = 1,30
AE ( I )  =4 .0*ATA N(1 .0) *DA ( I )  *TH ( I )
AC (1) =ATAN (1 .0) * 0 A ( I ) * * 2  
Zl ( l )= l» .0 * A T A N (1 .0 ) * D A ( l ) * * 3 * T H ( l ) / 8 .0  
C MASS IS KG/CM**3/CM
PWM ( I )  = (ZO ( I ) *AE ( l)+Z03*AC (1))  /  1000.0  
C ADDM ( I ) = (ETA*62.4 * Z 0 4 * 0 . 453) /  (30 .48**3 )  *AC ( I )
PM ( I ) = (1 . O+ADD) *PWM ( I )  /9 8 0 .
C PM ( I ) = (PWM ( I ) +ADDM ( I ) )
8 CONTINUE
DO 88 1=31,70
AE ( I )  =4.0*ATAN (1 .0 )  * D A ( I ) * T H ( I )
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Zl ( l ) = 4 . 0 * A T A N ( 1 . 0 ) * D A ( l ) * * 3 * T H ( l ) / 8 . 0  
C MASS IS KG/CM**3/CM
PWM ( I )  = (ZO ( I ) *AE (I )+Z03*AC (1))  /  1000 .0  
C ADDM ( I ) = (ETA*62. 4 * Z 0 4 * 0 .453) /  (30 .  48**3)  *AC ( I )
PM( I ) = (1 .0+ADD*RAT)*PWM( I ) / 9 8 0 .0  
C PM(l) = (PWM(l)+ADDMO))
88 CONTINUE
DO 89 1=71,100
AE ( I ) =4.0*ATAN (1 .0 )  *0A ( I ) *TH ( I )
AC ( I ) =ATAN (1 .0 )  * D A ( I ) * * 2  
ZI ( I ) =1*.0*ATAN (1 .0 )  *DA ( I ) **3 *TH  ( I ) / 8 .0  
C MASS IS KG/CM**3/CM
PWM ( I )  = (ZO ( I ) *AE ( I ) +Z03*AC ( I ) ) /  1000 .0  
C ADDM( I ) = (ETA*62. 4 * Z 0 4 * 0 . 453) /  (30 .  48**3)  *AC ( I )
PM( I ) = ( 1 . O+ADD)*PWM ( I ) / 9 8 0 .0  
C PM( I ) = (PWM( I ) +ADDM( I ) )
89 CONTINUE
C * * *  TO ESTABLISH THE ELEMENT MASS MATRIX FOR STIFFNESS MATRIX OF 
DO 9 1=1,100  
DO 9 J= 1 ,6  
DO 9 K=1,6  
AM (I , J,K) = 0 .0
9 CONTINUE
DO 10 1=1,100  
A M ( I ,1 ,1 )= 1 4 0 .0  
A M ( I ,4 ,4 )  =AM (1 , 1 ,1 )
AM (1 ,1  > U) =70 .0  
AM (1 ,2 , 2 )  =156*0  
AM ( 1,5 , 5 )  =AM(1, 2 ,2 )
AM (I , 2 , 3 )  =22 .0*PL  ( I )
Art( 1, 5 . 6 )  =—AM( 1,2 , 3 )
A M O ,2 ,5 )  =5**.0
AM(1,2 , 6 )  = -1 3 -0 *P L  ( I )
AM (1 ,3 , 5 )  “ “ AM(1, 2 , 6 )
AM (1 , 3 .3 )  =4 .0*P L  ( I )  * * 2  
AM (1 ,6 , 6 )  =AM(1,3 ,3 )
AM (1 , 3 .6 )  = -3 -0 *P L  ( I )  * * 2
10 CONTINUE
DO 110 1=1,100  
DO 110 J=2,6  
DO 110 K=1, J - l  
AM(1 , J ,K)=AM(! ,K, J)
110 CONTINUE
DO 11 1=1,100  
DO 11 J=1 ,6  
DO 11 K=1,6  
BM (I , J , K) =AM (I , J , K)
C WRITE (6 , * )  'BMC , I ,J ,K ,  ' )  = ' ,BM(I ,J ,K)
11 CONTINUE
DO 16 1=1,100
C ***  TO ESTABLISH THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FOR EACH ELEMENT 
DO 16 J=1,6  •
00 16 K=1,6  
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DO 17 1=1,100  
T ( 1,1 , 1 )  =COS (TD ( I ) )
T ( I . 1 .2)  = -S IN ( T D ( l ) )
T ( 1,2', 1) = -T  ( 1 ,1 ,2 )
T ( I , 2 ,2 )  =T ( 1,1 ,1 )
T ( l , 3 . 3 )  = 1.0  
T ( 1,4 , 4 )  =T ( 1,1 ,1 )
T ( I , 4 ,5 )  =T ( 1,1 ,2 )
T ( 1,5 , 4 )  =T ( 1,2 ,1 )
T ( 1,5 . 5 )  =T (1 .1 ,1 )
T ( 1,6 , 6 )  =1 .0
17 CONTINUE
C*ft* TO GET THE TRANSPOSE MATRIX OF THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
DO 18 1=1,100  
DO 18 J = 1 ,6  
DO 18 K=1,6  
TTR (I  , J , K) =T ( I , K, J)
18 CONTINUE **************
C*ft* TO ESTABLISH THE STIFFNESS MATRIX OF PIPE ELEMENT 
DO 40 1=1,100  
DO 40 J = 1 ,6  
DO 40 K=1,6  
P K ( l . J .K )  =0 .0
40 CONTINUE
DO 41 1=1,100
PK { 1,1 , 1 )  =AE ( I )  *PL ( I ) * * 2 / Z I  ( I )
41 CONTINUE
DO 45 1=1,100
PK ( 1 , 1 , 4 )= - P K ( 1 , 1 , 1 )
PK ( I , 2 , 2 )  = 12.0  
PK ( I , 2 , 3 )  = 6 .0 * P L ( I )
PK ( I , 2 . 5 )  =-PK (I , 2 , 2 )
PK ( I , 2 .6 )= P K ( I  , 2 , 3 )
PK ( I , 3 , 3 )  =4 .0*PL  ( I )  * * 2  
PK ( 1 ,3 , 5 )  =~PK (1 , 2 , 3 )
PK ( 1,3 .6 )  =0.5*PK (I , 3 ,3 )
PK ( 1.4 . 4 )  =PK ( 1 ,1 .1 )
PK ( 1 ,5 ,5 )  =PK(1, 2 , 2 )
PK ( 1,5 ,6 )  — PK(1, 2 , 3 )
PK ( 1 ,6 ,6 ) = P K (1 .3 . 3 )
45 CONTINUE
DO 46 1=1,100  
DO 46 J=2 ,6  
DO 46 K=1, J—1 
PK (I , J ,K) =PK (I ,K ,  J)
46 CONTINUE
DO 47 1=1,100  
DO 47 J= 1 ,6  
DO 47 K=1,6
PK ( I  , J , K ) = E ( I ) * Z I  ( l ) / ( P L ( l ) * * 3 ) * P K ( l . J , K )
C WRITE ( 6 , * )  , P K (‘ , I , J , K , ‘ ) = I ,P K ( I ,J ,K )
47 CONTINUE
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DO 12 STR203&0
AMM (1 , J , J) =PM (1) *PL (1) STR20370
12 CONTINUE STR20380
C* * *  TO ASSEMBLE THE GLOBAL MASS MATRIX WITH LUMPEDMASS METHOD STR20390
DO 21 1=1.300 STR2OA00
GM (1) =0 .0 STR20A10
21 CONTINUE STR20L20
C DO 22 1=1,2 STR20l<30
C G M ( l , l ) = A M M ( 1 , l , l ) / 2 . 0 STR20LL0
C 22 CONTINUE STR20A50
DO 23 K=1,99 STR20A60
L =K -1 STR20L70
DO 23 1=1,2 STR20A80
GM (1 +3*L) = (AMM (K. 1 + 2 ,  1 +2) +AMM (K+l , 1 , 1)) / 2 .0 STR20L90
23 CONTINUE STR20500
DO 25 1=298,299 STR20510
C WITHOUT " /2 "  MEANS FIXED END STR20520
GM(I)=AMM(100, 1-297. 1-297) STR20530
25 CONTINUE STR205*tO
C THIS THE MASS OF MANHOLE STR20550
C GM(151/=GH(15D+HM STR20560
C GM (152) =GM (152) +HM STR20570
DO 525 1=1,300 STR20580
C WRITE (6 , * )  1 ,GM(I) STR20590
525 CONTINUE STR20600
DO 26 1=1,300 STR20610
GC (1) =0 .0 STR20620
26 CONTINUE STR20630
C##### DENSITY*V-SHEAR*i».0*B*L/NQ. OF ELEMENTS STR206L0
C0 N=0 . 0 0 1 9 *  13508. *1». 0 * 3 0 . 0 * 5 0 0 0 .0 /1 0 0 .0 / 9 8 0 .655 STR20650
C t t m t t  FIRST 2 .0  IS A (BOT) +A (TOP) ; 2ND IS TWO SIDE AREA STR20660
CX=CON* ( 2 . 0 * 1 . 0 + 2 . 0 ) *DCC STR20670
Z t t m i t t t  IN ( 1 . 0 - 0 . 5 ) :  0 . 5  IS THE POISSON RATIO OF SATURATED SAND STR20680
CY=CON* (2. 0 *  1 .0+3 .  l* /3  • 1 ^ 159265/ (1 • 0 -0 .5 )  * 2 .0 )  *DCC STR20690
CU M M  CALCULATE THE GEOMETRIC DAMPING STR20700
C DAMPING IS PROPORTIONAL TO SHEAR VELOCITY & V(S) =SQRT(G/ZO) STR20710
1F (RAT.LE.1 . 0 /2 9 9 0 .0 )  GO TO 579 STR20720
FCX=CX*SQRT (RAT) STR20730
FCY=CY*SQRT (RAT) STR207W





C STIFFNESS IS PROPORTIONAL TO SHEAR MODULUS OF SOIL STR20800
FKX=DKX*RAT STR20810
FKY=DKY*RAT STR20820
00 27 K=1,30 STR20830
L=K-1 STR208L0
GC(3*L+1)=CX STR20850
GC (3*L+2) =CY STR20860
27 CONTINUE STR2O870
DO 127 K=31,70 STR20880
L=K-1 STR20890
GC(3*L+1)=FCX STR20900
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DO 128 K=71,99 STR20930
L=K -1 STR20940
GC(3*L+1)=CX STR20950
GC (3*L+2) =CY STR20960
CONTINUE STR20970
DO 129 1=298,299 STR20980
WITHOUT " / 2 “  MEANS FIXED END STR20990
GC ( I ) =GC ( I - 3 ) STR21000
CONTINUE STR21010
DO 29 1=1,300  STR21020
WRITE ( 6 , * )  1 . GC ( I )  STR21030
CONTINUE STR21040
ASSUME AK ( I )  6 OB ( I )  VARY PROPORTIONALLY STR21050
PC=4.0*ATAN (1 .0 ) * 7 8 7 - 5 /1 5 0 0 .0  STR21060
DO 2204 1=1,30 STR21070
O K (I ) =0K0 STR21080
CONTINUE STR21090
DO 2205 1=71,100 STR21100
OK ( I) =0K0 STR21110
CONTINUE STR21120
DO 2206 1=31,70 STR21130
O K (I) =0S STR21140
CONTINUE STR21150
DO 205 1=1,100 STR21160
AK ( I) =0K ( I )  *PC STR21170
CONTINUE STR21180
TO ESTABLISH THE STIFFNESS MATRIX OF SOIL FOR EACH ELEMENT STR21190
DO 150 1=1,100 STR2I200
DO 150 J=1, 6  STR21210
DO 150 K=1,6  STR21220
SK ( I , J , K) =0K ( I ) *PL ( I ) /4 2 0 .0 * B M ( I ,J,K)*DCC STR21230
WRITE ( 6 , * )  'S K C  , I , J ,K ,  ' ) = '  , SK (I ,J ,K) STR21240
CONTINUE STR21250
DO 51 1=1,100 STR21260
SK (I , 1 , 1) =SK (I , 1,1) *PC STR21270
SK ( 1 ,1 ,4 )  =SK (1 .1 .4 )  *PC STR21280
SK ( 1 ,4 ,4 )  =SK (I ,4 ,4 )  *PC STR21290
SK (1 , 4 , 1 )  =SK (1 ,1 ,4 )  STR21300
CONTINUE STR21310
TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR EACH ELEMENT STR21320
DO 52 1=1,100 STR21330
DO 52 J= 1 ,6  STR21340
DO 52 K=1,6  STR21350
TK ( I , J , K) =PK ( I , J , K) +SK ( I , J , K) STR21360
WRITE (6, *)  , T K ( ' , I , J , K , , ) = ' . T K ( I , J , K )  STR21370
CONTINUE STR21380
TO TRANSFORM ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL STR21390
DO 53 1=1,100 STR21400
DO 53 J = 1 ,6  STR21410
DO 53 K=1,6  STR21420
TKT (I , J , K) = 0 .0  STR21430
DO 53 L=1,6  STR21440
TKT (I , J , K) =TKT ( I , J , K) +TTR ( I , J , L) *TK ( I , L , K) STR21450
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53  CONTINUE
DO 54 1=1,100  
DO 54 J = 1 .6  
DO 54 K=1 ,6  
TKK ( I , J,K) = 0 .0  
DO 54 L=1 ,6
TKK (I  , J , K) =TKK ( I , J , K) +TKT ( I , J , L) *T  ( I ,L,K)
54 CONTINUE
DO 154 1=1,6  
DO 154 J=1 , 6  
C WRITE (6 , * )  I ,  J,TKK ( 9 , 1, J)
154 CONTINUE 
C * * *  TO ASSEMBLE THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX 
DO 55 1=1,300  
DO 55 J = l ,3 0 0  
GK (I , J ) = 0 . 0
55 CONTINUE
DO 56 1=1.3  
DO 56 J= 1 ,3
GK (I , J)=TKK (1 ,1 + 3 ,  J+3)+TKK ( 2 , 1 , J)
56 CONTINUE
DO 57 K=1,9 8  
DO 57 1=1.3  
DO 57 J = 1 .3
GK ( I + 3 *K , J+3*K) =TKK ( K + l , 1+3, J+3)+TKK (K +2 ,1 , J)
57 CONTINUE
DO 58 1=1,3  
DO 58 J= 1 ,3  
C WITH " * 2 "  MEANS FIXED END
GK ( I +297. J+297) =TKK (100, 1+3, J+3) *2 .0
58 CONTINUE
DO 558 K=2,100  
L=K-2
DO 558 1=1,3  
DO 558 J= 4 ,6
GK ( I + 3 * L , J+3*L) =TKK (K, I , J)
558 CONTINUE
DO 69  1= 2 ,3 0 0  
DO 69  J = 1 , 1-1  
GK (I , J) =GK (J , I )
69 CONTINUE
DO 769 1=1.300  
C GK ( I , I ) =GK (1 ,1 )  -50  . 0*GM ( I )
769 CONTINUE
00  70  1= 1 ,3 0 0
DO 70 J = l ,1+4  
C WRITE ( 6 , * )  I , J , GK( I , J)
70 CONTINUE
USING SKYLINE VECTOR FORM TO STORE GLOBAL MATRIX 
COLUMN HEIGHT 
MAXA (1) =1 
DO 501 1=2,7  
MAXA ( I ) =MAXA( I -1 )  + 1 -1 
CONTINUE
DO 502 1 = 8 ,299 ,3
C * * *
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MAXA(l)=MAXA(l-3) + 15 STR22010
502  CONTINUE STR22020
DO 503 1=9,300 ,3 STR22030
MAXA (1) =MAXA (1 -3 )+  15 STR220AO
503 CONTINUE STR22050
DO 501* 1 = 10 ,30 1 ,3 STR22060
MAXA(l)=MAXA(l-3) + 15 STR22070
501* CONTINUE STR22080
C DO 1*01 1=2, NP1 STR22090
C MAXA (1) =MAXA (1 -1 )  + 1-1 STR22100
C 1*01 CONTINUE STR22110
C * * *  ROW LENGTH STR22120
I ROWL (1) =6 STR22130
IROWL (2) =5 STR221A0
IROWL (3) =1* STR22150
DO 505 1=1*.295.3 STR22160
1 ROWL (1) = 1 ROWL (1-3) STR22170
505 CONTINUE STR22180
DO 506 1=5.296 .3 STR22190
1ROWL(1 )= 1 ROWL(1-3) STR22200
506 CONTINUE STR22210
DO 577 1=6,297 .3 STR22220
1 ROWL (1) = 1 ROWL (1-3) STR22230
577 CONTINUE STR222A0
DO 1*20 1=298,300 STR22250
1ROWL(1) =1ROWL (1 - 1 ) - 1 STR22260
1*20 CONTINUE STR22270
KK=MAXA (NP1) STR22280
DO 1*09 1 = 1, KK STR22290
A (1) = 0 .0 STR22300
B (1) = 0 .0 STR22310
C WRITE (6 , * ) A ( I )  ,B(1) STR22320
1*09 CONTINUE STR22330
DO 1*10 1=1,300 STR223l*0
L=MAXA(I) STR22350
-C WRITE (21*,*) L STR22360
A (L) =GK (1 ,1 ) STR22370
B (1 ) =GM (1) STR22380
C WRITE (6 , * )  L,A(L) , 1 , B ( I ) STR22390
1*10 CONTINUE STR22A00
DO 1*11 1=2,300 STR22L10
L=MAXA(I) STR22l*20
LL=MAXA (1 + 1) -MAXA (1) STR22U30
DO 1*11 J = 1 , L L - 1 STR22l*l*0
LJ=L+J STR22450
LLJ= I-J STR22L60
A (LJ) =GK (LLJ, 1) STR22L70
C B (LJ) =GM (LLJ, 1) STR22L80
C WRITE (6 , * )  LJ, ' A=' , A (L J ) , 1'B=‘ , B(LJ) STR22L90
1*11 CONTINUE STR22500
NWK=MAXA ( N P l ) - l STR22510
C * * *  FOR LUMPED MASS 'NWM‘ IS NOT EQUAL TO 'NWK' STR22520
NN=300 STR22530
NWM=NN STR2251*0
C * * *  TO CLEAN UP THE SMALL NUMBER DUE TO TRANSFORMATION MATRIX STR22550
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111
CAAArtrtrtrtAAAAAs'cAAAfcslcAAAstAAAAs'eAAAAAAAftAAftAAAAAAAAAAAAAftftAAAA*** STR22560




C S T R 2 2 & 1 0 
SUBROUTINE AGKP(GK.NN) STR22620
STR22630





DIMENSION XN (101) ,YN(101) , PL (100) ,TD(100) ,AE(100) , DA (100) ,TH(100) .STR22690 
1 Zl (100) ,T (1 0 0 ,6 ,6 )  ,E (100)  ,Z O (100 ) ,  STR22700
1 TTR (100 ,6 ,6 )  ,GK(300,300) ,P K (1 0 0 ,6 ,6 )  , STR22710




XN (1 )= 0 .0  STR22760
YN (1 )= 0 .0  STR22770
DO 111 1=2,101 ‘ STR22780
XN ( I )  =XN (I -1 )  + 100.0 STR22790
YN ( I )  =YN (1-1) STR22800
CONTINUE STR22810
DO 112 1=1,100 STR22820
DA ( I )  =DOC STR22830
TH (l)=DCC STR228L0
AE ( I )  =lt.0*ATAN (1 .0 )  *DA ( I ) *T H  ( I )  STR22850
ZO ( I )  = 7 -9  STR22860
E ( l )= 2 1 00 0 0 0 .0  STR22870
Zl ( l ) = i * . 0 * A T A N ( 1 .0 ) * D A ( l ) * * 3 * T H ( l ) / 8 .0  STR22880
CONTINUE STR22890
TO CALCULATE THE LENGTH AND THE ANGLE OF EACH ELEMENT STR22900
DO 2 1=1,100 STR22910
PL ( I )  =SQRT ( (XN (1+1) -XN ( I ) ) **2+(YN (1 + 1) -YN ( I ) ) * *2 )  STR22920
CONTINUE STR22930
DO 5 1 = 1,100 STR2291<0
TD ( I )  =AS IN ( (YN (1 + 1) -YN (1))  /PL (1 ) )  STR22950
CONTINUE ST-122960
DO 107 1=1,100 STR22970
WRITE ( 6 , * )  I , PL ( I )  ,TD ( I ) • STR22980
CONTINUE STR22990
TO ESTABLISH THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FOR EACH ELEMENT STR23000
00 16 1=1,100 STR23010
DO 16 J = l ,6  STR23020
DO 16 K = l ,6  STR23030
T ( I , J , K) =0 .0  STR23OL0
CONTINUE STR23050
DO 17 1=1,100 STR23060
T (1 ,1 ,1 )  =C0S (TD ( I ) ) STR23070
T (1 ,1 ,2 )  =-S IN (TD ( I ) )  STR23080
T (1 ,2 ,1 )  = -T  ( 1 ,1 ,2 )  STR23090
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T ( l , 3 . 3 ) = l - 0  STR23110
T ( I . ' * . 1 * ) = T ( I , 1 . 1 )  STR23120
T ( I , 1 * , 5 ) = T ( I , 1 , 2 )  STR23130
T ( I , 5 . M = T ( I , 2 , 1 )  STR23140
T ( l , 5 , 5 ) = T ( l , l , l )  STR23150
T ( I ,6 ,6 )  = 1 .0 STR23160
17 CONTINUE STR23170
Cft** TO GET THE TRANSPOSE MATRIX OF THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX STR23180
00 18 1= 1,100  S T R 23190
DO 18 J=1 ,6  STR23200
DO 18 K=1,6  STR23210
T T R ( I , J,K) =T ( I  , K, J) STR23220
18 CONTINUE STR23230
S T R 2 3 2 L O
C * * A  TO E S T A B L IS H  THE S T I F F N E S S  M A T R IX  OF P IP E  ELEMENT S T R 2 3 2 5 0
DO 1*0 1 =  1 , 1 0 0  S T R 2 3 2 6 0
DO 1*0 J = 1 ,6  S T R 2 3 2 7 0
DO 1*0 K=1 ,6  S T R 2 3 2 8 0
PK ( I  , J , K )  = 0 . 0  S T R 2 3 2 9 0
1*0 C ONTINUE S T R 2 3 3 O 0
DO 1*1 1 =  1 , 1 0 0  S T R 2 3 3 1 0
PK ( I  ,  1 , 1 )  =AE ( 1 )  * P L  ( I )  * * 2 / Z l  ( I )  S T R 2 3 3 2 0
1*1 C ONTINUE S T R 2 3 3 3 0
DO 1*5 1 =  1 , 1 0 0  S T R 2 3 3 W
PK ( I  , 1,1*) = - P K  ( 1 , 1 , 1 )  S T R 2 3 3 5 0
PK ( I  , 2 , 2 )  = 1 2 . 0  S T R 2 3 3 & 0
PK ( I , 2 , 3 ) = 6 . 0 * P L ( I )  S T R 2 3 3 7 0
PK ( I  , 2 , 5 ) = - P K ( l  , 2 , 2 )  S T R 2 3 3 8 0
PK ( 1 , 2 , 6 ) = P K ( I , 2 , 3 )  S T R 2 3 3 9 0
PK ( I  , 3 , 3 ) = 1 * . 0 * P L ( I ) * * 2  S T R 2 3 A 0 0
PK ( I  , 3 . 5 )  = - P K  ( I  , 2 , 3 )  STR 2 3A  10
P K ( 1 , 3 , 6 ) = 0 . 5 * P K ( I  , 3 . 3 )  STR231*20
PK ( I  , ! * , ! * )  =PK ( I  , 1 , 1 )  S T R 2 3 A 3 0
PK (1 , 5 , 5 )  =PK ( I  , 2 , 2) S TR 231* 1*0
PK ( I  , 5 , 6 )  = “ PK ( I  , 2 , 3 )  STR231*50
PK ( 1 , 6 , 6)  =PK ( 1 , 3 . 3 )  S TR231.60
1*5 CO N TIN U E STR231*70
DO 1*6 1 =  1 , 1 0 0  S T R 2 3 L 8 0
DO 1*6 J = 2 ,6  STR231*90
DO 4 6  K = 1 , J - 1 S T R 2 3 5 0 0
PK ( I  , J , K )  = P K ( I , K , J )  S T R 2 3 5 1 0
1*6 CO N TIN U E S T R 2 3 5 2 0
DO 1*7 1 =  1 , 1 0 0  S T R 2 3 5 3 0
DO 1*7 J = 1 ,6  S T R 2 3 5 l *0
DO 1*7 K = l ,6  S T R 2 3 5 5 0
PK ( I  ,  J , K )  =E ( I )  * Z I  ( l ) / ( P L ( l ) * * 3 ) * P K ( l  , J . K )  S T R 2 3 5 6 0
C W R IT E  (6 . * )  ' P K C  ,1 , J , K ,  ' ) = '  ,  PK ( I  , J , K )  S T R 2 3 5 7 0
1*7 CO N TIN U E S T R 2 3 5 8 0
C * * *  TO TRANSFORM ELEMENT S T I F F N E S S  M A T R IX  FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL S T R 2 3 5 9 0
DO 5 3  1 = 1 , 1 0 0  S T R 2 3 6 0 0
DO 5 3  J = 1 ,6  S T R 2 3 6 1 0
DO 5 3  K = 1 , 6  S T R 2 3 6 2 0
T K T  ( I , J , K) = 0 . 0  S T R 2 3 6 3 0
DO 5 3  L = 1 ,6  S TR 2 36 LO
T K T  ( I , J , K) = T K T  ( I ,  J . K) + T T R  ( I , J , L )  * P K  ( I , L , K) STR2 3 6 5 0
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5 3  C ONTINUE
DO 5A 1 = 1 , 1 0 0  
DO 5 1* J = 1 ,6  
DO 5  if K = 1 ,6  
T K K ( I , J , K ) = 0 . 0  
DO 5A  L = 1 ,6
TKK ( I  , J , K) = TK K  ( I , J ,  K) + T K T  { I , J , L )  * T  ( I , L , K )
5 if CO N TIN U E  
DO 1 5 1* 1 =  1 . 6  
DO 15U J = 1 ,6  
C W R IT E  ( 6 , * )  I . J . T K K  ( 9 , 1  , J )
15 if  CO N TIN U E  
C * * A  TO ASSEMBLE THE GLOBAL S T I F F N E S S  M A T R IX  
DO 5 5  1 = 1 , 3 0 0  
DO 5 5  J = 1 , 3 0 0  
GK ( I  , J ) = 0 . 0
5 5  C ONTINUE
DO 5 6  1 = 1 , 3  
DO 5 6  J = 1 , 3
GK ( I , J )  =TKK ( 1 ,  1 + 3 .  J + 3 )  + T K K  ( 2 , 1 ,  J)
56  C ONTINUE
00 57 K= 1 ,98 
DO 57 1 = 1 . 3  
DO 57 J = 1 . 3
GK ( l + 3 * K ,  J + 3 * K )  = T K K  ( K + l ,  1 + 3 .  J + 3 ) + T K K  ( K + 2 , 1 , J )
5 7  C ONTINUE
DO 5 8  1 = 1 . 3  
0 0  5 8  J = 1 , 3  
C W IT H  " * 2 "  MEANS F I X E D  END
GK ( 1 + 2 9 7 .  J + 2 9 7 )  = T K K  ( 1 0 0 ,  1 + 3 .  J + 3 )  * 2 . 0  
58 '  C ONTINUE
DO 5 5 8  K = 2 , 1 0 0  
L = K - 2
DO 5 5 8  1 = 1 . 3  
DO 5 5 8  J = i f  ,6
GK ( l + 3 * L ,  J + 3 * L )  = T K K  (K ,  I , J )
5 5 8  CO N TIN U E
DO 6 9  1 = 2 , 3 0 0  
DO 6 9  J = 1 , 1 - 1  
GK ( I  , J ) = G K ( J ,  I )
6 9  C ONTINUE
DO 7 0  1 = 1 , 3 0 0  
C W R IT E  (6 , * )  ' GKP ( '
7 0  CO NTINUE  
RETURN  
END
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c m m m m m  h t i s  i s  ■ t  ■ s e c t i o n T - S 0 0 0 1 0
c T H I S  IS  THE PROGRAM TO CALCULATE RESPONSES OF A P I P E L I N E T - S 0 0 0 2 0
c WORKING PROG; VECTOER FORM; W IT H  K .  J .  BATHE SUBSPACE. T - S 0 0 0 3 0
c QVERELAXATION WORKS T O O .  NO S H I F T I N G . T -S O O O LO
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z ) T - S 0 0 0 5 0
D IM E N S IO N  A ( 7 5 0 0 0 )  , 1A { 8 0 0 ) T - S 0 0 0 6 0
MTOTR= 7 5 0 0 0 T - S 0 0 0 7 0
M T O T 1= 8 0 0 T - S 0 0 0 8 0
c CALL CLOCKX ( T I M E l ) T - S 0 0 0 9 0
READ ( 5 , * )  N , N R 0 0 T , N 8 W , M A X I T E , I F P R , 1 O U T ,J A C O B , I T W O , M E T H O D , I F S S T - S 0 0 1 0 0
S . N S T I F . N T E R M S , I P M O D E , I R E L A X , A L A T - S O O I 10
1 FORMAT ( 1 6 1 5 ) T - S 0 0 1 2 0
VS 1 N=S IN  (ALA) T - S 0 0 1 3 0
WR1TE ( 6 , ft) ' A L A = ' , A L A ,  ' TAN (ALA) = 1 ,T A N  (ALA) T - S O O I L O
IF  ( I R E L A X  . N E .  0 ) T - S 0 0 1 5 0
$ W R I T E - (6 . f t )  ' * * f t  OVERELAX * * *  R E Q U IR E D 1 T - S 0 0 1 6 0
GO TO ( 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 ) .METHOD T - S 0 0 1 7 0
C 3 3 3 11 =  1 T - S 0 0 1 8 0
c 1 2 = 1 1+NftNTERMS*ITW O T - S 0 0 1 9 0
c 1 3 = 1 2 + N * IT W O T - S 0 0 2 0 0
c CALL M A IM 2 ( N . N B W .A  (1 1) , A (1 2 ) ) T - S 0 0 2 1 0
c GO TO 12 T - S 0 0 2 2 0
111 READ ( 5 . * )  R T O L .T O L R T - S 0 0 2 3 0
2 FORMAT ( 8 F 1 0 . 0 ) T - S 0 0 2 L O
L=M I NO ( 2 * N R 0 0 T , N R 0 0 T + 8  ) T - S 0 0 2 5 0
IF  ( L . G T . N )  L=N T - S 0 0 2 6 0
c . . . . .D Y N A M I C  STORAGE T - S 0 0 2 7 0
IF  (IPMODE . N E .  1) T - S 0 0 2 8 0
$NTERMS= ( 0 . 5 *  (N B W + D  +  (N - N B W )) ftNBW T - S 0 0 2 9 0
1 1 =  1 T - S 0 0 3 0 0
1 2 = 1 1 + L * 1 TWO T - S 0 0 3 1 0
1 3 = 1 2 + N * L * I T W 0 T - S 0 0 3 2 0
1 l»=l 3 + N * I T W 0 T - S 0 0 3 3 0
15 = t  l t + N * L *  1 TWO T - S 0 0 3 L 0
|6 = I 5 + N T E R M S * I T W 0 T - S 0 0 3 5 0
1 7 = 1 & + L * L * I T W O T - S 0 0 3 6 0
1 8 = 1 7 + L * L * I T W 0 T - S 0 0 3 7 0
I 9 = l 8 + L * I T W 0 T - S 0 0 3 8 0
1 1 0 = I 9 + L * I T W O T - S 0 0 3 9 0
1 1 1 = 1 10+LftL ft lTW O T-SO O LO O
1 1 2 = 1 1 1 + L * IT W O T - S O O L l O
c . . . . . T H E  FOLLOWING STORAGE NEEDED ONLY I F  "ACCELER ATED" SUBSPACE IS U S E T - S 0 0 L 2 0
1 1 3 = 1 1 2 + L * I T W 0 T - S 0 0 l t 3 0
1 1 L = I 13 + L * I T W 0 T -S O O L LO
1 15=1 H + N f t L * I T W O T - S O O L 50
1 1 6 = 1 1 5 + L * I T W 0 T -S O O L & O
1 1 7 = 1 1 6 + N * 1 TWO T - S O 0 L 7 O
1 1 8 = 1 17+Nft ITW O T - S O O L 8 0
1 1 9 = 1 1 8 + L * 1 TWO T - S O O L 90
1 2 0 = 1 1 9 + L * IT W O T - S 0 0 5 0 0
1 2 1 = 1 2 0 + L * I T W O T - S 0 0 5 1 0
N N C = L * ( L + l ) / 2 T - S 0 0 5 2 0
1 2 2 = 1 2 1 + N N C * IT W 0 T - S 0 0 5 3 0
1 2 3 = 1 2 2 + N N C * IT W 0 T - S 0 0 5 L 0
c . . . T - S 0 0 5 5 0
*
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t
J 1=1 T - S 0 0 5 6 0
J 2 = J 1 + L  T - S 0 0 5 7 0
N P 1= N +1  T - S 0 0 5 8 0
J 3 = J 2 + N P 1  T - S 0 0 5 9 0
J A = J 3 + N  T - S 0 0 6 0 0
J 5 = J l t + L  T - S 0 0 6 1 0
I F  ( I F S S . N E . O )  J 2 = J 1 + N P 1  T - S 0 0 6 2 0
C   T - S 0 0 & 3 0
W R IT E  (6 , L )  I 2 3 . J 1* T - S 0 0 6 L 0
1* FORMAT ( 2X , 1 PLEASE INCREASE MEMORY MTOTR, M TOTI = '  , 2110) T - S O O 65O
I F  ( 1 2 3  - L T .  MTOTR . A N D .  J L  . L T .  M T O T I )  GO TO 11 T - S O O 66O
GO TO 12 T -S O O 67O
C   T - S O O 68O
11 CALL MAI N 1 ( L , A ( I  1) ,N  , N P 1, A ( I  2) ,  A ( I  3)  ,  A ( I  A) ,N B W , A ( 1 5 )  , A ( 16)  , A ( I 7 )  , T -S O O 69O
$ A ( 18) , A ( 19) ,  R T O L , MAX I T E , I F P R , I O U T , NROOT, A ( 1 1 0 ) , J ACOB, IA  (J 1 ) ,  T - S 0 0 7 0 0
JM E TH O D ,A  ( 1 1 1 )  , I F S S , N S T I F , A ( 1 12) , A ( 1 13) , A ( I  H * )  , T 0 L R ,  I RELAX, T - S 0 0 7 1 0
$A ( 1 15 )  ,  IA  ( J 2 )  , N T ER M S .A  ( 1 16) ,  IA  ( J 3 )  , IPMO DE, A ( 1 17 )  , A ( I  18) , T - S 0 0 7 2 0
$ A ( I  19)  ,  A ( 1 2 0 )  , A ( I  2 1 )  ,A  ( 1 2 2 )  , N N C , I A ( J i * )  , ALA) T - S 0 0 7 3 0
I F ( I  F S S . E Q . O )  GO TO 12 T - S 0 0 7 * * 0
C . . . . . . . APPLY STURM SEQUENCE CHECK T - S 0 0 7 5 0
I 1 0 A = I 1 0 + L * I T W 0  T - S 0 0 7 6 0
I 1 0 B = I 1 0 A + L * I T W O  T - S 0 0 7 7 0
I 10C = 110B + L * IT W O  T - S 00780
CALL S T U R M ( N , N T ER M S , NBW, L , A ( 13) , A ( 1 5 )  , A ( 1 8 )  ,  A ( 1 10) , A (1 1 0 A )  , T - S 0 0 7 9 0
$A ( I  10B) , A  ( I  IO C )  , A  ( I  11 )  , IA  (J 1 ) , N P 1 ,  IO U T . N S T I  F , I A  ( J 3 ) ) T - S 0 0 8 0 0
12 STOP T - S 0 0 8 1 0
END T - S 0 0 8 2 0
T - S O O 83O
S UBROUTINE M A IN 1  ( L , W 1 , N , N P 1 , XO, DMASS, Y O .N B W ,S T  I F , R S T I F . R M A S S , E I G V . T - S 0 0 8 A 0  
$ D , R T O L , MAX I T E . IF  P R , I O U T , NROOT, X , JACOB, I P I Q L O , METHOD, ALPGAM, I F S S , T -S O O 85O
$ N S T I F , E V M 2 , E V M 3 , X O M l , T O L R ,  IR E L A X ,Q L A M D A .M A X A ,N T E R M S ,T E M P ,  T - S O O 86O
S IR O W L ,  IPM O D E, T E M P 2 , T E M P 3 , T E M P I * , T E M P 5 , T E M P 6 , T E M P 7 , N N C , I X , A L A )  T -S O O 87O
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )  T - S O O 88O
D IM E N S I O N  W1 (L )  , X 0 ( N , L )  , DMASS (N) , Y O ( N , L )  , ST I F (NTERMS) . R S T I F ( L . L )  T - S 0 0 8 9 0  
$ ,  RMASS ( L , L) ,  E I G V  (L )  ,  D (L )  , X ( L , L) , I PI QLO (L ) , ALPGAM (L) .  IROWL (N) T - S 0 0 9 0 0
COMMON /PEH/GK ( 3 0 0 , 3 0 0 )  , GM (3 0 0 )  , CH1 (1*, 3 0 0 )  ,C H 2  ( A , I * )  , XOT (1*, 3 0 0 )  T - S 0 0 9 10
$ , CH3 ( A , 3 0 0 )  , CHA (1*, 1*) , GC ( 3 0 0 ) , CH5 ( I * . 3 0 0 ) , CH6 ( l * , l t )  , GKP ( 3 0 0 , 3 0 0 )  T - S 0 0 9 2 0
S , AREC1 ( 2 0 0 0 ) , AREC2 ( 2 0 0 0 )  , T - S 0 0 9 3 0
S GDI ( 2 0 0 0 )  , G D 2  ( 2 0 0 0 )  , F K ( 2 5 0 , 3 0 0 )  , T - S 0 0 9 A 0
$ PG ( 2 5 0 , 3 0 0 )  ,GD ( 2 5 0 ,  3 0 0 )  ,PN  (2 5 0 ,1 * )  , DP (2 5 0 ,1 * )  , T - S 0 0 9 5 0
$ FS ( 2 5 0 ,  1*) , FD ( 2 5 0 ,  1*) , AN ( 250 , 1*) , U ( 2 0 0 0 .  1*) , DU ( 2 5 0 ,  1*) , GU ( 2 5 0 , 3 0 0 )  , T -S O O 96O 
$ V ( 2 0 0 0 , 1 * )  , D V  (2 5 0 , 1 * )  ,S T K  (2 5 0 ,1 * )  , D P S T ( 2 5 0 , I*) T - S 0 0 9 7 0
D IM E N S I O N  EVM2 (L )  , E V M 3 ( L )  , X0M1 ( N , L )  , QLAMDA(L) . M A X A ( N P l )  .TEMP (N) , T -S O O 98O
STEMP2 (N) , T E M P 3 ( L )  .TEMPI*  (L )  ,T E M P 5 ( L )  ,T E M P 6 (N N C )  ,T E M P 7 (NNC) , IX  (L )  T - S 0 0 9 9 0
C  IN P U T  DATAS T - S 0 1 0 0 0
C T - S 0 1 0 1 0
C GET "  K ( P I P E )  "  FROM SUBROUTINE T - S 0 1 0 2 0
C T - S 0 1 0 3 0
CALL A G K P ( G K P .N )  T - S 0 1 0 A 0
C 11 K ( P I P E )  "  IS  NOT A FU N C TIO N  OF T IM E  T - S 0 1 0 5 0
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  T - S 0 1 0 6 0
C A R E C 1 , AREC2 ARE A C C E LE R A T IO N S  OF GROUND MOTION ALONG W ITH  N -W ;E - W  T - S 0 1 0 7 0
READ ( 5 , * )  (AREC1 ( I )  , 1 =  1 , 2 0 0 0 )  T - S 0 1 0 8 0
READ ( 5 , * )  (A R EC 2 ( I )  ,1  =  1 , 2 0 0 0 )  T - S 0 1 0 9 0
C G D 1 .G D 2  ARE D IS P LA C E M E N TS  OF GROUND MOTION ALONG W IT H  T - S 0 1 1 0 0
*
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READ ( 5 , * )  (GDI ( I )  ,1 = 1,2000)
READ (5, *)  (GD2(I) , 1 = 1,2000)
DO 23A5 1=1,2000  
G D I ( i ) = 0 .0  
AREC1 ( l ) = 0 . 0 
231*5 CONTINUE 
C SET IN IT IA L  CONDITIONS
READ (5 ,101 )  (U( 1 , 1 ) ,  1=1,A)
READ (5 .101)  (V( 1. I) , 1 = 1.4)
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *
C START LOOP FOR TIME DEPENDABLE VARIABLES
NDP IS THE TIME STEP NUMBER 
NDP=2 
DO LOOP STARTS
DO 200 IT= l.NDP  
IF (IT.LE.AOO) GO TO 1*32 
0K =927.012A7/3000.0  
GO TO 222
C " OK "
C " OK " BASED ON 11 KSI "
1*32 AT0=8.0
C FOR SAND ERAF = 0 . 7  
ERAF=0.7
C PO IS THE OVERBURDEN PRESSURE 
P0=2.28  
C WHEN DEPTH/RADIUS = 7 
GAMA=0.9A
FA= ( ( IT -1 )  *0 .0 2 /A T 0 )  * *  (1 .0/ERAF)
FB=ASIN ( 2 . 0*FA— 1.0)
FN=0. 5_0 . 2 5 / ATAN (1 .0) *FB 
0K=(P0*FN)* * 0 . 5A*9.0*GAMA 
C CHANGE UNIT FROM " KSI " TO " KG/CM/CM "
0K=0K*1000.0*0 .0702151  
C WRITE ( 6 , * )  1 IT= ' , I T , 10K=‘ ,0K
222 CAI = 0 . 1 9 5 * (OK/927.0121*7) * * 2 - 0 . 5 1 5 * (OK/927.0121*7)+0.333  
IF (IPMODE .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL ABCD(OK.GK, GM.GC, STI F, DMASS,MAXA.N,NTERMS,NP1, 1ROWL.55) 
DO 702 1=1,300  
C WRITE ( 6 , * )  I ,  GM ( I )
702 CONTINUE 
C READ (5, I D  (STI F ( I )  , 1 = 1 ,NTERMS)
11 FORMAT (5F 10.1)
C READ (5 ,12 )  (MAXA ( I ) , I = 1 ,NP1)
12 FORMAT (1 0 15)
C READ (5 .11 )  (DMASS ( I )  , 1 = 1 ,N)
C READ (5 ,12 )  (IROWL(I) , 1=1 ,N)
C GIVE IN IT IA L  CONDITIONS : UO.VO ETC.
C W RITE(6 ,* )  TREC2(I)  ,AREC2(I)
ELSE
C AUTOMATIC INPUT GENERATION
IC0UNT=NP1 
DO 21 1=1,NBW
T -S 01 110
T -S 01 120
T -S 01 130
T -S 01 11*0
T -S 01 150
T -S 01 160
T-S0 1 I 70
T-S01180

















T -S O I36O
T -S O I370
T -S O I38O
T -S O I39O
T-SO 11*00
T—SO 11* 10
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